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Version Changes 
 

Changes between Version 7.0 and Version 7.2 
 

Policy Caching [updated in v. 7.02.06] 

 

Library Policy, Timezone [new in v. 7.02.x] 

 

Available Granular Permissions [updated v. 7.02.09] 

 

Allowing Patrons to Search and Display Suppressed Titles [added section v. 7.02.x] 

 

Send Messages [updated v. 7.2.x] 

 

Assigning Roles in the Individual Patron Record [updated in v. 7.02.06] 

 

Cron Scripts Interface, Running Advance and Overdue Notices for Multiple Branches and Holds 

Queue Timing [added v. 7.02.x] 

 

Timezone Functionality [new in v. 7.02.x] 

 

System Cron Cleanup Script [section added in v. 7.02.x] 
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Superlibrarian Training Guide 
 

This Superlibrarian training guide also serves as a general configuration guide. Many policies 

will have been created as part of data migration phase and should be reviewed at the initial go-

live; others will need to be configured from scratch.  A Superlibrarian may also need to create 

additional policies in the future. 

 

NOTE: Almost any configuration change will require a browser refresh to see the change. 

Some may require clearing the browser cache as well. As a general rule, refresh your 

browser after any change. If necessary, alert staff users to do so as well. Some settings are 

cached at the server level, and may require 3-4 minutes to show. 

 

Some of the underlying code libraries have been updated. This will result in slightly altered 

screen displays; not all screenshots have been updated. 

 

The main configuration areas are found under Administration: 

 

 
 

and Tools menus:  
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Some areas do not need attention; this document focuses on those areas which must be checked 

or configured prior to library system go-live, or should be modified later during production 

operations.  This document will briefly review other areas, mainly to describe their use. Not all 

of these options are relevant or useful; this manual may not include those. (Some of those will be 

removed in future versions.)  

 

 

Manual Links 
 

If a user is logged in as superlibrarian, links to the Discovery Layer Configuration Guide and the 

Superlibrarian Guide (this document) are visible. The Superlibrarian Guide is a link in the left 

Admin sidebar menu, and the Discovery Layer guide shows at the top of that system preference 

group, under the link to the configuration editor. 

 
 

The current version of the User Manual is available to all users under the top menu bar More 

dropdown: 
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7 

By design, these links go to the version of the manual for the current production release. Users 

testing new versions may need to go to other URLs. 

 

Policy Creation 
 

Most policies require both a code and a description.  We recommend using all caps for any 

policy code – the system is case-sensitive and making all policies upper case is easier to 

remember for later work.  Most code fields are limited to 8-10 characters.  The description is 

what usually shows on screen, but there are times the code will show, so make it meaningful, not 

a collection of random characters.  You can change a description at any time, but once a policy is 

created the code itself cannot be changed. 

 

For policy creation, you MUST use only alphanumeric characters.  Do not use any spaces or 

any special characters except for an underscore or a hyphen.  Many special characters like 

single or double quote marks, $, &, @ etc. have special meaning to the underlying scripts. At 

best their use in a policy code will confuse the system.  At worst it could stop the system from 

functioning altogether.  Some of these symbols (especially single or double quote marks) also 

cause problems if used in the description, so avoid them. (For example, as grammatically 

incorrect as “Childrens Book” is, use it instead of “Children’s Book” because the apostrophe can 

interfere with displays.) 

 

Policies cannot be deleted if records are using the code.  Make sure all instances of its use 

have been changed or removed before you delete a policy.  These may be in areas that aren’t 

immediately obvious, such as course reserves or calendar settings. 

 

 

Policy Caching 
 

Some changes to system policies (adding a new item type or shelving location, changing a 

syspref, etc.) will now show up in the staff interface in a couple of minutes without the need to 

refresh the browser as needed in earlier versions. If you don’t see a change after a few minutes, 

go ahead and refresh the browser. 
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Library Policy 
 

Every system must have at least one library (branch) defined.  You can create as many libraries 

as needed.  The Group functionality is used for search groups and circulation groups, which are 

both advanced features not used by most libraries. Ignore it in this section unless instructed to 

use it. Each library (branchcode) has a policy, usually created during data migration.  Under 

Administration, Libraries & Groups, you will see any existing policies. 

 

 
 

Click the New Library button to create a new one, or the Edit link to edit an existing policy. 

Click Submit to save your changes. 

 

You should edit each policy (click the Edit link) and fill in any additional information desired. 

More and more features are being moved into the library policy to allow for finer control by 

branch, so you need to be familiar with the settings. 

 

Library Address and Email 

 

Not all of the fields are required.  The library code is the actual policy code in the database.  

While the description (name) is what is normally seen on-screen, there are places such as reports 

and screen prompts where the code itself displays.  Create a code that’s meaningful because you 

cannot change it later. 

 

The most important setting here is the Email field; the system uses this as the “from” address on 

some email notices, and it will also receive any bounced-back email.  For multiple library 

systems, each library should have its own email address.  If an address is not entered in the 

branchcode policy, the address in the KohaAdminEmailAddress system preference will be used.  
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You can enter full address and phone information for the library if desired; these fields can be 

used as variables on notices.   

 

Bar On-Shelf Holds 

 

 

The Network Specification field is only needed if your site wants to block on-shelf holds (see 

below) by users physically in the library. 

 

 
 

If this is configured, the user will be able to place holds on items that are checked out while 

physically in the library, but not on items that are on the shelf. 

 

 
 

Library staff will still be able to place holds for users from within the specified IP range. Note 

that staff will only be able to place such holds from the title record’s holds tab – they will be 

blocked from other access points such as the results list. 
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Timezone 

 

Sites with branches in different timezones can specify the timezone for each branch. See the 

separate section on Timezone Functionality below. NOTE: All branchcode policies must now 

have a timezone setting, even if the site doesn't have branches in different locations. The 

upgrade script will attempt to set the value based on current system settings, but sites 

should check their branchcode policies after the upgrade. [All dates are stored in UTC in the 

tables; the timezone policy is used to convert the screen display.] 

 

 
 

Host Regex 

 

In multiple URL sites, a new feature allows display of that library’s items first. This field is used 

by that feature (see Display My Items First below for usage) and also in multiple URL setups. 

Ignore the field unless that features are being used. 

 

Receipt Template 

 

This entry is obsolete and will be removed in a future version. 

 

Default Cover Image 

 

This setting is obsolete and non-functional; it will be removed in a future version. As described 

in the Discovery Layer Configuration Editor (see that manual), a default image can be defined 

using CSS, but the system will by default display a text block with title and author if no image is 

available. 

 

Limit On-Shelf Holds 

 

Some libraries want to limit on-shelf holds per day. The branchcode policy now has an option for 

that, so that individual libraries in a multi-library system can have different settings.  
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The default value of -1 means that there is no limit; if the syspref AllowOnShelfHolds is on, 

patrons can place as many on-shelf holds as desired.  Setting it to zero would block on-shelf 

holds for anyone. Setting the value to something else, like two, would allow the first two on-

shelf holds but block the third.  

 

This limit is based on the item’s home library (the owning branch). This does not block placing a 

hold on an item that is checked out, only items that are on the shelf and available.  Staff can also 

override and place holds for a patron who has reached the limit. 

 

Shelving Cart Display 

 

Some sites want to indicate that an item just returned is on the shelving cart rather than 

immediately available. A new option in the branchcode policy allows each library to set the time 

period to display the item as “On shelving cart” before it transitions to Available. 

 

 
 

Setting the policy to zero (the default) means the shelving cart display will not be used – items 

are immediately marked as available. Set this to the length of time in minutes you want to use. 

The display is automatic in both staff and patron interfaces and does not require a cron job or any 

data edits. 

 

 
 

After the time period is over, the display will revert to just Available. If you have the record open 

in the browser (staff or Discovery Layer), you may need to refresh your screen to see the update. 
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Item Types 
 

Item types are critical to the system.  Circulation policies are determined by a combination of 

item types and patron categories, so you need item types wherever you have different checkout 

periods.  You will also want different item types if you need to keep statistics based on type.  To 

create or edit item types, go under Administration, Item Types. 

 

 
 

Edit existing item types by either clicking the Edit link or by clicking on the policy name. 

Review the policies that were created during data migration.  Make sure each one has an 

appropriate description and other settings, such as default replacement price and not-for-loan 

status. 
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Make any desired changes and click the Save Changes button.  

 

An option in the item type policy (Many Holds Per Bib) allows users to place holds on more than 

one item of this type on the same title. The intended use is for titles like periodicals or DVD sets, 

where the title has items for different issues or parts – a user might want to place a hold on issues 

33 and 35 of a magazine, for example.  To allow multiple holds, check the Many Holds Per Bib 

box in the item type policy.  See the user manual sections on placing holds (staff and Discovery 

Layer) for details on how to use this feature. 

 

Another option allows charging a fee to place a hold. Fees can also be set by patron category; see 

that section as well. The fee is charged when the hold is triggered. If there are fees in both 

policies, the user is charged the higher of the two. 

 

Create any new item types needed by clicking the New Item Type button on the display screen. 

Enter a policy code and description.  You can also specify if the item type is not generally for 

loan, such as reference materials.  The Default Replacement Price is a fallback.  If there is no 

replacement price specified in the item record, a patron who loses an item of this type will be 

charged this value.  Click Save Changes to save your new policy, and it will appear in the main 

screen’s list.  Note – the summary option here is obsolete and will be removed. 

 

 

Item Fields 
 

A new feature allows sites to determine what item fields are visible in the three interfaces 

(Discovery Layer, staff display, staff item edit) and in what order. Sites can also mark certain 

item fields as required, and supply default values. There are a lot of parts to this setup. Note that 

the setup is only visible to superlibrarians, and that since the order of fields can be changed, the 

screenshots may not match what shows on your system. NOTE: A new column of Secondary 

has been added (controlling item display); some screenshots have not yet been updated. 

 

Under Administration, Item Fields you will see a list of item fields with several options: 
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Display Order 

 

The first column (labeled Action) allows you to change the order of fields. Place your cursor on 

the three dots and drag the field to where you want it. In this screenshot, the barcode field is 

being moved from its default position: 

 

 
 

You can change the order to whatever you like, but you must remember that the change is visible 

in the Discovery Layer as well as staff mode. Be sure that you like the way your change will 

display to patrons.  (More on display options below.) 

 

With this example, barcode was moved to the first position. In the new Item Edit screen, that is 

now the first field: 
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See the cataloging section of the User Manual for more information about working in the new 

Item Edit screen. 

 

Field Name 

 

The second column in the setup menu is Code; this refers to the field name of the data piece. You 

cannot alter this column.  Most fields come from the items table, but some are derived from the 

data. For example, the field named _availability in the item display shows its current status 

(Available, Checked Out, On Hold, etc.).  These field names usually begin with an underscore 

and show as grayed-out in the table; you can change the display label and visibility but not other 

settings. Ignore those fields unless you want to change their order or label (see the next section). 

 

Changing the Field Label 

 

The third column in the setup menu is Display Label. If you don’t want your field to be shown as 

Non-public Note, for example, you can change it. Here’s the default display: 

 

 
 

In the Item Fields setup screen, go to that field and change the label in the third column: 
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After a browser refresh, the item display changes accordingly: 

 

 
 

Again, if this is a field that displays in the Discovery Layer, the same change will apply there. Be 

sure you check the appearance in both places to make sure it’s what you want. 

 

Field Type 

 

The fourth column is Type and refers to the type of data being recorded or linked. Do not try to 

change this for existing fields; you would use it when creating a new field (below). 

 

Validate Codabar Barcodes 

 

If a site wishes to enforce valid codabar barcodes for item records, you will need to edit the Field 

Type setting for the barcode field. Change it from Text to Codabar: 

 

 
 

That will force users to enter a valid codabar barcode in the item create/edit screen. 

 

Visibility 

 

The fifth column determines where the field is visible: 
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Results means the field will display in the search results embedded holdings display (if enabled), 

as well as public, staff, and edit screens.  A setting of Public (formerly All) means that the field 

is visible in Discovery Layer display, staff display, and item edit screen.  Staff means it is visible 

in staff display and item edit, but not in Discovery Layer. Edit means it is only visible in the item 

edit screen. 

 

None means that it is not visible anywhere; that is primarily used for system-generated fields, but 

could also be used for standard item fields. If your site does not want to use or display collection 

code, for example, but you have items with data in that field, you can hide it from display by 

setting it to None without having to clean out the existing data. 

 

Secondary 

 

The Secondary option allows certain item fields to be configured to show only when requested. 

Usage is covered in the Discovery Layer Configuration Guide, section Customizing Item 

Holdings Display. 

 

 
 

Briefly; a Yes setting means the field will show on a secondary line in both staff and public 

display. Pub means it will show on a secondary line in the public display (but on the main line in 

staff).  No means it will always show on the primary line (equivalent to a blank or null entry). 

 

 

Item Field Mapping 

 

The next column is 952$_ and refers to the mapping of imported or exported data. It has no 

effect on data actually in the system. If for some reason you wanted to export a field that is 

currently unmapped, you could map it to a subfield that is not already used. In this example, the 

export would put the biblionumber and biblioitemnumber into subfields C and D. Neither are 

part of a normal export. 
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Here is how the exported 952 looks; note the $C and $D entries (bolded): 

 

952    $D 1000 $i f9d00ab5-9541-4ced-820b-7695b9e0dba3 $w 2014-08-22 $c MCH $o + 398.8 

Nur $p 36657001006415 $r 2014-08-22 $S 1000 $y JBOOK $a STP $2 lcc $C 1000 $b STP $6  

+ 398.8 nur $A STP $d 2014-08-22 $B STPA 

 

This may be useful with data migration or with exports intended for loading into another system. 

 

NOTE: Availability cannot be mapped to export; it is not stored in the item record but rather 

calculated by the system. For sites with incoming z39.50 connections, such as for a statewide 

ILL system, we can configure your system to generate and send that information in the 952$q to 

the querying system. 

 

 

Editor Default Value 

 

The last column allows sites to set a default value for some fields. In this screenshot, the home 

and holding branch fields are set to a specific library, item type is defaulted to Book, and the call 

number has a generic entry: 

 

 
 

Fields with pulldowns allow you to choose from existing system policies for that field. With 

those settings in place, adding a new item picks up those values: 
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Staff can change them if needed when creating or editing the item. 

 

NOTE: Default classification scheme was previously drawn from the syspref 

DefaultClassificationSource. That is no longer valid; the default class scheme must be set 

here. 

 
 

For sites that use the GUIDE_SITE ID, it was auto-populated if only one ID was created under 

that authval. That also now needs to be set as a default entry in the Item Fields editor. 

 

Required 

 

The eighth column is a checkbox for marking a field as required: 

 

 
 

 

If a field is marked as required, it shows in the item editor with an asterisk: 
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The field must contain data before the item record can be saved. Note that if you do not want to 

set a particular default value, you must explicitly set “no default” rather than leaving the default 

column blank. 

 

 
 

Custom Fields 

 

An interesting and potentially useful option is the ability to create custom item fields.  In some 

cases, sites migrating into the system may have data which has no natural “home” but which 

needs to be preserved.  For example, Voyager (and some other systems) has the concept of a 

temporary and permanent branch. The permanent branches would be mapped into the existing 

Home and Current Location fields, but the temporary branches could be preserved if desired by 

creating custom subfields: 

 

 
 

Custom data is stored in a new “fields” field in the item table (all custom fields are concatenated 

in JSON encoding). If the field is set as visible, it shows in the item editor with the migrated 

data: 
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What’s really interesting is that item records without that incoming data still have those fields 

available for use: 

 
 

If you enter data in the field, the system will save it. If you set it to be visible, your patrons can 

see it too: 

 

 
 

This means that apart from data migration you now have the ability to create extra item fields if 

you need to record data that won’t fit elsewhere.  At the moment there is limited ability to search 

that item data and/or retrieve it via SQL reporting, but more improvements are planned for the 

future. 

 

NOTE: You cannot export availability information by setting a custom field. Availability is 

determined on the fly by the system when that is needed for display. It is not stored as a piece of 

data. 
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Creating a Custom Field 

 

 

To create a new field, identify a 952 subfield that is not in use – most capital letters are available. 

On the Item Fields screen, click the Add Custom Item Field button. The system opens a blank 

line at the top of the screen. The red X in the first column means it is a custom field and could be 

deleted. (Note that the staff_note field also has a red X – this is a standard field but it has a 

special table setup. Don’t ever delete it.) If you delete a field, any data already entered will stay 

in the item table but cannot be displayed or edited unless you recreate the field exactly as it was. 

 

In the second and third fields enter a field code and label. The fourth field is where you define 

the data type. You have several options here. 

 

 
 

Text is a free-text field. Number, Date, and Decimal will allow entry but it must be structured 

accordingly (i.e., no text in a numeric field).  Link is a hypertext link, like a URL. 

 

Derived Data comes from the system, such as Availability. Since there are already fields using 

that data, you probably won’t want to put them in a custom field. However, it might be useful if 

you are exporting data and your target system needs something like Availability in a particular 

subfield. 

 

Authorized Values allows you to link your custom field to an authorized value policy, so that 

staff can only pick a value that’s in the list. This is useful for controlled fields. 

 

When you are finished, click the Save Changes button. You’ll get a popup that changes were 

saved. Then go into an existing item record or create a new one, and you’ll see your new field. 

 

Resetting Item Field Defaults 

 

If you have made changes in mappings, labels, order, or new fields and decide you don’t want 

them, you can reset the system to the delivery defaults. On the Item Fields screen, click the Reset 
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to Defaults button.  Note that this will delete all custom fields you may have created – be very 

sure that you want to do this first. 

 

 
 

From the warning popup, click Yes to proceed and your system will be reset. 

 

 
 

On Screen Help 

 

At the top of the Item Fields page, there is a toggle to show or hide some onscreen help: 

 

 
 

 

Custom Item Statuses 
 

This feature lets you use certain delivered statuses or create your own; these statuses can be 

applied to an item record. Settings in the policy determine whether the item can be checked out 

or placed on hold, and if the status should be cleared upon certain actions. Under Administration, 

Custom Item Statuses, you’ll see existing policies and can add or edit them. 
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Create a Status 

 

At the bottom of the screen, click the Add Custom Item Status button to create a new status. That 

creates a new line, with blank entries: 

 

 
 

The Name will show on the pulldown when you set status on an item. The Description will show 

on a popup message at checkin. Decide if items can be placed on hold, or used to fill a hold, 

while the status is in effect – if so, check the Place/Fill boxes. If the item is not allowed to 

circulate while the status is in effect, check the Not Available box. 

 

Then decide whether the status should be automatically cleared upon checkout, checkin, or if the 

item is marked as withdrawn. Route home should probably always be checked, so the item is put 

in transit if necessary. Similarly, Checkin Alert should probably always be checked, so that a 

popup message shows at checkin. 

 

Click the Save button at the end of the line to save your status. 

 

You can delete statuses from this screen as well; click the Delete button. However, you cannot 

delete a status which is in use. If you try, you’ll get an error message: 
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Controlling Availability Display 

 

By default, any item with a custom status applied will also show a label of Available if it is not 

checked out. If you do not want items in a particular status to show as available, a setting in the 

policy allows you to turn that off. Check the Not Available box. 

 

 
 

In both staff display and Discovery Layer display, items with that status don’t show as Available. 

Items with other statuses do show as Available. 
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Applying a Status to an Item 

 

In the title record, go to the Item Statuses tab. For the desired item, in the Circ Status group, click 

on the pulldown to apply a custom status: 

 

 
 

The selected status will then show on that screen. You can remove a status manually by clicking 

the X next to it. Note that you can apply more than one status to an item: 

 

 
 

The status shows in staff view: 

 
 

And in the Discovery Layer: 
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Item Status at Checkin 

 

 

If you specified a checkin warning when you created the policy, you’ll see it at checkin: 

 

 
 

If specified in the policy, the status should also clear at checkin (or checkout, or withdrawal). 

 

 

Finding Items With a Custom Status 

 

This custom SQL report will list all items that have any custom status applied. You could modify 

it to search for only a particular status. 

 
select itemnumber,barcode,items.biblionumber, (select group_concat(name) from 

item_itemstatus join itemstatus on ( itemstatus.id = itemstatus_id) where 

item_id=items.itemnumber) as "itemstatus", title from items join biblio on 

(items.biblionumber=biblio.biblionumber) where (select count(*) from 

item_itemstatus where item_id=itemnumber) > 0 order by title 

 

 

 

Patron Categories 
 

Patron categories are critical to the system; with item types they form the matrix of the 

circulation rules.  Every patron record must have a patron category.  Create as many patron 

categories as you need for different circulation periods or statistics.  Go to Administration, 

Patron Categories.  You’ll see any existing policies: 
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Review the policies that were created during data migration.  Make sure each one has an 

appropriate description and other settings, such as enrollment period, maximum holds, fine and 

circulation fees and blocks, overdue notice (almost always Yes), and category type (most will be 

Adult). 

 

You can charge a fee for patrons of a particular category to place a hold. Fees can also be set by 

item type; see that section as well. The fee is charged when the hold is triggered. If there are fees 

in both policies, the user is charged the higher of the two. 
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The bottom section allows setting thresholds to block circulation (checkouts, holds) for members 

of a family group, if current transactions for members of this patron category exceed certain 

thresholds: 

 

 
 

This is optional and will only affect patrons defined as members of a family group (see the User 

Manual section on Guarantor or Family Group Records). If all the patron categories for the group 

members have the same settings, then any combination of checkouts or holds by all the group 

that reaches these thresholds will block further checkouts or holds for anyone in that group. 

NOTE: The total counts of holds, checkouts, and fines for all members of the family are 

used to compare against a particular category's limits. If some categories have limits and 

others don’t, the group patrons belonging to those categories will be blocked, but group patrons 

in other categories will not be blocked. If there are different thresholds in different category 

policies, each member of the group will be limited by the thresholds in that person’s patron 

category, based on the count of all family member activity.  Accruing fines on overdue items will 

not count against the total fine amount unless the site has chosen to include those in general (by 

turning off the ExcludeAccruingInTotal syspref). 

 

For example, if a person's patron category allows up to 10 holds, and that person has placed 3 

holds, but other members of the family have placed 7 holds, that person will be blocked from 

placing another hold, because the total number of holds for the group is now at 10. Another 

family member, with a hold limit of 5, would have been blocked as soon as the total number of 

holds for the group reached 5. 

 

There are six options for category type: 

 

 
 

Most normal patron categories will be either Adult or Child.  Staff in this context means library 

staff; a library staff patron record must have this setting for the system to recognize it and allow 

certain actions.  Organizational patrons are organizations.  Professional patrons can be linked to 

Organizational patron records.  (These two are rarely used.)  The Statistical patron category is 

only used for statistical purposes, primarily recording in-house usage. 

 

At the bottom of the Patron Category edit screen are options to select default Roles.  See the 

section on Role patrons later; Roles can be used to set default permissions and messaging options 

for that type of patron.  (Note that you WILL want to set a Role for your patron records, to 
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specify default messaging options. There are also some permissions applicable to general 

patrons.)  When a new patron is created, it will pick up those settings as a default.  The patron 

can later choose to change messaging settings as desired. 

 

In this example, a new patron record of this type will be assigned any permissions and default 

messaging preferences associated with the Circ Staff Role patron: 

 

 
 

A patron category can be given more than one Role assignment. Any patrons of that type will 

have the combination of all associated permissions and messaging defaults from each Role.  If a 

Role’s settings are updated later, any patron associated with the Role (either directly or through 

the patron category) will immediately be changed to the new settings.  See the section called 

Role Patrons and Default Permissions later in this manual, and the write-ups in the main user 

manual. 

 

Cities and Towns 
 

This optional feature lets you predefine city entries by City Name (actually city, state) and City 

Zipcode entries: 

 

 
 

Those entries are then available from a pull-down when creating a patron record: 
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Selecting the entry populates the City/State and Zip fields of the patron record.  This can be 

useful, but less so if many entries have the same City/State but different Zipcodes, since the 

Zipcode doesn’t show in the pulldown. 

 

 

Patron Attribute Types 
 

Some libraries need to keep data for which there is no matching field in the patron record, such 

as township or student ID or a statistical category.  Patron attributes are a way of defining extra 

fields to suit the library’s needs.  The syspref ExtendedPatronAttributes must be turned on.  

Then, under Patron Attribute Types, create a new policy by clicking on the New Patron Attribute 

Type button. 

 

 
 

Enter a code and description.  You have several options for how the policy will be used.  If a 

patron can have more than one entry for this field, check the Repeatable box.  If the entry must 

be unique to the patron (such as a student ID number), check the Unique Identifier box.  (That 

will also allow this field to be used as a match point for importing patron records.)  Allow 

password is of limited use – that functionality was never really developed.  Display in OPAC 
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will show this field on the patron’s Discovery Layer account page (not presently functional).  

Searchable will allow library staff to search for patrons with this entry. 

 

You can create an authorized value category for this particular field (see authorized values for 

more information) and tie the policy to that authorized value.  This will mean that staff can only 

pick from a specified list of values; they will be unable to type free-text into the field.  This is 

very useful for statistical codes.  In this example, there is an authorized value policy created for 

Township, and the patron attribute is being connected to that policy. 

 

Once the attribute has been created, it will automatically show in the patron edit/create screen: 

 
 

It will also show on the patron Details screen: 

 
 

 

Authorized Values 
 

Authorized values are used for several purposes, including collection code, shelving location, 

course reserves department and term, format, and various types of lost and not-for-loan settings.  

The purpose is to provide a controlled vocabulary for the particular use, rather than allowing 

free-form text entry.  Add or edit policies as needed.  Under Administration, Authorized Value, 

select the desired policy from the pull-down. 
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Within each category, click the Edit link to edit a particular policy.  You cannot change the code 

itself, but you can change the description as needed. 

 

 
 

Be sure to review all policies created during data migration; edit descriptions as needed. 

 

Some of the authorized value policies are for internal use and shouldn’t be touched; others are 

created by individual libraries for local needs.  Some like CCODE, LOC, DEPARTMENT, and 

TERM have specific purposes (collection code, shelving location, department and term for 

course reserves) – sites can create and edit entries but should leave the category itself intact. 

 

NOTE: The delivered categories Bsort1 and Bsort2 have no default entries. These are linked to 

the patron record’s sort1 and sort2 fields – if you create entries in these categories, they will 

automatically show as a dropdown in those patron edit fields. 

 

In certain situations, a site might want to create a controlled vocabulary list and link it to a 

MARC field/subfield (see the Cataloging section of the User Manual), or use it as a patron 

attribute.  To create a new category altogether, click the New Category button. 
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When you create a new category (in this case, TOWNSHIP), you must also create at least one 

authorized value under that category.  Click Save to save your new category.  The policy now 

shows under the pull-down list, and you can see the values created for it: 

 

 
 

To add another entry, click the New Authorized Value for XXX button (where XXX is the name 

of the category).  The authorized value should not contain spaces or certain punctuation though 

underscores and hyphens are acceptable.  The description can be whatever you need it to be. 

 

 
 

The category policy name itself cannot be altered, but you can create a new value under that 

category.  As with other policies, you can change the description at any time.  Do not try to 

change the code (authorized value) itself. Note that you must enter a description or the entry 

may not show in pulldowns. 
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Bibliographic Access Control (not required) 

 

If a site wants to control which staff users can edit bibliographic records by branch or other 

definition, the authorized value PSCOPE-catsource must be created, with entries for each 

controlled collection (e.g., MAIN, SPEC, VIDEO, etc.).  That will populate the granular 

permissions so that staff users can be granted edit or delete rights.  The values from this 

authorized value group will be available as a pulldown in the 942$x of the cataloging editor; a 

value is then required in that field.  If a site does NOT want to control access (probably the case 

for most sites), do not create this authorized value.  If the policy is present, the system will try 

to apply it in the catalog editor, and will try to enforce edit rights.  Staff patrons are given rights 

to particular collections with granular permissions: 

 

 
 

See the permissions section of the User Manual for more information.  NOTE: If the site is 

using the catsource permissions and also using external authentication such as LDAP, then 

the Retrieve Bibliographic records (editcatalogue, bib, get) MUST be assigned to all public 

and staff Roles or users will not be able to search. 

 

 

Patron/Item/Subscription Record Access Control (not required) 
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It is also possible to control who can edit patron records, item records, or serial subscriptions. To 

use this control, the authorized value category PSCOPE-branch must be created, with one entry 

of my_own_branch.  

 

 
(If the library is using branch groups – see the section on circulation policies – an additional 

entry of my_branch_group should be created.) 

 

That will populate the granular permissions with all existing branches so that staff users can be 

granted edit or delete rights; the default setting is My Own Branch. You can assign rights under 

borrowers.view, borrowers.create, borrowers.modify, borrowers.delete, item.update, item.delete, 

and serials.base. Note that if you are restricting patron access, the staff user must NOT have 

the borrowers_remaining_permissions. That overrides the individual branch settings for 

patron records. 
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Invoice Account Types 
 

 

This feature allows library staff to predefine certain standard fees. These can then be used to 

create a manual invoice on a patron account. Under Administration, Invoice Account Types, you 

will see a list of fee types. 

 

 
 

Some are created by the system for various purposes (such as overdues or hold fees); you can 

edit the description but you cannot otherwise modify or delete the entry. However, you can 

create your own entries for charges unique to your system. Click the Add Invoice Type button at 

the bottom, and a new line will appear with empty fields. In this example, a new fee named 

Genealogy is being created. 

 

 
 

If you want this fee to be available in patron manual fines, be sure to check the Manual Invoice 

box. Once the description and default value are created (be sure to click Save), it is available as 

an option when creating a patron charge: 
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You can delete locally-created policies unless the policy has been used to create a charge on a 

patron record. In that case, the deletion will be blocked and you’ll see an error message: 

 

 
 

 

Circulation Policies 
 

Circulation policies have been completely revised and now allow groups of libraries to share 

policies within a consortial environment. The group configuration is optional; standard circ rules 

and policies will still function as before. Existing sites’ policies will be migrated into the new 

feature; sites should check those policies.  

 

There are new granular permissions for configuring circulation policies so that staff can be 

restricted to editing only their own branch or group. (NOTE: It is NOT recommended to assign 

policy configuration permissions to regular staff members. Site administrators should carefully 

review Role record settings.)  

 

Earlier versions used certain system preferences to control loans between branches 

(HomeOrHoldingBranch, TemplateBranchPrecedence, CircControl). These are obsolete and 

have been removed. However, the syspref globalDueDate is still valid; if a site enters an 

overall duedate in the syspref (formatted as MM/DD/YYYY), it will override individual 

rules. 

 

See the Calendar section: Sites may want to set their open/closed hours in their calendars. The 

system will assume 12 AM-11:59 PM if no hours are set (the previous defaults). Note that 

open/closed hours are now used in daily (not just hourly) overdue calculations. If the calendar 

says the library closes at 6 PM, and staff check in an item due that day at, say, 6:30 PM, that item 

would be marked as overdue and a fine charged. 

 

The building blocks for circulation are similar to previous versions: circulation policies, term 

policies, and recall policies. The interface is different, and there are some additional options. The 

circulation setup can now also include priorities and precedence for holds. 

 

Once the policies are in place, discussion of the new circulation setup can be divided into two 

sections.  

 

(1) Single libraries and multi-library systems which share all materials will work in much the 

same way as previous versions. Staff at those libraries will need to learn the new interface, but 

may not need to change many policies.  

 

(2) Consortial systems where some (but not all) materials are shared between some (but not all) 

branches. These sites have a number of new options for configuring policies. Certain system 

preferences must be turned on to enable this configuration. 
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See below for instructions for both options. NOTE: Basic configuration and how-to 

instructions are in the first section, so sites using the circulation groups option should still 

read and understand the first section. 

 

 

Searching Contents of Pulldowns 

 

A note on creating policies and selecting entries from the various pulldowns: If a field in a 

configuration popup does not have a default entry, you can start typing your desired value and 

the pulldown will limit to entries that have that value: 

 

 
 

However, if there is a default entry, it’s a little more complicated. First, position the cursor in the 

field and hit the backspace key to get rid of the default value: 

 

 
 

When you clear the field, it removes focus from that box. 

 

 
 

You MUST click back into the now-empty field before you start typing, to regain focus. Then it 

will work as above: 
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Single/Shared Multi-Library, All Configuration 

 

This section covers configuration for both single library/shared multi-library systems and 

consortial setups. Much of the configuration is the same for both environments, so be sure 

to read this section thoroughly. Configuration unique to consortial environments will be 

covered in the next section. 

 

Once you have created your policies, be sure to test them with various checkouts. 

 

All of the policies are now configured under a single Circulation Policies feature in 

Administration: 

 

 
 

The interface has different tabs for the various pieces: 

 

 
There are new options for configuring precedence in multi-library systems, and for testing a 

particular patron/item combination to see what rule would be applied. See below for each. 

Almost all of these will be the same in either a single system or a consortium. A later section will 

cover the new group setup for consortia. 

 

Circulation Configuration 

 

The Config tab in the circulation policies interface allows sites to determine precedence for a 
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number of circ-related activities including holds. This lets you to determine which branch’s 

policies take precedence. Single library sites can ignore this section, except to make sure it is set 

to the default Item Home Library setting.  

 

Multi-library and consortial sites will need to make some decisions here. These settings replace 

and expand the options from the old sysprefs HomeOrHoldingBranch and CircControl. (NOTE: 

The upgrade script picks up the settings from those sysprefs, so newly-upgraded sites should be 

configured in the same way as before.) 

 

 
 

Before changing settings, you need to decide what branch has control. The default is the item 

home library. That branch’s settings will be used for circulation rules, fines, holds, renewals, and 

other settings. Some sites prefer to use the patron’s branch for those policies, or (where 

applicable) the hold pickup location or the location of the staff member doing the transaction. 

The first line (CircPolicy) in this screen sets that control: 

 

 
 

By default, most of the other settings inherit whatever you set in the CircPolicy field. You can 

choose to override that for specific types of transactions, while still leaving others at the default. 

For example, to use the fine policies of the patron’s home library instead of the item’s, first click 

the checkbox for FeePolicy. Then click in the empty box and choose what you want: 
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Now fines will be set according to the patron’s library, while other settings still inherit the 

default: 

 

 
 

Unchecking the box will revert to the “inherit” condition. 

 

Note that the RenewAs setting will record renewals (for statistics) based on where the renewal 

was done. This is designed for those rare times when item and patron may belong to different 

branches, but the renewal is done by a staff person at a third branch. 

 

Look through the options and think about how you want your system to work. Pay special 

attention to the hold, recall, and transfer settings – those are new options. Note that in some cases 

you can set more than one branch. The order in which they are set determines precedence. For 

example: 

 

 
 

Backspace over an entry to remove it. 

 

Be sure to click the Save button at upper right to save all your configuration changes. 

 

Circulation and Fines Policies 

 

Before starting to create policies, think about how you will want to circulate items.  In a 

multiple-library system, do all branches have the same policies?  Or would one library want to 
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set different rules than another library?  Policies can be created at the Default level (which means 

they are available/applicable to all branches), or at the individual branch level (where they are 

only available for use in that branch’s circulation rules).  It will be easier to create your policies 

at the Default level if they will apply to all branches.  Only create a policy at the branch level if it 

is specific to that branch. (See the next section for how to create policies for groups.) 

 

In the interface, click the Policies tab. You will see any existing policies; use the pulldown at the 

top to select a particular branch, the Default level, or to see all policies on one screen: 

 

 
 

Click the pencil icon to edit an existing policy, or click the plus sign at the bottom right-hand 

side of the screen to create a new one. Use the trashcan icon to delete a policy. 

 

 
 

Be sure to select either Default or a specific branch using the pull-down before you start creating 

a policy. Otherwise, your new policy may not be available where you need to use it. The branch 

controls the scope – who can use this policy. If it’s set to Default, any branch or group can use it. 

If it’s defined at the branch or group level, only rules for that branch or group can use it. 

 

NOTE: “All” is a display setting that will let you see anything whether it is related to a 

specific branch or not. To create a rule that applies to all branches, set it at the Default 

level. 

 

The circulation policy includes these parameters: 

• Branch (includes Default)—this is your local branch or branches; all of your defined 

branches will be listed here 

• Description—the name of the policy 

• Circulation Parameters 

o Concurrent Checkouts—total number of items that can be checked out 

o Loan Type (daily or hourly) 

o Loan Length—how long the loan period is (hours or days) 

o Recall Interval—interval set for recalls (hours or days) 
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o Max Renewals—maximum number of renewals allowed for this policy 

o Hold Policy–new setting, allows control of holds via the circ rule 

• Fines & Charges 

o Overdue Fine—fine amount 

o Fine Charging Interval—interval fine is assessed (hours or days) 

o Skip the Fine Grace Period—if this is checked, fines will NOT be applied during 

the grace period, even if the item is renewed or returned 

o Fine Grace Period—fine grace period (hours or days), if applicable 

o Checkout Fee—amount charged for a checkout, if applicable 

o Replacement Surcharge—surcharge assessed for lost items, if applicable 

o Maximum Overdue Fine—amount the accruing fine cannot exceed  

• Hourly Loan Policies 

o Hourly Loan Interval—controls the due time. The other hourly settings will 

extend the loan period to the top of the next hour or to some other period. 

o Allow Overnight Loan—allows an hourly loan to go out overnight 

o Allow Over Closed Days—allows an hourly loan to go out when library closed 

o Time Due (minutes after open)—for items checked out overnight 

o Overnight Window (minutes before close)—for items checked out over closed 

days 

• Allow callslip requests 

• Allow document delivery requests 

 

There are three sections in the policy screen: Circulation Parameters, Fines and Charges, and 

Callslips. First, give your new policy a descriptive name so that it’s recognizable later in the circ 

rule setup: 

 

 
 

As soon as you start making changes, an orange Save button appears at upper right. The 

background of each section will change color as well, to remind you to save. 

 

In each section, click the checkbox to set parameters for that entry: 

 

 
 

Walk through the settings for each entry. Selecting Limit To in the above screenshot, for 

example, will open a third field allowing you to set the number of concurrent checkouts allowed. 

It also shows a dropdown allowing you to specify where this particular setting will take effect. 

It’s recommended that you leave that setting at Automatic except in unusual circumstances. 
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"Automatic (by rule)" is the default for newly created circ policies. What it means is that the 

scope of items is determined by where the rule applies. For example let's say you make a policy 

called "max 20 checkouts", and use automatic scope. Then you make a circ rule that applies that 

policy for branch A, item type B, and patron category C. When the system asks "how many 

checkouts does this patron have", it will count everything in branch A of item type B. If, instead, 

you make a circ rule that applies that same policy for all branches and all item types, then the 

checkout limit counts everything that patron has checked out, at any branch, and of any item 

type. 

 

The "globally" scope does a global count. 

 

The other entries give you scoping options for all combinations of (all branches, the governing 

branch, the governing branch group) and (all item types, the specific item type). For example, 

create a circ policy "max 20 checkouts per branch", and set the scope as "per branch", and then 

create a circ rule that applies this policy to any branch, any item type, and any patron category. 

When a patron goes to check out a book under the control of branch X, then the system will 

count how many checkouts they have at branch X. You can change the circ rule to apply to a 

specific branch and/or item type, but, the count will still be for all items at the governing branch. 

 

The governing branch is determined in the Config screen (see above). 

 

The next lines control the checkout itself. Loan Type and Loan Length will let you configure 

either hourly or daily policies. If you have a recall policy, you can specify here how many days 

the original checkout can keep the item before being asked to return it. You can also limit the 

number of renewals, or allow unlimited renewals if desired. 

 

 
 

A new entry, Hold Policy, allows you to specify whether any item/patron combination using this 

policy can place holds. 
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In the fines group, you can specify the amount of the fine. Be sure to set the charging interval 

appropriately, or fines will not accrue. If you don’t want to use an option, like checkout fee or 

replacement surcharge, leave that box unchecked. 

 

 
 

In the callslips section, choose whether or not a patron/item combination using this policy is 

allowed to place a call slip or document delivery request. A new parameter allows limiting the 

number of active call slip requests. 

 

 
 

Click the orange Save button in the upper right corner to save your policy. It will now show in 

the list at the main policy tab screen. 

 

 
 

NOTE: It is possible and may be advisable to create a policy that only controls holds. For 

example: 
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When linked to a patron category or item type in the circ rule, this will limit holds for that 

combination. It doesn’t specify checkout policies – the next applicable circ rule would control 

those. In this example (with the group setup enabled), the patron category of PUBLIC will only 

be allowed to place holds from their own branch, but could check out items from any branch. 

 

 
 

As far as possible, keep your policies simple.  These policies will be combined with the patron 

categories and item types to create the actual checkout rule, so create as many policies as you 

need different loan periods and parameters.  If you want to allow Call Slips or Document 

Delivery on this type of checkout, make sure those options are checked in the policy. 

 

We suggest creating one rule that blocks all checkouts and recalls. This will be used as your 

system’s fallback in case an applicable circulation rule is not found.  Name that one something 

like “No Circulation.” 
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Grace Period 

 

Some libraries allow a grace period on late returns, meaning that if an overdue item is returned 

within a specified number of days after the date due, the overdue fine is not charged for those 

days. The standard expectation is that the item will be returned within the grace period, although 

how they handle resulting fines varies. 

 

Some libraries do not charge for the grace days even when the item is returned after they’ve 

expired. For example, an item returned on the third day after a two-day grace period would be 

charged only a one-day fine. 

 

Other libraries, however, do want to charge for the grace period if the item is returned after the 

grace days expire. In that case, an item returned on the third day after a two-day grace period 

would be charged for all three overdue days. 

 

These options are handled in the circulation policy through Fine Grace Period and Skip the Fine 

Grace Period entries. 

 

Fine Grace Period—the number of days allowed for the user to return an item late, without 

incurring a fine. 

 

Skip the Fine Grace Period—the “skip” parameter controls whether or not a fine is applied to 

the grace period if the item is returned after the grace period has expired 

 

• If the Skip checkbox is enabled, the grace days are not part of the fine calculation, and 

the user has a lower fine; 

• If the Skip checkbox is not enabled, the user is charged for all overdue days when the 

item is returned after the grace period has expired.  The full overdue amount is incurred 

with this option. 

 

Example: A user checks out an item under a policy in which “Skip” is enabled. The grace period 

allowed is one day. The user returns the item two days overdue, so the fine incurred is for the 

second overdue day only. 

 

Example: A user checks out an item under a policy in which “Skip” is not enabled. The grace 

period is one day and the item is returned two days late. In this case the user is fined for both 

overdue days. 

 

In either case, if the item is returned on or before the grace period, no fine is incurred. 
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Apply Circulation and Fines Rules 

 

Once the policies are defined they are used in the circulation matrix with the branch or group, 

patron category and item type to which they apply. The parameter for Term Loan Policy, if used, 

is also here. You will combine the policies with the patron and item policies under the Rules tab.  

As above, decide first whether the same rules will apply across all branches (create at Default 

level), or whether you need to create rules at each branch level.  It will be much simpler to create 

everything at the Default level, but that will only work if all branches agree on the circulation 

policies to be used. 

 

Select the appropriate level with the pull-down before starting to create rules. 

 

First, create a Default/Default rule – something that applies to all patrons and items not otherwise 

specified.  We recommend using the No Circulation policy for this.  On the Rules tab, click the 

plus sign to create a new rule. A popup window gives you options for branch or group, patron 

category, item type, and policy. 

 

 
 

The (Any) setting will apply to all policy types (equivalent to the Default rule setting in older 

code). Click the Save button to save the rule. 
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This “no circ” rule, set at the default level, will block all checkouts unless a more specific rule 

allows them. Alternatively, if you want to allow checkouts even if the patron/item combination is 

not defined, create the default rule but select another policy that allows checkouts. 

 

Now start creating rules to apply to specific combinations of patrons and items.  For example, 

you might want a particular patron category to use the same circulation policy for all item types.  

That could look like this: 

 

 
 

The rules are applied from most specific to least specific, and starting with patron category.  

Therefore, if you added another rule for this patron category with an item type of DVD, that rule 

would apply for any DVDs.  Everything else would use the General Public/Default rule. 

 

 
 

If you added a rule with a Default patron category and item type of DVD, the General 

Public/DVD rule would be applied first for those patrons (it is more specific). 

 

If you have created rules at both branch level and Default level, the branch rule is applied first. 
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How the Circulation Rules Work 

 

When an item is checked out, the system looks for a match for the branch, patron and item 

combination in hand. When it finds a matching rule for this combination it checks the item out 

using the policy for that combination; it does not look further once it finds a matching circulation 

rule.  

 

If the system does not find a specific matching rule under the branch level, it uses the Default 

rule that is set up for the local branch. 

 

If there is no Default rule for the local branch, it then goes to the Default branch to find a 

matching rule there. 

 

If no match is found in the Default branch, it checks the item out for a system-default loan period 

of one day, unless there is a top level Default rule blocking checkouts entirely.  (Staff with 

override permissions can still check items out if the rule blocks it.) 

 

Test Your Configuration 

 

On complex systems, it can be hard to know which rule is in effect. In previous versions, staff 

needed to check a number of different settings to identify the proper rule. Now, a Test button in 

the circulation policies interface allows you to check which rule would apply to a particular 

patron/item combination. Clicking the button opens a popup window: 

 

 
 

Once you’ve made all your selections, the window will expand to show you the precedence: 
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In this example, the “no circ” rule would block the checkout, because we haven’t defined any 

additional policies and rules yet. On a system with existing policies, the screen would show more 

options. 

 

 
 

The first entry that shows a policy (the “Default for any branch” entry in the screenshot) is the 

policy that would apply to a checkout. That was the most specific rule the system found for this 

scenario. The order (by rows) is the order in which the rules are tried. 

 

If you created a holds-only policy and applied it, that would show in the Test screen as 

controlling holds. In this example (with groups enabled), it shows the hold policy for a PUBLIC 

patron, but checkouts are controlled by the 10 items, 21 days rule a couple of lines later. 
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Note that rules cascade -- the system builds up the set of all specific policy parameters by going 

from most specific to most general. It might find the hold policy earlier up, the checkout policy 

somewhere in the middle, and the fines policy in the bottom. In practical terms what this means 

is you can override just specific things you want with more specific rules. For example, you 

could have a general hourly loan policy for all items of type X, but then say that for patron 

category Y you want those to be twice as long. Look at the very bottom right of the table for the 

final set of rules that come out of the cascade. 

 

 

Term Loan Configuration 

 

Term loans allow the setting of a static due date which will override the calculated due date in 

the circulation matrix.  These are primarily used in academic libraries, but may be useful in other 

circumstances.  As with other circulation policies, first decide if the same rules can be applied to 

all libraries (the Default level) or should be set at the individual library level.  In the Circulation 

Policies screen, click on the tab for Terms. You’ll see existing policies; click the plus sign at 

lower right to create a new one. 

 

 
 

As with circ policies and rules, make sure you select your desired branch (or Default) in the 

pulldown at the top. Then give the new term policy a description. You must save the new policy 

at this point, before you can proceed. 
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Then click the plus sign to add a new date range. 

 

 
 

In the popup, set a start date, end date and term due date.  NOTE: The due date must be at least 

one day later than the end date in order for the term loan policy to work correctly.  If you make 

the dates the same, the items will immediately start checking out to the end date rather than the 

regularly scheduled due date. 

 

 
 

Once a term loan policy has been created it is available in the circulation rule setup. 
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The due date will now be calculated according to the term loan due date instead of what is in the 

policy, although other policy settings (concurrent checkouts, etc.) will still take effect. Note that 

the term loan policy will ONLY be in effect during the time period defined in the policy. For the 

above examples, if a checkout was done before September or after December, the loan period in 

the policy would be applied. 

 

Default “No Term” Policy 

 

If you have term loan policies set on some but not all circulation rules, you need to provide a “no 

term” setting on the other rules. Unlike earlier versions, the circulation policy cascade will fall 

through and attempt to apply term loans in situations not covered by a specific rule. To do this, 

create a new term loan policy named something like “no term limits”: 

 

 
 

Save it, but do NOT create any date ranges on the policy. Then in a circ policy that should not 

have term limits, apply this policy: 
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This will prevent the system from cascading down until it finds a rule with a real term limit. 

 

 

Recall Configuration 

 

Earlier, in the circ policy creation, you specified a recall interval: 

 

 
 

Circulation policies include settings for: 

 

• Loan length (guaranteed check out period). This is the guaranteed length of time that a 

borrower will have an item.  

• Recall return interval. This is used when calculating the revised due date. (Note that 

this is distinct from the grace period used when calculating fines.) 

 

The two formulas used for calculating the recalled item's new due date are: 

 

• "today + recall interval"  

• "Original checkout date + loan length (guarantee period)." 

 

The results of the two formulas are compared and the date that is most distant from today is 

selected as the due date.  For example: 
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• An item was checked out on October 4 and has a due date of October 18 

• Today is October 12 

• The loan length in the recall policy is 7 and the recall return interval is 3. When the recall 

is placed, the system performs the calculations: 

o “now + recall interval” is October 12 + 3 = October 15 

o “original checkout date + loan length” is October 4 + 7 = October 11 

• The new due date applied will be October 15. 

 

When your policies are in place, you need to create a recall rule. As with other policies, recall 

policies can be set for all branches or for specific branches. In the Circulation Policies screen, 

click the Recall Rules tab. 

 

 
 

Click the plus sign at lower right to create a rule. Specify the branch, patron, and item policies. 

You can have the rule apply to all, or select specific policies. 

 

 
 

The “From Discovery Layer” setting controls whether or not patrons are allowed to place recalls 

on items in the Discovery Layer. If it’s set to No, staff will be able to place recalls but patrons 

will not. 

 

Choose the circ policy you want to use with this rule. Then save. The recall policy is now in your 

list: 
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Note that your recall rule can have different (more restrictive) settings for branch, item, and 

patron than the original circ policy has. This allows you to apply recalls to a more limited group 

of items. For example, the 21-day checkout policy is applied to all patron categories, but the 

sample recall rule above only applies to one particular item type. For any particular item, the 

system will find all applicable recall policies anywhere in the cascade, and then choose the 

earliest recall date. 

 

You can test which recall rules will apply, for any given combination. While you are on the 

Recall tab, click the test button and select the policies you want to check. 

 

 
 

As with the circulation policies, it will show the recall rule that would apply to your particular 

combination. 

 

 

Circulation Policies (Consortia) 

 

In addition to the changes described in the above section, there are new options for consortia. 

Shared systems can now limit sharing of materials to only certain groups of libraries within the 

system, while others are blocked. Staff can be given permissions to set circulation policies only 

for their defined branch or group.  

 

Review the basic policy setup options in the previous group; this section primarily covers those 

settings specific to a group policy. 
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Consortial Configuration 

 

Certain additional setup is required to enable group policies. First, patron branch scoping must be 

enabled (see earlier section on Patron/Item/Subscription Record Access Control). In the 

PSCOPE-branch authorized value, apart from the default my_own_branch entry, create a new 

entry of my_branch_group. This will allow you to assign granular permissions by group so staff 

can create policies.  

 

In the Role or patron record, under the Parameters group (for system parameters), there are now 

separate options for different types of settings, with checkboxes to specify which branches or 

groups are permitted. Go under More, Set Permissions in the Role record: 

 

 
 

Expanding any of those entries, like set_branch, will show all the individual branches but also 

the “my branch group” entry. Select that to allow the staff person to change location to any 

branch within the group. 

 

 
 

Setting my_branch_group also grants the my_own_branch level of permission. 

 

Another example – a staff user with “my branch group” permissions to create circulation policies 

will only see the branches within that group in the Circulation Policies interface (not all branches 

or the Default level): 
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All those permissions relate to creating and maintaining policies except the set_branch one. 

While regular library staff should be given the set_branch group permission if desired, we 

recommend restricting all the other policy groups to just site administrators. Don’t set the branch 

or group permissions for these in the staff Role record. 

 

There is another permission that MUST be assigned for circulation staff so that they can check 

out materials or place holds for patrons within the group environment. In the circulation group, 

assign the my_branch_group permission under the circulate_remaining_permissions group. 

 

 
 

 

At present, there isn’t a permission specific to doing checkouts or placing holds, although those 

may be added in the future. For now, circulate.circulate_remaining_permissions is being used as 

the permission that governs whether a staff member can do any kind of circulation action that 

crosses branch or group boundaries. Be sure to set this in your staff Role record(s). If it is not 

set, staff may be unable to do normal circulation activities. (Note that this is only required for 

circulation work if the branch group sysprefs are enabled; it shouldn’t be an issue for single 

library and multi-library shared sites.) 

 

In your Role record(s) do NOT assign permissions at the top level of the circulate (or any other) 

group of permissions – this will automatically assign rights to all branches. In each of the groups, 

only set the various individual settings, including the my_branch_group entry under 

circulate_remaining_permissions. Also be sure that the Role will allow placing holds for patrons 

(the reserveforothers permission group), restricted by branch or group as needed. 

 

 
 

NOTE: When finished with all the setup, you should test your configuration by trying to place 

holds and do checkouts inside and outside your group. However, be sure you are logged in as a 

regular staff member (with the circulate_remaining_permissions permission) and not a 

superlibrarian account. An administrator’s account automatically has rights to all branches and 

groups, and thus would allow transactions that should be blocked. By the same token, staff 

should never log in as administrator to do their daily work because the limits won’t apply. Also 
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note that branch-scoped permissions are now possible for many actions (item and patron 

create/edit, set status, etc.). Be sure to check your Role record’s permissions carefully. 

 

Next, in Administration, Global System Preferences, Circulation group, turn on two new 

sysprefs. BranchGroupCircLimit will block all movement of materials (holds, checkouts, 

transfers) outside a defined group. BranchGroupPolicies will allow circ policies to be set at the 

group level. 

 

 
 

A third new syspref, CircPrecedence, allows finer control over the hierarchy of policy 

precedence. This will be rarely used – it’s intended for very large, complex consortia. The entries 

determine the order in which rules are applied. The default is first by group (G), then patron (P), 

then item (I), but you could change that in the syspref’s dropdown: 

 

 
 

Next, under Administration, Libraries & Groups, click the button to create a new group. Make a 

new group policy for each group that you need within the consortial system. For example, a 

group of schools: 

 

 
 

IMPORTANT: Be sure to set Category Type to branchgroup. 

 

Create all the groups you need. Remember to refresh your browser after creating or editing 

policies. You will see your new groups at the bottom of the Libraries & Groups screen. 
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Once you have created your groups, edit each library policy and select the group to which it 

should belong. 

 

 
 

Not every library is required to be a member of a group. Within your consortium, some libraries 

may operate as standalones – they do not share materials with any other members. If they are not 

part of a group, their policies will be set at the individual branch level. 

 

IMPORTANT: It is possible for a library to be a member of more than one group, but you 

have to structure your configuration very carefully. In the Circulation Policies Config tab 

(below), make sure that CircPolicy and all other options are set to either Item Home 

Library or Patron Library. If this is set to Item Holding Library (current location), and if a 

library is in more than one group, the policies governing a particular item may include all 

the group policies. For example, Libraries A and B are in group One. Libraries B and C 

are in group Two. A patron at library B checks out an item belonging to Library A. That 

item now may also be eligible to be transferred or selected to fill a hold by Library C, even 

though Library A doesn’t interact with Library C, because library B is a member of both 

groups and the item is currently at Library B.  

 

When you have edited all your library policies, the group assignments will show on the Libraries 

& Groups screen. 
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Next, under Administration, Library Transfer Limits, you can specify which item types should 

NOT be transferred to specific branches. These limits are optional; only set them if you need to 

restrict transfers for some types of items. If you have limited a staff person’s permissions to 

configure a group or specified branches, only those branches will show in this screen, and the 

limits will only apply within those branches. A superlibrarian login will see all branches. 

 

 
 

Circulation Configuration 

 

The policies in the Config tab are extremely important for group configurations. Note that there 

are NOT separate policies by group – the policies that will apply to all libraries in the system. 

Make sure your entries are appropriate for both individual libraries and groups. See the 

discussion in the previous section. (NOTE: The upgrade script picks up the settings from older 

sysprefs, so newly-upgraded sites should be configured in the same way as before.) 

 

As noted above, if your system allows libraries to belong to more than one group, the 

CircPolicy entry MUST be set to either Item Home Library or Patron Library. If it is set to 

Item Holding Library, you may have inappropriate crossover of policies between groups. 
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Circulation and Fine Policies 

 

NOTE: Creating a group setup does not automatically limit circulation. You need to pay close 

attention to the hierarchy of circulation rules, and test carefully.  

 

With your configuration in place, go into Administration, Circulation Policies. The policy 

creation will be similar to that in the previous Circulation Policies (Single/Shared Multi-Library, 

All Configuration) section, except that you now have options for group policies as well as 

individual branch policies.  

 

You must structure your rules very carefully to make sure that there is no undesired crossover 

between groups. First, at the Default level, create a policy that blocks all circulation and holds: 

 

 
 

Also at the Default level, create a circulation rule that uses this policy for all groups, branches, 

item types, and patrons: 
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This will block all circulation and holds system-wide, except for the specific rules that you set at 

the branch or group level.  

 

Next, set up your group’s policies. In the pulldown, select your group: 

 

 
 

Create your policies as described in the previous section of the manual with loan period, fines, 

and callslip options. We suggest using the group name as part of the policy name; this will help 

to avoid confusion when selecting from a large number of policies. As noted above, when an 

item is checked out, the system looks for a match for the branch, patron, and item combination.  

If it finds a match, it uses that rule to check the item out.  If it does not find a match, it falls back 

to the top-level default rule. 
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Since holds are now blocked at the default level, be sure to specify your hold policy in your 

group policies. Set your fine and other options and save.  

 

Create all the policies you’ll need for your group. Note that you can use different fine and hold 

settings as needed. This one, for example, allows holds only from the owning library: 

 

 
 

You’ll see your policies listed under the group: 
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If you change the pulldown to see All policies, an extra column will show which ones belong to 

a group or specific branch: 

 

 
 

Apply Circulation and Fines Rules 

 

Circ rules are created as in the previous section of the manual, except that you now have an extra 

field for specifying group. 

 

 
 

Note that you could create a rule that applies to only one branch within a group, if needed. As 

above, you can limit your rule to a particular item type or patron category. 

 

Test Your Configuration 

 

The Test option is even more important and helpful when groups are being used. Enter the 

branch of the item (not the patron), the patron category and the item type to verify what 
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parameters will be applied. For example, testing against a particular school branch, student 

patron category, and DVD item type, it cascades through the school group policies first: 

 
 

Scrolling down will show more general policies that might apply. Note that the rules cascade -- 

the system builds up the set of all specific policy parameters by going from most specific to most 

general. It might find the hold policy earlier up, the checkout policy somewhere in the middle, 

and the fines policy in the bottom. In practical terms what this means is you can override just 

specific things you want with more specific rules. For example, you could have a general hourly 

loan policy for all items of type X, but then say that for patron category Y you want those to be 

twice as long. Look in the cell on the bottom right for the final set of rules that come out of the 

cascade. This works slightly differently than the rules in previous versions. Use the Test option 

frequently while you are creating your rules or after upgrading to be sure you’re tailoring them to 

your needs. 

 

Use the Test option frequently while you are creating your rules, to be sure you’re tailoring them 

to your needs. 

 

 

Term Loan Configuration 

 

You can select a group when creating a term loan policy. 
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Note that once you save the policy, you can’t change that assignment. Check first before saving 

and proceeding to the section where you enter dates. 

 

 
 

Once you save, you’ll get a new screen listing any existing policies. Click the plus icon to create 

a new one, then enter the date ranges for this policy. 

 

 
 

 

Recall Configuration 

 

Recall rules are created as in the previous section of the manual, except that there is an extra 

field for group: 
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As in other sections, selecting All from the pulldown will display all recall rules, with columns 

indicating which are specific to a branch or group: 

 

 
 

 

 

Circulation Blocks and Overrides 
 

You can set up blocks and exceptions to the normal circulation rules that are automatically 

triggered under certain conditions. Under Administration, Circulation Exceptions: blocks and 

overrides, edit the default settings as desired. NOTE: Some block and override scenarios are now 

controlled by granular permissions; see that section as well. 

 

Blocks and overrides are provided because libraries want to be able to control circulation 

processes so that: 

 

• Some circulation conditions prevent the operator from continuing with circulation until 

they confirm they have seen the message; 

• Circulation transactions will be permitted in the presence of any of the circulation 

conditions, with a confirmation; 
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• Only some circulation staff will be allowed to permit circulation in the presence of these 

conditions—but another staff member may use their credentials to permit the staff 

member to override them for the duration of a circulation session. 

 

For each of the conditions listed above there are five possible results: 

 

• The condition prevents the transaction completely; 

• The condition prevents the transaction for policy reasons; 

• The condition prevents the transaction but another staff member may be able to authorize 

it; 

• The condition prevents the transaction and requires the staff member to confirm it before 

it is permitted; 

• The condition is information and does not stop the transaction. 

  

The two approaches to managing these circulation exceptions are by Patron and by Checkout. 

 

 

 
 

NOTE: Some settings are grayed out and cannot be changed. These are either actions that don’t 

occur in normal workflow, or actions that are now controlled by some other setting such as a 

granular permission. Ignore those entries, but check for applicable permissions in your Role 

record. 
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These Exception settings for ‘Block’, ‘Override allowed’, and ‘Confirmation required’ determine 

how circulation exceptions are handled for your library. 

 

Block—if set, the attempted transaction will be blocked. Staff will be able to override the block 

if ‘Override allowed’ is set and they have the corresponding override permission. 

 

Override allowed—if set, a corresponding permission will be available in the system user 

management to allow staff to override the default behavior. 

 

Confirmation required—if set, staff will be required to respond to the condition causing the 

exception before continuing with the circulation session.  ‘Confirmation required’ prevents the 

user from continuing with a new circulation event without first confirming the exception 

conditions. 

 

Results During Checkout 

 

During checkout, these exceptions result in popup messages in the patron’s checkout screen, 

briefly explaining what the exception or block is. Examples are below. 

 

Patron Exception - Block 

 

A patron is blocked when trying to check out an item to someone whose address is in question: 

 

 
 

Checkout Exception - Override 

 

The option to override the block is provided for a patron with an expired card and outstanding 

fines: 
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Checkout Exception - Confirmation Required 

 

This item is non-circulating; the override is not allowed, but a confirmation of the action is 

required. 

 

 
 

Permissions 

 

Whether or not a staff member can override a condition is determined by the user’s granular 

permissions as set in their account record.  A superlibrarian account can override anything.  

Otherwise the individual permissions come into play.  See the sections in the User Manual on 

granular permissions and Role patrons. 

 

 

 

Configuring and Applying Call Slips and Document Delivery 
 

To use call slips or document delivery, certain system preferences need to be turned on: 

 

AllowCallslipRequests - Enable Call Slip requests. 

 

CallslipMode - Call slips can be filled in two modes: (a) Circulating: A Call Slip is 

considered Filled when it circulates. Completing/Filling a call slip places the item on hold 

for the requesting patron, and the request is not considered filled until the hold request is 

fulfilled and the item is checked out to the patron; (b) Noncirculating: A Call Slip is 

considered Filled/Completed as soon as staff marks it Filled, bypassing the Circ module. 

 

OpacCallslipRequests - If ON, enables patron call slip requests in Discovery Layer. 

 

AllowDocumentDeliveryRequests - Enable Document Delivery requests. 

 

OPACDocumentDeliveryRequests – Enable patron document delivery requests in 

Discovery Layer. 

 

In the Circulation Policies interface, you had the option to allow either/both call slips and 

document delivery in the policies: 
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These policies are applied to the circulation rules. This is what determines which patron 

categories and item types are allowed for call slip and document delivery requests.  

 

Attributes in the Call Slip requests and forms: 

 

• Request ID:  Incremental number; automatically assigned to the request 

• Request Type:  Call Slip or Document Delivery request 

• Patron Name/ID:  Identifies requestor 

• Pickup Location:  Where the item is to be picked up; it is usually the same branch at 

which it was requested 

• Request Status: Statuses include Requested, Not Filled, In Transit, On Hold, 

Completed, Cancelled, and Expired 

• Request Time/[Completed Time]:  Shows date and time of request; once completed, 

the date and time of completion is also displayed.  

• Not Needed After Time:  Expiration time for request. Default is end of day requested, 

unless otherwise set. 

• No-Fill Reason:  Reason request could not be filled; appears in patron’s account  

• Item Details: For the item requested (title, call number, citation, etc.) 

• Fill Request With: Item selected to fill the request (drop-down choice) 

• Document Delivery Details:  Article citation for document delivery 

• Request Note:  To and from the requestor, as needed 

• Reply Note:  From staff to requestor, as needed 

• Keep On Hold Until: Date to retain material for pickup 

 

 

Library Transfer Limits 
 

Normally in a multi-library system any item can be transferred as needed.  If that is not desired, 

this policy allows the system administrator to limit transfers of some materials.  For example, 

libraries may not want to allow DVDs to be sent to other branches but other materials can be 

freely transferred. The UseBranchTransferLimits syspref must be on. Then the 

BranchTransferLimitsType syspref can be set to either item types or collection codes.  Under 

Administration, Library Transfer Limits, sites can then specify any desired limits: 
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Check the boxes for items which should NOT be allowed to transfer.  Scroll down to the bottom 

and click the Save Data button. 

 

Note that the more item types (or collection codes) you have, the larger and more complex this 

screen becomes.  It may not be usable in extremely large or complex systems. 

 

 

Self-Check Kiosk Configuration 
 

(This is covered in the system preferences section below, but is pulled out here for higher 

visibility. See that section for most technical details.) If desired, sites can configure a web-based 

self-check for patron use. This is designed to be set up on a standalone computer that points to 

the self-check URL. Access to the kiosk can be IP-limited, and some limited customization of 

the screen is possible. 

 

Three system preferences must be configured (CheckoutKiosk, CheckoutKioskConfig, 

CheckoutKioskAuth). The first turns on the feature. CheckoutKioskAuth allows you to enter an 

IP range. This is formatted like: 

 

{"iprange": "127.0.0.1 10.10.1.25 10.10.100.77" } 

 

The desired IPs are entered separated by spaces within the surrounding quotes. There is also an 

option to allow name lookup instead of cardnumber (see the syspref writeup), but this is not 

always useful since the name must exactly match the patron record’s first and last names, and the 

name must be unique in the database. 
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The CheckoutKioskConfig syspref allows some customization of the screen. By default, the 

screen is very minimal: 

 

 
 

Here is a sample with some customization: 

 

 
The syspref entry for this screen is: 

 

{ "timeout": "20000", "heading": "<h1>Library Self Checkout</h1>", "head": "<h2>Welcome to 

the kiosk</h2>","foot": "<br><br><br><br><h6><strong>Please enter your cardnumber to 

start.</strong></h6>","placeholderIdentifyPatron":"Enter Library Card Number", 

"placeholderIdentifyItem":"Enter Item Barcode", 

"enterButtonCardNumber":"Enter","enterButtonBarcode":"Enter" } 

 

Importantly, this syspref also controls a screen timeout (in seconds). The suggested timeout of 

20000 equals 20 seconds before the screen forgets the current patron cardnumber and goes back 

to the starting point. 

 

The kiosk works as follows. The URL is formed from your base URL, such as: 

 

https://your.site.url/app/checkout-kiosk 

 

First, enter your cardnumber. Note that if the patron is blocked for any reason (max fines or 

overdues, expired card, etc.), the patron will not be able to use the kiosk. A popup message will 

direct the patron to see library staff: 

 

 
 

If the patron is not blocked, the system will show the patron’s current account. Depending on 

how your system is configured, there may be an option to renew overdue items. Any holds and 

outstanding fines will be summarized. 
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In this example, the item has been recalled, so it cannot be renewed: 

 

 
 

To check out an item, enter its barcode in the Item Lookup box. The screen will give a 

confirmation of checkout popup and the new item will show in the patron’s list: 

 

 
 

When finished, click the Log Out button to clear the screen and return to the initial page. As 

noted above, the screen will reset automatically after a certain period of inactivity. 

 

 

Course Reserve Configuration 
 

Course Reserves are enabled with the CourseReserves system preference (syspref).  Because 

Reserve materials often circulate for different loan periods than other library materials, and are 

often shelved in a separate location, libraries may find it useful to create new item types, 

shelving locations and collection codes.  Course Reserves will display these in the Discovery 

Layer during the time the course is enabled.  When the course is disabled (and/or materials are 

taken off the Reserves shelves), these fields will automatically revert back to their permanent 

state.  If needed, create these new policies first in their administrative sections (Item Type, 

Authorized Values). 

 

For example, in the display below, there are two copies (holdings) of a book:  one is currently on 

Course Reserve and shows as such.  When it is taken off Reserves, it will automatically revert to 

its permanent status (like the first copy in the display): 
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Item Types are set up in Administration, Item types.  Shelving Locations and Collection Codes 

are set up in Administration, Authorized values.  The category for Shelving Location is LOC 

and for Collection Code is CCODE. 

 

Once those codes are set up, staff should to set up authorized values for Terms and Departments 

(the category for terms is TERM and for department is DEPARTMENT).  Terms reflect the 

period of time materials would be available for Reserve, such as “Every Semester” or “Fall 

2016”.  Departments reflect the area of study, such as “Psychology” or “Freshman English”.  It is 

possible to leave them blank. Both of these display in the Discovery Layer: 

 

 
 

Setting up different loan periods for course reserve items is done via Administration, Circulation 

Policies. 

 

The syspref CircAutocompl must be turned on, to allow searching for instructors in course setup.  

The cron job manage_coursereserves.pl should be run daily to automatically suspend/unsuspend 

courses. 
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Classification Sources 
 

The Classification Sources screen shows the call number class schemes available in the system. 

 

 
 

If your library does not use a particular class scheme, you can hide it.  In the above screenshot, 

both Dewey and LC are marked as In Use, along with Other (for free-text entries). All will be 

available when someone is creating/editing an item record: 

 

 
 

To hide a class scheme, edit the entry under Classification Sources, and change the In Use flag: 

 

 
 

 

Record Matching Rules 
 

Record matching rules are used when loading batches of bibliographic or authority records, to 

find and match existing records with new incoming records.  A match rule can be on a single 

field (there are default bibliographic policies for ISBN and ISSN), but can also be configured to 
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check multiple fields (001, 020, 022, 010, 035, etc.).  Existing rules will be visible under 

Administration, Record Matching Rules: 

 

 
 

Bibliographic Matching Rule 

 

A single-field rule is easy to set up; you will need to know the Solr index name.  You must also 

select Bibliographic as the MARC Record Type. You can see how it’s done by editing one of the 

existing rules. 

 

 
 

Note that the index being used in this example is isbn-a which is restricted to subfield a of the 

020. The regular isbn index includes subfields a and z which may not be appropriate for record 

matching. 
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The match threshold is the score at which the system considers the records a match.  In this case, 

a match on the 020a is given a score of 1000, which is also the threshold.  The system would thus 

consider identical 020a fields to be a match. 

 

To configure a multiple-field matching rule, enter the first threshold and the first matchpoint, 

then click ‘Add matchpoint’ to add another one.  Here is an example: 

 
 

There are also default entries for the 020 and 022.  Each matchpoint has a score of 1000, and the 

threshold is 1000, so a match on any field is enough to satisfy the rule.  Combined rules are 

useful when an incoming batch contains a mixture of record types, or the system may not have 

control numbers in consistent fields. 

 

You could also set the threshold and score entries so that the system required a match on two 

fields. For example, with a threshold of 1000 but scores on each matchpoint of only 500, the 

incoming record would have to match at least two fields. 

 

Authority Matching Rules 

 

You can also set up a matching rule for authority records, to match and replace brief records or 

ones with data changes.  To create a rule, make sure you select Authority as the MARC Record 

Type: 
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You can match on several possible indexes, including “sysctrl” (which matches on the authority 

035$a), “rcn” (matching the RCN combination of the 001 and 003), “lccn” (the 010$a), or 

“naco” which uses the NACO rules (enter NAS in the tag to use name authority matching).  See 

http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/naco/normrule-2.html for more information about NACO rules; 

basically it is matching the 1xx term.  If you have a lot of machine-generated authority records in 

your system, and you are trying to import real records, we suggest that you use a combined 

matching rule, with both the NACO rule and another match point. This would match both 

machine-generated and full authority records. If you set each matchpoint to meet the threshold, 

the import would work as an “either/or” match. 

 

For example, here is a rule that uses both NACO and the 035 field: 

 

 
 

 

At the bottom of the screen, you can specify match checks on a particular field/subfield for the 

source and target records. These are not required, but may be advisable for NACO rules.  In a 

http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/naco/normrule-2.html
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situation where you may have different types of authority records using the same term, you 

would want to match/overlay only the record with the same 1XX field. 

 

For example, a system with machine-generated authority records for the term Economics used as 

both subject and uniform title would want to match on the 130 or 150 fields to only overlay the 

same type of record. Here is part of a set of match checks for a NACO rule: 

 

 
 

 

Here’s an example of an RCN matching rule, which would be used if you are trying to match the 

001 and 003 field of a particular cataloging source: 
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Note that this one uses a Normalization Rule setting – it’s important for RCN matching, less so 

for other match rules. 

 

You can also set matching rules on LCCN (the 010 field). See the list of authority indexes in 

Appendix 1 of the User Manual. 

 

 

z39.50 Client Targets 
 

System administrators can configure connections to other library catalogs which allow z39.50 

access.  Catalogers can then use these connections to import single records as needed.  Under 

Administration, Z39.50 Client Targets you will see any existing targets. 

 

 
 

You can edit an existing connection by clicking the ‘Edit’ link, or add a new one by clicking the 

‘New z39.50 Server’ button.  To create a connection you must know the hostname, port, and 

database name of the target.  If the site requires a login, such as OCLC, you will need that 

information as well. 

 

In the system, the Syntax must always be set to USMARC, and Encoding must be set to UTF8. 
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The Checked field lets an administrator specify whether this site is searched by default, or must 

be manually selected at the time of search.  A value of 1 automatically includes the target in a 

search; a value of 0 doesn’t include it but leaves it available to be manually selected. In general, 

you probably will not want to search more than one site by default; searching multiple sites can 

reduce response time and create confusion.  If multiple sites are searched, the Rank field 

determines the order in which screen results appear. 

 

 

MARC Display Templates 
 

In previous versions, sites could hide or display additional MARC fields using custom JavaScript 

or CSS commands. That option remains, but a new administrative function, MARC Display 

Templates, allows sites to create a display template for major changes. Separate templates can be 

defined for search results, staff title display, and Discovery Layer title display: 

 

 
 

NOTE: This is an advanced feature, and could create major display problems if not 

configured correctly. Practice on the sandbox and be careful. 

 

To create a new template, give it a name, and select a base model to copy from the pulldown. 

(It’s best to copy an existing template rather than try to create one from scratch. Then click 

Create New. 
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You’ll see a lengthy screen with entries for each field that displays by default: 

 

 
 

Scroll down to where you want to add a field for display, and click the Insert New button. From 

the pulldown, pick the appropriate value. This will add the entry above your current location. 

 

 
 

Section will create a new screen grouping; you can add an overall label and individual fields. 

Note that if you put an entry in both the overall label field and the field-specific label field, both 

will show on the screen.  

 

You can opt to show the added fields as collapsed; the viewer would need to click a “display” 

link to show them on screen. Some fields work like this already, such as contents and notes. (See 

below for how to change that default behavior.) 

 

 
 

Non-field data will allow you to pull some data from the fixed fields or other system data, like 

format. 

 

 
 

You will probably use the MARC Field Data option the most. This allows you to add a specific 

field (and subfields) to the display. In this example, it’s adding the 910 local field. 
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When you are finished, scroll all the way back to the top and click Save Changes to save your 

template. Then, in the section at the top, use the pulldown to assign your template to one of the 

display options. 

 

 
 

When you make a change in this section, a red Save Changes button will appear – be sure to save 

your settings. 

 

The public display will now show the new field with your label: 

 

 
 

Note that you can also remove a field from a display template by clicking the trash can icon: 

 

 
 

Editing or Deleting a Custom Template 

 

You can edit an existing custom template by clicking the Edit button next to the name: 
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To delete a custom template, you must first remove it from the display settings: 

 

 
 

After that, you can use the trashcan icon next to the custom template name to delete it. Note that 

you will not be able to recover a deleted template – be sure that you want to get rid of it 

permanently. 

 

 
 

Make sure to save your changes when finished. 

 

Setting Default View to Uncollapsed 

 

By default, the delivered templates set certain fields (especially 5XX fields) to be collapsed in 

the initial display. Users can click the Show link to display those fields: 
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If you want one or more of these fields to always show the full set of entries, open your custom 

template and go to that field. For example, search for the 500 field: 

 

 
 

In the Post Processors section, click the X next to the collapseFields entry. That removes it from 

the template: 

 

 
 

Now the details screen will show all the entries: 

 

 
 

You’ll need to do this for each field you want to default to showing all entries. In this screenshot, 

for example, the 505 field (Contents) is still collapsed. 

 

 

Calendar 
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System administrators need to create calendar entries for closed dates. These entries must be kept 

up to date; the system uses the calendar to determine due dates, fine periods, and grace periods.  

Note that the circulation policies and due dates applied to a checkout are those that were in place 

when the checkout was made.  Adding a closed date to a calendar will NOT affect any items 

already checked out. 

 

Under Tools, Calendar, select the library from the pull-down to view existing entries and create 

new ones. 

 

 
 

 

Each library’s dates must be set separately, but as you create an entry there is an option to copy it 

to all branches.  To create an entry or edit an existing entry, click on the calendar’s date. 

 
 

In the add/edit box, enter details about this closed date.  In this example, the library is being 

marked as closed every Sunday, and the entry is being copied to all branches.  Your options for 

creating a closed date are: 

 

• Holiday only on this day. (This is a single occurrence, or else a holiday which “floats” 

between days each year, such as U.S. Thanksgiving or Memorial Day.) 

• Holiday repeated the same day of every week.  (This is for weekly closed dates, such as 

Sunday.) 
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• Holiday repeated yearly on the same date.  (This is for holidays that are on the same date 

every year, such as Christmas on December 25.) 

 

Click Save to save your entry.  The screen then changes to show the new closed date(s).  

Calendar entries are color-coded by type. 

 

 
 

If you have certain weekly closed days but need to set exceptions, use the “generate an exception 

to this holiday option.” For instance, if a library is closed most Sundays but will be open on April 

16, I can choose that date and select “generate an exception to this holiday”: 

 
That retains the closed Sunday schedule but shows April 16th as open: 

 
Keep in mind that this will allow items to be due on that date.  
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Further down the Calendar screen is a section for library hours. If you do not use hourly loans, 

you can leave the default hours as 12:00 AM - 11:59 PM. If you do use hourly loans, you will 

need to set hours to reflect your library’s open hours.  Be aware that open/closed hours are used 

in daily (not just hourly) overdue calculations. Example – a calendar says the library closes at 

6:00 PM and staff check in an item on its due date at 6:30 PM, then that item would be marked 

as overdue and a fine charged if applicable.  

 

Click the Edit button on each day to set that day’s open hours. 

 

 
 

Then click Update to save those hours.  Remember to check and set closed dates and daily open 

hours for all branches. 

 

At the bottom of the Calendar screen is an option for setting closed dates or hours for a range of 

dates.  First, enter the date range using the calendar gadgets and click Next: 

 

 
 

That will open a screen where you can either mark dates as closed, or set alternative hours: 
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This is useful for an exception to normal rules, such as a semester break.  The changes will only 

affect those dates.  Click Submit Changes and you’ll get a popup warning about overriding 

existing settings: 

 

 
 

Click OK to save the changes and the calendar will be updated. 

 

 
 

 

Message Templates 
 

See the User Manual for more details about applying messaging preferences to users or Roles.  

For system configuration, your primary concern is with editing the text of the notices to suit your 

site, and with setting the notice triggers for overdue notices. 

 

There is an option to allow multi-library sites to specify custom templates for various actions; 

see Receipt Template Manager section below. 

 

Under Tools, Message Templates you can configure the text of the various system messages.   

There are different text files for different delivery methods (email, list, etc.). Most needed notices 

are delivered; you can edit them but do NOT delete any.  Some are required for system 

operation.   

 

The Message Templates tool allows the staff member to set up templates for each message type.  

Each message and message endpoint type can have its own template.  Typically, RSS, list, and 

popup endpoint types have brief templates whereas email types have detailed templates. 

 

The tool shows a table of all message types, grouped by category, message type, and scope.  

Each template has a template code, which is usually the same as the message code.  NOTE: The 

HOLD_SLIP and the various circulation Print Slip templates have been separated from the 

Circulation group and placed into a Circulation Slips group. This allows sites to grant 
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permissions for branch staff to modify those slip templates without having access to the overdue 

or other notice templates. 

 

For overdue notices, you can choose among different template codes in Tools, Notice Triggers 

depending on branch and number of days overdue. These additional templates can be deleted; the 

primary templates for each message type cannot. 

  

New message templates are added as new features are developed, including staff 

notifications for reports and bib record creation. Always check the interface to see what 

templates are available. 

 

Screen Layout and Display Options 

 

 

The message templates are grouped by function. The default display of View (button in the upper 

left of the header line) will be fine unless a site is using custom receipt templates (below). 

 

 
 

However, there are some display options under the View button that may be of interest to all 

sites: 
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Collapsed will tighten the display to just the group headers: 

 

 
 

Expanded is the default view (above), in groups. Uncategorized removes the groupings and 

displays all the templates in a continuous list. 

 

 
 

The Instructions option in the pulldown shows the general usage screen. 

 

 
 

In the standard grouped display, you can always close individual groups to make the screen less 

crowded. Click the arrow next to the group header: 
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Action buttons at the end of each entry vary depending on what action is permitted. The pencil 

icon opens the template editor. The plus sign icon will create a new message template of that 

type. The red X icon will delete that template. 

 

 
 

An X or check in the type columns means that there is a template for that type of message 

(popup, list, etc.). 

 

If you try to delete a template, you’ll get a warning message: 

 

 
 

 

Editing Existing Notices 

 

To edit an existing notice, click the Edit (pencil) icon.  You’ll be taken to a screen with buttons 

for message types at the top, table and fieldnames on the left, and a text area on the right. 
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IMPORTANT: All message types can be edited here, and the default type when you open 

this screen is the popup. The active button is displayed as recessed and shaded – make sure 

you click on the type of message you want to edit before starting: 

 

 
 

 

In the Body section, you can scroll through the fieldnames at left and use the Add button in that 

column to copy a field into the text file; fields show in the file surrounded by double angle 

brackets, like [% branches.branchname %] .  Be aware that while tables and fields may show in 

the left column, not all tables and fields are available to all notices. 

 

 
 

You can add your own text as long as you don’t overwrite part of a code block. For example: 
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According to our current records, you have the following item(s), which 

are overdue:  

 

[% items.content %] 

 

Please return the items immediately, or log into your Discovery Layer 

account and renew them. 

 

For checkout and overdue notices, you can include the duedate by using  

 

[% issues.duedate %] 

 

This will print the duedate in ISO format (YYYY-MM-DD) – you can format it with 

 

[% format_date(issues.duedate) %] 

 

That uses the date format specified in the dateformat system preference. The normal setting there 

is “us” which will print a date like MM/DD/YYYY. 

 

In some notice templates, the [% items.content %] field is used for information about items.  In 

overdue notices, by default it contains duedate, title, barcode, author – the fields included can be 

modified by a parameter on the overdue notice cron job. 

 

Other notices such as Advance Notice or Item Due need a code loop to include item/title details: 

 

[% FOR rec IN records %] 

[% rec.biblio.title %] 

[% END %] 

 

Make any desired changes to the text and click the Save button. 

 

If you have one type of message defined, you can copy that to another type. For example, if your 

message has the Email type set up, you could click on the List button, then click Copy From 

Type: 

 

 
 

That will copy the Email text into the List text. If you use this, you should then edit the message 

text – a list or popup message won’t need the address information usually found in an email 
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message, for example. But this is a useful way to get starter content into message types that 

haven’t been defined yet. 

 

 

Creating New Notices 

 

If you want to use separate overdue notices for each branch, or need a new notice for some other 

reason, you will need to create a new notice file. Click the New (plus sign) icon next to the type 

of message you want to create (ODUE, etc.).  

 

You’ll get a create screen; as above, the default message type is popup. Click another button 

such as email to create/edit that text. Give it a new template code, like ODUE-EAST or ODUE-

2. 

 
 

Then give it a descriptive name and title. Name is the name that displays to staff on the list of 

message templates. Title is what’s visible to the patron – it will be used as the email subject line 

or the name of the entry in list-type messages. 

 

If you have an existing set of templates, such as overdue notices, you can copy those into your 

new one. Click the Copy All From Template button, then scroll down through the list of all 

templates to find the one you want to copy. 
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This populates your new template with the text from that template, and you can start customizing 

it: 

 

 
 

Make sure you edit each message type (popup, list, RSS, email) that you plan to use. Click the 

Save button when you are finished. 

 

 

Template Syntax 
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Message templates are written using TT2 (Template::Toolkit) syntax.  Keywords and variables 

are enclosed in bracket-percent tags, e.g. [% borrowers.surname %] (the previous syntax used 

double angle brackets).   

 

Note that the specific variables for each message type are governed by the software code base.  

The template editor provides a list of available variables on the lefthand side when editing 

existing message templates. 

 

TT2 permits the use of flow control and loop operators; for example, this is the default template 

for a new search results email message: 

 
[% total_hits %] new hits were found in your search '[% search_name %]' since the previous scheduled 
search. 
New results: 
[% FOR hit IN hits -%] 
Biblio #: [% hit.bib.biblionumber %] 
Title: [% hit.bib.title %] 
Author: [% hit.bib.author %] 
ISBN: [% hit.bib.isbn %] 
Language: [% hit.bib.language %] 
Format(s): [% FOR format IN hit.bib.formats %][% format %] [% END %] 
[% IF url_base -%] 
URL: [% url_base %]/app/work/[% hit.bib.id %] 
[% END -%] 

 

A dash before a closing %] tag removes a newline that would normally occur; if your templates 

produce messages with unexpected whitespace, try adding the dash.  In this example, the 

template will iterate across all records in the hits variable (provided by LAK), giving appropriate 

details. 

 

Adding Item Due Date 

 

For checkout and overdue notices, you can include the duedate by using  

 

[% issues.duedate %] 

 

The syntax for advance and item due notices is [% rec.issues.duedate | format_date %], designed 

to be used in a loop like this: 

 

[% FOR rec IN records %] [% rec.items.barcode%] [% rec.biblio.title %] [% rec.issues.duedate | 

format_date %] [% END %] 
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Adding Hold Expiration Date 

 

A new field  

 

[% holdexpiration %] 

 

is now available for use in hold waiting notices, and in Talking Tech notices. This is calculated 

when the notice is created, based on the time period in the ReservesMaxPickUpDelay syspref; it 

is not an actual field in the reserves table. 

 

 

Adding HTML Coding to Messages 

 

It is possible to add HTML coding to messages; how it’s done depends on the type of message. 

For list and popup messages, you can just add the code directly into the text. For example, to 

emphasize something, you could put it in bold: 

 

 You have <b>seven days</b> to pick up your hold before it’s cancelled. 

 

Or you could add an email link, or a link to your library homepage. 

 

Most sites send out primarily email notices, though, and the setup for HTML is just a little more 

complicated there.  Remember that the system uses different templates for the different types of 

messages.  Edit the email template and add an opening and closing html tag. Then use regular 

HTML coding to add a href link (or a mailto: link). When the user receives the email message, 

the link will be clickable. 

 

 
 

You can also use other HTML coding, like bold or italics; you must always use the opening and 

closing HTML codes, though. 

 

 

Custom Hold Slip 

 

Sites can now customize the hold slip (printed and placed with the item when a hold is 

triggered). It is configured as email templates, but no messages are emailed for this type of 
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template, and it does not appear in the patron’s list of message preferences. Edit the Hold Slip 

template – be sure not to change the code loops, but you can add text outside them. 

 

 
 

Be sure to save the template. The customized text will appear when you print a hold slip: 

 

 

 
Item data fields are now available for use in the HOLD_SLIP template, so you can add things 

like item barcode instead of the title. 

 

 

Truncate Field Data 

 

For sites concerned about patron privacy who only want to print a partial name on the hold slip, 

new truncation syntax is now available. Here is an example: 

 

[% FILTER truncate(5) %][% borrowers.surname %][% END %] 

 

A test set up with the full field and also a truncated field (with Truncated: label) shows how it 

works: 
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Note that if the truncate count equals or is less than the length of the field, the field data will not 

be truncated. For example, if you use a count of 5 for firstname, a firstname of Karen would not 

be truncated because it is five characters long. If you use a count of 4, it will be truncated as 

 

Kare… 

 

The truncation syntax is available for all notices, but would probably be used most often for hold 

slips. 

 

 

Receipt Template Manager 

 

The earlier work on custom checkout receipts has been folded into new work which allows 

multi-library sites to create and use branch-specific messages. (This is a redesign of the LLK 

Receipt Template feature.) If no branch-specific message is assigned, the script or function will 

use the system default message for that action. NOTE: Some notice scripts take template 

names as parameters, and that setting on the cron job may override an assignment through 

the client. 

 

A new code field has been added to place the current date on the various slips. Usage would be 

something like: 

 

Today's Date is: [% $todaysdate %] 

 

Branch-assigned custom notices are possible for: 

 

CHECKIN, CHECKOUT, CHECKOUT_RECEIPT, CHECKOUT_RECEIPT_BRIEF, 

PREDUE, DUE, HOLD, HOLDCANCEL, HOLDEXPIRED, HOLD_SLIP, ODUE 

(through Tools, Notice Triggers), BILLING (through cronjob parameters), 

TOTAL_OWED, RECALL 

 

Actions and access to this functionality in the tool are controlled by granular permissions (see 

below).  
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Template Manager View 

 

 

In Tools, Message Templates, change the display from the default View (which is the first entry 

in the pulldown, Messages and Templates) to one that shows branch assignments. 

 

 
 

Templates and Branches will show all templates, with any branch assignments in an additional 

Branches column: 

 

 
 

My Branch Templates changes the display and includes an assignment field, to select the 

template to use for your branch: 

 

 
Branch Templates For gives a popup to select a different branch: 
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Then the display is the same as above, except that (if you have permissions) you are able to 

assign templates for the selected branch instead of your own: 

 

 
 

 

Template Manager Assignment 

 

Branches can create their own templates as above. For example, to create a customized HOLD 

message, start by clicking the plus sign icon on the default HOLD message: 

 

 

 
 

Give it a name and then copy all from the original Hold template to populate with the generic 

text: 

 
 

Then customize the text for each type of message as desired: 
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WARNING: Make sure you check the buttons at the top (Popup, List, etc.) to be sure 

you’re on the right template. When you first create/edit a template, the screen has the 

popup message active. Be sure to click on the one you want to edit, such as email, before 

you start making changes. 

 

After saving your branch template, in the main message template screen, change the view to My 

Branch Templates (or Branch Templates For). Scroll down to the type of message you want to 

assign. Then, in the pulldown, select your customized template. 

 

 
 

Note that there is also a New option in the pulldown – you could create your new notice starting 

from this point if desired. 

 

On this display, you’ll see any assigned templates in that field. If you don’t have a customized 

template, the pulldown will be empty and your branch will use the default template: 

 

 
 

The same template may be used by more than one branch. The Templates and Branches display 

will show all branches using a particular template: 
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Template Manager Permissions 

 

The top-level Tools, edit_notices permission will allow a staff user to create, edit, and assign 

templates. If your site has configured branch scoping permissions (see that section above) staff 

can be given permission to only specific groups of templates (like circulation notices). 

Permissions also control which staff members can assign branch templates, and for what 

branch(es). 

 

For example, if a staff person at Branch A needs to be able to modify that branch’s circulation 

templates (but no others), that person would need the granular permissions 

 

edit_notices.branch_assign = my_own_branch (or the specific branchname(s) desired) 

edit_notices.access.msgcat=Circulation/Borrowing 
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You can assign or withhold permission to edit a category of message templates without having 

the branch scoping configured. 

 

Ownership of a template is assigned when the template is created – you will only see branches in 

the pulldown for which you have permission: 

 

 
 

Once a template is created, only someone with permissions to that branch’s templates will 

be able to edit or delete. Ownership cannot be changed after the template is created. If 

someone at the main library needs to create templates for a particular branch, the most efficient 

way to do this is "View" -> "Branch Templates For..." then pick the branch. Under a message 

type use the select box and choose "New..." to make a new template set. Copy from the base 

template set, modify, save. The new template will be owned by the selected branch, not by the 

main library. You can also delete and recreate a template with the proper ownership. 

 

 

Precedence of Branch Templates 

 

Multi-library and consortial sites have an extra setting to tell the system which branch’s 

templates should be used. All circulation message types (and a few others) will use the 

appropriate branch-specific message template, according to following rules: 

 

Under Administration, Circulation Policies (see that section above), the Config screen has an 

entry called Message Template. You can enter multiple values; the order determines the 

precedence.  
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For example, if it contains patron library, staff library, item home library, pickup library, then the 

patron's branch will be used if available; if not then the staff member's branch; if not then the 

branch of the item; finally if all else fails, the pickup branch. Item Holding Library (the item’s 

current location) is also an option. 

 

Note, not every message send has all of these values populated. For example, pickup branch is 

only relevant for some messages. 

 

The intention is to provide as close to the desired effect as possible for a variety of messages 

where some of these may not be relevant. Patron branch is almost always available. For cron-

generated messages, there is no staff branch. 

 

Note that things like quick slips and print slips can include multiple items with different 

branches. The most recent checkout/issue is used to select the item branch, under the assumption 

that if a staff member is printing a slip for a patron, it's probably related to the most recent 

checkout. For example, if a user checks out an item at Branch A yesterday, and Branch B today, 

and someone prints a slip, the system will use the Branch B quickslip template. 

 

NOTE: If sites want to use this option, you should put in at least the four options above in 

whatever order you want. There are situations where a fallback is required. 

 

 

Send Messages 

 

If needed in rare situations, staff members can generate on-the-fly messages using the Tools, 

Send Messages feature.  This allows the staff member to create either gen.letter type messages 

(mostly intended for longer messages such as emails), or gen.misc messages (intended for shorter 

alerts).  The gen.letter type can be sent only to a single patron (or to a specific email address).  

The gen.misc type exists in both unicast and multicast – it can be sent to a single patron or as a 

broadcast to all subscribed patrons. To be sure patrons receive both kinds of messages, the Role 

record should be set for both “sent to me” and “general notification” options. Patrons without the 

“general notification” option will not receive broadcast messages. 

 

The tool will now also send notifications for system shutdown (sys.shutdown). As above, the 

Role or patron record message preference for system shutdown should be enabled. 
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In previous versions, the Send Message tool worked in real time, which could mean the system 

would time out when sending a large number of messages. The tool has been revised to allow for 

background processing of messages.  

 

General Letter 

 

To use the tool, the staff member goes through each section in order: 

 

 
 

Selecting the message type will limit other options accordingly. For example, a general letter 

message cannot be sent to all subscribed patrons as it does not exist in multicast form. 

 

Using the Asynchronous delivery method (background job) is almost always recommended, to 

prevent browser timeouts. The job will run in the background and a popup will let you know 

when it finishes. 

 

You can choose either one or more specific patrons, or all subscribed patrons (brief message 

only). A specific patron can be selected by card number, or you can search for them by card 

number or name in the search box: 

 

 
 

Select the user from the dropdown. Click the plus sign if you want to add another user, then 

search for the next user: 
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When finished, you’ll see all the selected users: 

 

 
 

The default delivery method is the setting in the patron (or Role) messaging preference, but you 

can override that: 

 

 
 

A broadcast message will only go to patrons with the general notification messaging option, as 

mentioned above. It will not override messaging settings. 

 

You can flag messages as high-priority. Currently, the only effect is to cause messages to appear 

in red; popups will persist until closed by the patron. 

 

Fill in the content and (for gen.letter messages only) the title. 

 

 
 

 

When you click the Send button (bottom of screen), you will be shown how many messages are 

sent to how many endpoints, and returned to the page with the settings unchanged. For example, 
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this broadcast message went to 111 addresses (either individual patrons or patrons with both 

email and popup etc. enabled): 

 

Total 1 Multicast message(s) with 111 endpoints delivered 

 

You’ll get a popup indicating that the job has been queued: 

 

 
 

You can monitor progress or status of background jobs in your dashboard My Batch Jobs screen: 

 

 
 

General Message 

 

A general message is a brief note that can be directed either to all users with the message 

preference set, or to individual user(s). As above, it’s recommended to use background 

processing. 

 

 
 

This message is normally used for a broadcast to everyone, but you can target only specific 

users: 

 

 
 

Search for individual patrons as above if needed. Also as above, you can override the patron’s 

default messaging settings. 

 

Enter the message content and click Send. You’ll see popup messages when the processing 

begins and ends. 
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System Shutdown 

 

You can also use this tool for a warning message for an unscheduled system shutdown. The basic 

text for this message comes from the sys.shutdown message template. 

 

 
 

You can modify the wraparound text in the template. In the message tool, select Unscheduled 

Shutdown Notification: 

 

 
 

It’s best to leave this as asynchronous (background) processing since it may be going to a large 

number of users. Enter the time until shutdown in the third field. Note that you can enter just a 

time frame, like 10 minutes, or you can provide more detail if needed: 

 

 
 

The system will insert this entry into the message template as structured on your system, and 

send it to everyone with that message preference. Here’s what a popup might look like with the 

above message: 
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Setting Base URL for Notices 
 

 You will need to set the system preference OPACBaseURL (under Admin) to the sites’s base url 

(e.g. mylibrary.bibliovation.com). This is used to embed a link back to titles in messages. At 

present, it's only used in the saved searches cron job, but may be included in other messages 

later.  Enter just the sitecode and URL, not the http prefix. 

 

 

Notice Triggers 
 

NOTE: Running the cron job with the “--triggered” argument (the default setup) causes a notice 

to be triggered when the item with the minimum overdue days equals the first/second/third delay 

in Tools, Notice Triggers.  When a notice is triggered, by default all overdue items are printed on 

the notice.  In earlier versions the item with the maximum overdue days that triggered the notice 

was printed on the notice.  Sites might want to change the wording on the notice to account for 

the change of all overdue items being printed on the notice (not just the item that triggered the 

notice).  This is the default behavior, but if a site wants to only print the triggering overdue item, 

we can do so with a separate parameter on the cron job. Open a helpdesk ticket asking for that 

change to be made (add parameters -noalways and -nolist-all). 

 

Notice triggers are used by the overdue notice script to determine at what intervals to send 

overdue notices.  They do not control any other types of notices.  Notice triggers MUST be 

configured for each library separately. You cannot set these at the default level.  Under Tools, 

Overdue Notice/Status Triggers, select a branch from the pull-down.  You will see all patron 

categories which were defined as getting overdue notices (see patron category configuration).  

You can send up to three overdue notices; select the First, Second, and Third tabs in turn to make 

all your entries. 
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The Delay field is how many days, after the item was due, the notice will be sent.  A typical 

setting for three notices might be one day, eight days, and fifteen days.  One day would mean the 

first notice went out the day after the item was due. 

 

The Letter field looks at the notice files that have been created; select the appropriate overdue 

notice for this message (first, second, third overdue) and branch.  Be sure to make entries against 

each patron category, and on each tab.  Click Save Changes when finished.  Do NOT use any 

type of notice except overdues in this area, even if they show in the pulldown as options. 

 

The entries from the notice trigger setup are read and used by the overdue notice script. 

 

Note that you can opt to debar a user when an overdue notice is sent. Typically, this would only 

be used after the third/last overdue; many sites choose not to use it at all. 

 

 

Role Patrons and Default Permissions 
 

A Role patron is a record which can be used to assign default permissions and messaging options 

for both staff and patrons.  Staff and patron records can then be linked to the role (or roles) and 

the role’s defaults are inherited by the user.  This linking can be done either individually in the 

user record, or by linking a Role to a patron category.  Role patrons are set up and managed the 

same way as a standard patron account. They should all be created with a standard naming 

convention (such as SR CATALOGING ROLE) to help with searching and identification.  This 

section will cover creating and assigning Roles and the granular permissions that can be enabled. 

The next section will cover messaging and messaging options as a separate topic, although 

messaging defaults can also be set in the Role patron. 
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NOTE: A staff user without the staffaccess permission will be blocked from editing a Role 

record. 

 

Creating a Role Patron 

 

To set up a staff role, go under Patron and click New.  From the pull-down, select Permissions 

Role. 

 

 
This will bring up an abbreviated patron entry screen, tailored to the Role patron; give the record 

a name appropriate for its intent.  NOTE: If you have defined various fields in the 

BorrowerMandatoryField syspref as being required for patron records, some of these settings 

may not be visible in a Role patron record edit screen, but may prevent saving the record (email 

is a typical example). Until there is a fix for that problem, edit the syspref to temporarily remove 

the problem field(s). Then create your Role patrons, and put the field(s) back into the syspref. 

 

 
 

After saving, from the patron record display click More, Set Permissions.  For example, a Junior 

Acquisitions role may get permissions allowing them to create and modify purchase orders, but 

not be given permission to approve or execute them.   Set the needed permissions and save (click 

Set Flags button). 
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Assigning Roles to User Records in the Patron Category 

 

All users assigned to a particular patron category can be linked to a Role through the patron 

category policy setup.  In Administration, Patron Categories, edit the applicable category and 

check the role(s) desired: 

 

 
 

Note that general patrons as well as staff can be linked to a Role.  For public users, the Role will 

be used primarily to define default messaging options (see that section).  If a site is running the 

full digital archive software, certain patrons can also be given default permissions to upload 

digital options. 

 

Assigning Roles in the Individual Patron Record 

 

You can also assign a Role to an individual patron record.  Edit the patron record and scroll 

down to the User Roles section. Then check one or more Roles you want to assign to this 

particular person: 
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Any existing direct Role assignments will show at the top; add new ones as desired by checking 

their boxes.  For existing Roles, note that you can assign an expiration date.  This can be useful 

for temporary or visiting staff – you can assign a person certain expanded permissions with an 

expiration date. After that date, the assignment will automatically end – no staff editing is 

required.  You can also cancel a Role assignment by clicking the Deactivate box. 

 

When you save the record, the updated Role assignments are visible on the Details screen. This 

screen will also show the Role linked through the patron category – see the difference between 

Roles (linked directly) and Category Roles (from the patron category setting): 

 

 
 

NOTE:  Linking a patron and a role will change the display of the person who is linked to the 

role. If a staff person is set up with basic permission to borrow books as their only permission, 

and then assigned to or linked with a Role which has further permissions, that staff person’s 

account, after the Role is linked, will show ALL the permissions within that role. 
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Updating Permission Settings 

 

If you edit a Role patron and change default settings for permissions or messaging, those changes 

will immediately be reflected in every patron record linked to that Role; users who are logged in 

at the time will need to refresh the browser to pick up the changes. If permissions were 

individually assigned, you will need to edit each patron record to change them.  It is 

recommended that you set default permissions through a Role record whenever possible. 

 

 

User Preferences 

 

User preferences can also be set in the Role record as well as in individual patron records. Most 

of the preferences are relevant to staff logins; a few should be set or checked for patrons. Some 

preferences are set by the system, or are only used in specific cases. 

 

The most important patron setting is predue_advance_days which is used by the advance notice 

script to determine when to send the advance notice. 

 

If a site requires timeouts after inactivity, both staff and patron Role records will have settings in  

server_timeout and application_timeout (see that section). Some sites may want to turn on 

advanced_facets (see that section) for either/both staff and patron use. Sites may opt to display or 

hide hold history by default using retain_hold_history. Sites using the anonymization scripts will 

need to set the retain_issue_history preference for any patron or patron category where data 

should be retained. 

 

Staff-specific preferences include sqlreports_numresults and holds_queue_column. 
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It is important to note that, as with messaging options below, some problems may appear if a 

specific user record overrides the Role setting, and then that record removes that setting. If the 

patron is 1) allowed to make a choice (i.e. the pref is enabled), and 2) at some point has applied a 

setting that is not the default, and 3) later changes it back to the default, that patron is no longer 

actually inheriting the defaults from the Role. If a different Role record is applied or if the 

permissions for an existing Role are changed, it will not affect that user’s preferences. 

 

A somewhat awkward workaround is to uncheck the enable box (the first column for most 

preferences) in the Role's preference settings, then edit the patron's account preferences. That 

will remove that particular pref from the patron's list of set prefs. Then you can go back and re-

check the enable box in the role pref. 

 

 

Available Granular Permissions 

 

As of this writing the following permissions and groups are available; new development may add 

or change permissions in the future.  [NOTE: Several features are still under development; some 

of these permissions do not yet do anything in the code. There are also certain permissions that 

are only relevant to a specialized interface (InfoMart). Those can be ignored] 

 
superlibrarian Access to all librarian functions 
 
circulate -- Circulate books 
 self_checkout -- User can use the Self Checkout feature 

backdated_checkouts -- User can backdate a checkout 
 checkout_via_proxy -- Checkout via Proxy 
 circulate_remaining_permissions -- Remaining circulation permissions 

branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 
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change_circ_date_and_time -- User can change circulation date and time 
 fast_add -- User can use fast add functionality in checkout 
 manage_courses -- View, Create, Edit and Delete Courses 
 OR_checkouts_exceed_maxissues -- Override circ block due to max checkouts setting 
 OR_fines_exceed_circ_block_threshold -- Override circ block due to excessive patron fines 
 OR_fines_exceed_holds_block_threshold -- Override holds block due to excessive fines 
 OR_holds_exceed_maxholds -- Override hold block due to maxholds setting 
 OR_hold_policy_block -- Override hold block due to policy setting 
 OR_item_issued_to_another -- Override circ block due to item being checked out 
 OR_item_notforloan -- Override circ block due to item notforloan status 
 OR_item_not_at_circ_library -- Override circ block due to item away from circulating library 
 OR_item_not_in_branch_group -- Override circ block due to item not being in branch group 
 OR_item_on_hold -- Override circ block due to item on hold 
 OR_item_on_hold_and_waiting -- Override circ block due to item on hold and waiting 
 OR_item_withdrawn -- Override circ block due to item withdrawn status 
 OR_renewals_exceed_maxrenewals -- Override renewal block due to maxrenewals setting 
 OR_renewal_on_hold -- Override renewal block due to hold 
 OR_item_requires_renewal -- Override checkout already issued to patron 

OR_exceed_group_maxissues – Override patron group exceeds max issues 
OR_exceed_group_maxfines – Override patron group exceeds max fines 
OR_patron_expires_soon – Override patron card expires soon block 

 override_renewals -- Override blocked renewals 
 put_coursereserves -- Basic Course Reserves access, user can put items on course reserve 
 remove_coursereserves -- Take items off course reserve 
 manage_ill_requests -- Manage interlibrary loan requests 

issue_history -- Access item issue history 
  view -- View item issue history [staff permission to view all history] 
  delete_own -- Delete one's own issue history 

item_checkin_notes -- Create, update and delete item checkin notes 
view -- View notes 
modify -- Create and update notes 
delete -- Delete/dismiss notes 

cancel_waiting_holds -- User can cancel waiting or in-transit holds 
offline_circ -- User can configure offline circulation extension and offline checkouts 
transfer -- Transfer across branches (branch scoping) 

branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 

 
catalogue -- View Catalogue (Librarian Interface) 
 access -- Access staff client & search functions 

menu -- Access staff home page menu 
apps -- Use staff apps by direct URL 
masthead -- View staff masthead 

view_suppressed_bibs -- View suppressed bibs 
 search_deleted -- Search deleted bibliographic records 
 bib_ratings -- Rate titles and view title ratings 
  view -- View title ratings 
  modify -- Rate titles 
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bib_list -- Lists/virtshelves of bibs 
create -- Create bib lists 
create_public -- Create public bib lists 

search -- Perform extended functions on search [ONLY USED IN INFOMART – IGNORE] 
export -- Export search to remote API [ONLY USED IN INFOMART – IGNORE] 

 
parameters -- Set Koha system parameters**** 

syspref -- Configure system preferences 
branch -- Configure branches 

branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 

set_branch -- Change staff branch 
branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 

item -- Configure item parameters (types, fields, statuses) 
patron -- Configure patron categories and attributes 
invoice -- Configure invoice account types 
circ_policy -- Configure circulation policy 

branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 

circ_exception -- Configure circulation exception handling 
circ_alert -- Configure circulation alerts 

branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 

transfer_limit -- Configure library transfer limits 
branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 

fine_rule -- Configure fine forgiveness/threshold rules 
branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 

location -- Configure location attributes (roads, cities, etc) 
authval -- Configure authorised values 
cataloging -- Configure cataloging attributes (classification sources, matching rules) 
netsvc -- Configure network services (z39.50) 

 
borrowers -- Add or modify borrowers 
 batch_borrower_delete -- Batch delete borrowers 
 batch_borrower_edit -- Batch edit borrowers 

view -- Search and view borrower records 
branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 

  branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 
create -- Create new borrowers 

branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
  branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 

modify -- Modify existing borrowers 
branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 

  branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 
delete -- Delete borrowers 
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branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
  branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 

merge -- Merge borrowers 
branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 

  branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 
borrowers_remaining_permissions -- Remaining Borrowers Permissions 
borrowers_details -- Access borrower details 

name -- View borrower name 
 create_proxy_relationships -- Create Proxy Relationships 
 delete_lost_items -- Delete Lost Items from patron account 
 delete_proxy_relationships -- Delete Proxy Relationships 
 edit_proxy_relationships -- Edit Proxy Relationships 
 lists -- Create & Edit Borrower Lists 
 lists_bulk_modify -- Modify All Accounts on a Borrower List 
 lists_bulk_delete -- Delete Accounts on a Borrower List during a Bulk Modification 

notes -- Create & Edit Borrower Notes 
 
permissions -- Set user permissions (controls editing patron category and roles also) 
 
reserveforothers -- Reserve books for patrons 

branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
 branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 
 
 
borrow -- Borrow books 
 
editcatalogue -- Edit Catalogue (Modify bibliographic/holdings data) 
 batch_item_delete -- Batch Item Delete 

batch_item_edit -- Batch Item Edit 
 notifications -- Subscribe to catalog-related event notifications 
  catsource= * 
 bib -- Manage bibliographic records 

get --  Retrieve Bibliographic records 
   catsource= * 
  update -- Create/Update Bibliographic records 
   catsource= * 
  delete -- Delete Bibliographic records 
   catsource= * 
  stage -- Stage a bibliographic record to an import batch or as an intermediate save 
   catsource= * 
  commit -- Commit staged changes to a bibliographic record 
   catsource= * 
  merge -- Merge the items of one bibliographic record with another 
   catsource= * 
  reindex -- Force a reindex of the record 
   catsource= * 

item -- Manage item records 
  update -- Create/Update Item records 
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branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
   branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 
  delete -- Delete Item records 

branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
   branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 
  batch_update -- Batch update item records 

branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
   branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 
  batch_delete -- Batch delete item records 

branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
   branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 
  status -- Set and clear Lost, Damaged and custom item statuses 

branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
   branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 

defaults -- Manage session default values for item creation 
update -- Create/Update item record default values 
delete -- Delete item record default values 

 mfhd -- Manage MFHD records 
  update -- Create/Update/Delete MFHD records 
   catsource= * 
  stage -- Stage a MFHD record to an import batch or as an intermediate save 
   catsource= * 
  commit Commit staged changes to a MFHD record 
   catsource= * 
 auth -- Manage authority records 
  view -- View Authority records 

edit -- Edit Authority records 
delete -- Delete Authority records   
stage -- Stage an authority record to an import batch or as an intermediate save 

  commit -- Commit staged changes to an authority record 
 template -- Manage MARC templates 
  update -- Create/Update/Delete MARC templates 

bert -- Manage Batch Edit Ruleset templates 
  get --  Retrieve Batch Edit Ruleset templates 
   update -- Create/Update/Delete Batch Edit Ruleset templates 

apply -- Apply Rulesets to individual records in Cataloging Editor 
mvr -- Manage Marc Validation Rulesets 

get -- Retrieve Marc Validation Rulesets 
update -- Create/Update/Delete Marc Validation Rulesets 
apply -- Apply Marc Validation Rulesets to individual records in Cataloging Editor 

 dlso -- Manage digital objects 
  upload -- Create and stage an import record for a digital object 
   catsource= * 
  attach -- Attach a digital object to an existing bib 
   catsource= * 
  delete -- Delete a DLSO from the underlying store 
 item_list -- Manage Item Acquisition Lists [ONLY USED IN INFOMART – IGNORE] 
  update -- Create/update Item Acquisition Lists 
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  commit -- Checkout/commit Item Acquisition Lists 
  process -- Manage Item Acquisition Lists disposition and back-office processing 
 
fees -- Update borrower chargesview View patron fee details [replaces updatecharges group] 
 view -- View patron fee details 

create -- Assess fees against patron accounts 
edit -- Modify patron fees 
accept_payment -- Accept payment/credit for fees 
transfer -- Transfer fees to Business Office 
waive -- Waive patron fees 
refund -- Refund and Reverse patron payments 
send_alert -- Send patrons fines alert. 

 
acquisition -- Acquisition and/or suggestion management 
 acq_base -- Base acquisition operations 
 acq_admin -- Acquisition system configuration and administration 
 acq_requests_manage -- Manage and review purchase requests 
 acq_requests_assign -- Assign purchase requests 
 acq_orders_manage -- Create and modify purchase orders 
 acq_orders_execute -- Approve, execute, and close purchase orders 
 acq_invoices_manage -- Create and modify invoices 
 acq_invoices_execute -- Approve, execute, and close invoices 
 acq_vendors_manage -- Create and modify vendors 
 acq_funds_balances -- View fund balances 
 acq_funds_manage -- Create and modify funds; post transactions; fiscal year rollover 
 
tools -- Use tools (export, import, barcodes) 

async_jobs -- Manage asynchronous (batch) jobs 
run -- Start asynchronous jobs 
at -- Schedule asynchronous jobs for later execution 
cron -- Schedule asynchronous jobs for repeated execution 
view -- View asynchronous jobs 
modify -- Create, update, or delete batch jobs 

 batch_upload_patron_images -- Upload patron images in batch or one at a time 
 delete_anonymize_patrons -- Delete old borrowers and anonymize circulation history (deletes 
borrower reading history) 
 edit_calendar -- Define days when the library is closed 
 edit_news -- Write news for the OPAC and staff interfaces 
 edit_notices -- Manage message templates 

access -- Access categories of message templates 
msgcat=Account Details -- Only for scope msgcat = Account Details 
msgcat=Acquisitions -- Only for scope msgcat = Acquisitions 
msgcat=Announcements -- Only for scope msgcat = Announcements 
msgcat=Catalogue Management -- Only for scope msgcat = Catalogue 
Management 
msgcat=Circulation Slips -- Only for scope msgcat = Circulation Slips 
msgcat=Circulation/Borrowing -- Only for scope msgcat = Circulation/Borrowing 
msgcat=Jobs -- Only for scope msgcat = Jobs 
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msgcat=Reports -- Only for scope msgcat = Reports 
  update -- Modify base (non-branch) message templates 
  branch_assign -- Assign or edit branch message templates 

branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 
branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 

 edit_notice_status_triggers -- Set notice/status triggers for overdue items 
 export_catalog -- Export bibliographic and holdings data 
 fine_threshold_forgive -- Run fine threshold forgiveness rules 
 import_patrons -- Import patron data 
 inventory -- Perform inventory (stocktaking) of your catalogue 
 label_creator -- Create printable labels and barcodes from catalog and patron data 
 manage_staged_marc -- Managed staged MARC records, including completing and reversing 
imports 

batch_edit_marc -- Batch edit staged MARC records 
 moderate_comments -- Moderate patron comments 
 schedule_tasks -- Schedule tasks to run 
 stage_marc_import -- Stage MARC records into the reservoir 
 view_system_logs -- Browse the system logs 
 purge_system_logs -- Purge system logs 
 send_general_messages -- Send general messages 
 print_messages -- Print messages not sent by email 
 record_attributes -- Bulk search/remove record attributes 
 dlso -- Use DLSO tools 

trace -- Access system tracing 
 self -- Access tracing for oneself 

other -- Access tracing for other users 
create -- Create tracing data 

 tools_menu -- Show tools menu (primarily for substitute user tool) 
 
serials -- allow to manage serials subscriptions 

base -- Create, update, or delete serials 
branch=my_branch_group -- Only for scope branch = my_branch_group*** 

  branch=my_own_branch -- Only for scope branch = my_own_branch** 
issue -- Issues 

create -- Create new regular issue 
special -- Create new special issue 
update --  Modify existing issue (chronology and enumeration) 
delete -- Delete issue 

vendor -- Create, update, or delete serials vendors 
template -- Create, update, or delete serials-related templates 

 
reports -- allow to access to the reports module 

get -- Retrieve reports 
update -- Create/update/delete reports 
run -- Run existing reports 

 
staffaccess -- Modify login / permissions for staff users 
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substitute_user -- Initiate a session as a user of equal or lesser permissions 
 specific -- Change to specific user 
 generic -- Change to a generic / template user with arbitrary parameters 
  branch -- Allow selection of library (branch) only 
 
admin -- Access administrative-level tools. It is better to grant specific permissions within this section 

io_factory – Access import/export factory 
update – Access import/export factory (create/edit scripts) 
execute – Access import/export factory (run existing scripts) 

 cron_jobs – Manage system (cron) jobs via scheduler 
 
 
*If the site is using catalog access control, codes identified in the authorized value PSCOPE-catsource will 
show in this section; permissions can be assigned to add/edit/delete only specified collection titles and 
items.  If the site is also using external authentication such as LDAP, then the Retrieve Bibliographic 
records (editcatalogue, bib, get) MUST be assigned to all public and staff Roles or users will not be able 
to search. 
 
**If the site is using branch scoping access control (presence of the authorized value PSCOPE-branch), 
sub-permissions will populate with each branchcode on the system plus the default my_own_branch. 
Permissions can be granted to staff for various actions on patron records belonging to the specified 
branches. 
 
***If the site is configured for the circulation groups feature (see Superlibrarian Guide), sub-permissions 
will populate with each branchcode on the system plus the defaults my_own_branch and 
my_branch_group. Permissions can be granted to staff for various actions on records and policies 
belonging to the specified groups. 
 
****Some of the administrative functions under the parameters group can now be granted permissions 
by branch or group. However, it is STRONGLY recommended that general staff NOT be given any 
permissions in this section except to the set_branch section, which allows users to temporarily change 
their location to another branch library. The other administrative permissions should only be given to 
the site administrator. A superlibrarian login will automatically have these permissions. 

 

Notes About Specific Situations 

 

NOTE: staff users who need to create or edit patrons will need both the appropriate borrowers 

group permissions and the separate permissions one 

 
permissions -- Set user permissions (controls editing patron category and roles also) 

 

This is needed even for creating public patrons. Staff users will only be able to set permissions 

for users at a lower level than themselves. 

 

If a staff user who is not superlibrarian needs to create other staff user records and give them 

permissions, then that staff user can be given both of these permissions: 
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permissions -- Set user permissions (controls editing patron category and roles also) 
staffaccess -- Modify login / permissions for staff users 

 

This is not generally recommended for security reasons, as these accounts would be able to 

modify any staff user, or change public to staff users. 

 

NOTE: A limited staff user will need these permissions to check in items: 

 
circulate.circulate_remaining_permissions (access to circ/checkin) – branch-scoped if enabled 
catalogue.access (access to staff views/menus) 
borrowers.borrowers_remaining_permissions (for sending a notice on checkin) 

 

NOTE: For a limited user to (1) run and view reports and (2) view finished reports someone else 

has run, these are the needed permissions: 

 

Reports: 

get -- Retrieve reports 

run -- Run existing reports 

 

Tools: 

async_jobs.view 

 

NOTE: If staff have limited cataloging permissions, to be able to import records through Z39.50 

the authority permission editcatalogue.auth.stage should also be given - or the higher level 

editcatalogue.auth permission.  If this permission is not given, then someone trying to import a 

record with an authority field new to your site will be given an error and not allowed to save the 

record. 

 

NOTE: A limited user who is allowed to batch edit or batch delete items will need both the 

editcatalogue.batch_item_delete / editcatalogue.batch_item_edit permissions AND the item_list 

permissions. (The editcatalogue.item.batch_item_delete and editcatalogue.item.batch_item_edit 

are obsolete and will be removed in a future version.) 
 
 

Digital Object Permissions 

 

To allow staff or patrons to upload digital objects through the Discovery Layer, the user or Role 

record must have these editcatalogue permissions, with appropriate catsources (if used): 

 
 bib -- Manage bibliographic records 
  stage -- Stage a bibliographic record to an import batch or as an intermediate save 
(needed to allow users to upload records via the Add Content link) 
   catsource= * 
  update -- Stage a bibliographic record to an import batch or as an intermediate save 
(needed in addition to the others to allow users to upload a new digital object to an existing title) 
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   catsource= * 
 
 dlso -- Manage digital objects 
  upload -- Create and stage an import record for a digital object (always needed) 
   catsource= * 
  attach -- Attach a digital object to an existing bib (always needed) 
   catsource= * 

 

The bib.stage and dlso.upload permissions are required to upload a digital object through the 

Add Content link.  Those two plus bib.update and dlso.attach are required to attach a new digital 

object to an existing title. 

 

The dlso.delete permission will allow the user to remove the digital object from the title and 

from the underlying archive. 

 

 

Allowing Patrons to Search and Display Suppressed Titles 

 

The permission catalogue.view_suppressed_bibs was created specifically for situations where 

suppressed titles are checked out (for example, textbooks). If the title was suppressed, the user 

was unable to see any entries in the Discovery Layer dashboard. Assigning this permission 

allowed those entries to display. It was not intended to include suppressed titles in search results 

for public users. Ordinarily, the permission will only show those titles if the user is logged in as 

staff. However, if it is necessary to allow certain patrons to see suppressed titles, an extra entry in 

the patron or Role user preferences will allow that. (See the section on user preferences.) 

 

In the user preferences, click the box to enable the default_query_filter option. Then in the text 

box enter this: 

 

suppress:[0 TO 1] 

 

 
 

Be sure to save. This setting will allow that patron (or any patron attached to that Role) to see 

suppressed titles in the search results and view those titles. 

 

 

Assigning Permissions in a Role Patron 

 

After the Role record is created and saved, assign it the desired permissions. You can either click 

More, Set Permissions, or select the Patron Permissions tab in the sidebar: 
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This opens up a screen with check boxes for various actions.  For staff roles, you must assign the 

catalogue / access permission or else the user will not be able to log into the staff client at all.  

Decide what permissions this Role should have and assign them in the right-hand checkbox 

column: 

 

 
 

Scroll to the bottom and click the Set Flags button.  Those permissions will be assigned to any 

staff record linked to that Role. 

 

Permissions for Public Users 
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Certain permissions are applicable to non-staff users. You would assign these (along with 

messaging defaults) in a general patron Role record. Examples are self_checkout and 

bib_ratings. 

 

Assigning Permissions in an Individual Patron Record 

 

A library staff user is created in the same way as a regular patron, except that you must select a 

patron category that has been designated as library staff.  (Patron categories can be classified as 

Adult, Child, Staff, or some other special designations – Staff tells the system the user is a library 

staff person and is allowed to do certain actions.) 

 

 
 

See the previous section for assigning permissions via User Roles.  Permissions can also be 

configured individually.  After the record is created and saved, open the permissions screen and 

assign the desired permissions. 

 

Remember, you must assign the catalogue / access permission or else the user will not be able to 

log into the staff client at all.  The left-hand checkbox column will show what permissions are 

assigned in any linked Role (a user record can be linked to multiple roles).  These cannot be 

removed in the individual record. Decide what additional permissions this user should have and 

assign them in the right-hand checkbox column. If a staff user is given a Role permission, but 

also individual permissions, the individual permissions will have priority.  For example, the Role 

may not permit editing items, but if the staff person’s individual record has that permission, the 

staff person will be allowed to edit items. 
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The permissions assigned depend on the person’s work needs. Superlibrarian is the system 

administrator permission; you should not assign it to logins intended for daily library work.  

Instead, review what that person will need to do, and assign permissions accordingly.  For 

example, a person who works at the Circulation Desk will need most of the permissions in the 

circulate group, but you may not want that person to be able to override certain checkout blocks 

such as “Override circ block due to excessive patron fines.”  Leave those permissions unchecked. 

Someone working at the Circulation Desk will probably also need at least the “Remaining 

Borrowers Permissions” setting (to be able to search and display patron records), but you may 

not want to allow other patron actions such as batch edit/delete.  The library staff person may 

also need “Update borrower charges” to be able to take payment for fines.  However, this person 

would not be given permissions in other areas such as Acquisitions, Tools, or Cataloging. 

 

Set the permissions you think this staff role will need, then click the Set Flags button to save 

them.  Then log in as that user and test it.  Make sure the login can do all the actions needed, but 

cannot do anything that should be blocked.  When that person logs in, the initial menu will be 

much more limited than that of someone with full administrator permissions. 

 

 
 

Showing the Name of the Person Who Has Checked Out 

 

Certain specialized libraries need the public interface to show who has an item checked out; this 

should be disabled for most libraries. A public user will see the checkout patron information if 

(1) the OPACShowCheckoutName syspref is on and (2) the public user has the  
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circulate.issue_history.view and the borrowers.borrowers_details.name permissions. These 

should be set in the associated Role record or (rarely) directly in the patron’s record. 

 

 
 

 

Backdating Checkouts 

 

Some sites want to create back-dated checkouts for testing purposes -- set up a checkout as if it 

were done several days ago. The permission circulate.backdated_checkouts will allow this, with 

a calendar widget on the checkout screen. This should only be used for testing, not regular 

checkouts – don’t assign this permission to regular Circulation staff. If the function is available, 

a “Show” button will appear with the label Specify Checkout Date: 

 

 
 

Clicking that button brings up a data entry field and calendar widget: 

 
 

The “Hide” button will turn off the display of that field. 

 

Permissions for Anonymous Users 

 

The use of granular permissions assigned in Role records for patrons means that patrons must be 

logged in to see certain features. For features which are not tied to an individual user record 

(such as viewing bib ratings, default filter queries, or the name of a person who has an item 
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checked out), the new syspref AnonymousRole (in the Discovery Layer group) can be tied to an 

existing patron Role record. Discovery Layer users who are not logged in can then inherit those 

permissions and settings. 

 

 
 

Be sure to only assign permissions to the anonymous role that don’t require a login (such as 

viewing bib ratings or inactivity timeouts).  

 

 

Messaging and Message Preference Defaults 
 

The system now has a common infrastructure which is used for all messages and notifications.   

This replaces three previous mutually incompatible subsystems for managing messages. The 

messaging infrastructure supports two different classes of messages: unicast and multicast.  A 

unicast message is sent to a specific patron or recipient address; examples include fines alerts, 

account details/welcome emails, and approval or rejections notifications sent to patrons who 

submit purchase requests.  A multicast message occurs in response to a particular event, and is 

received by patrons who are subscribed to that message type through their message receipt 

preferences. 

 

Each message has a specific message type, associated with a unique code such as ODUE 

(“overdue”), PR.approved (“purchase request approved”), or gen.letter (general purpose letter).  

Message types are grouped into categories such as Acquisition or Announcements.  Some 

message types exist in both unicast and multicast flavors; others only occur in one variant or the 

other.  See the earlier discussion of message templates under the Tools menu. 

 

Messages can be delivered to one or more message endpoint types.  Currently defined endpoint 

types include: 

 

• Popup – these appear as the familiar info or alert boxes in the Discovery Layer.   

• List – these appear in the “My Messages” tab of the Discovery Layer 
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• RSS – these are available once a user subscribes to their messages RSS feed using their 

browser or RSS reader 

• Email – these are sent to the user's email address 

 

More endpoint types may be added in the future. 

 

The delivery of messages is governed by patrons' message receipt preferences, which can be set 

either through the Discovery Layer (“My Messaging Preferences” tab) or through the staff patron 

editor.  A patron must subscribe to a particular message via a particular endpoint to receive 

messages (exception: delivery can be forced using the staff message send tool, see below).  

Subscription can happen directly, through the patron's own preferences, or indirectly, through 

their roles or their category roles.  For example, if the “STUDENT” category were assigned a 

“ROLESTUDENT” category default role, and ROLESTUDENT were subscribed to overdue 

notices by popup and email, then any student who did not override these preferences would 

receive overdue popups and emails. 

 

Without an email address in the patron record, email notices cannot be sent.  Be aware that if 

there is no value in the patron’s primary email field, the system will roll over to the secondary 

email field; if there is a value in that field, the notices will be sent to that address. 

 

Staff Management of Patron Messaging Preferences 

 

Role Settings 

 

Library staff can set defaults in the assigned Role patron, and those will be picked up when a 

new record is created, but staff can also change settings at any time for an individual patron.  

Role patron settings are edited the same way as individual patron settings (see below). 

 

Changes to a role's messaging settings take effect immediately to all patrons who are linked 

to this role.  You may need to refresh the browser to see the changes on a patron screen. 

 

Remember that patrons can be assigned roles directly through the patron edit screen (where you 

can assign roles and decide when they expire), or through their patron category, via the category 

default roles which are set up in Administration -> Patron categories. 
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Message preferences obtained through roles are additive. For example, if role X is set to get 

overdue notices by email, and role Y is set to get overdue notices by RSS, then a patron with 

both roles will receive overdue notices both by email and RSS. 

 

Role or Individual Patron Settings 

 

In previous versions, with the old messaging setup, patrons were not given a choice about opting 

out of overdue notices. It’s important to note now that if the Overdue messaging preference 

isn’t enabled, patrons won’t get overdue notices. 

 

To change messaging options for either a Role patron or a particular patron, you can either edit 

the full patron record (scroll to the bottom) or click the Edit link under the messaging options 

part of the patron detail display screen.  That link takes you into an edit page for just the 

messaging options. 
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Role preference settings are indicated by asterisks and a grayed-out check on a patron display 

page.  For example, if a user is subscribed by their roles to receive Advance Notices by list and 

email, then an asterisk (*) will appear next to the corresponding checkboxes for this message 

(see screenshot above). 

 

The user's own preferences are governed by the checkboxes; the Override role prefs box must be 

checked to assign the user preferences that differ from their role preferences.  No asterisk will 

appear next to the check marks for these message settings. 

 

 
 

IMPORTANT: there is a subtle but important semantic difference between user and role 

preferences.  For example, suppose Alice and Bob are both assigned the AdultPatronRole role, 

and that role is subscribed to receive overdue messages by list alone.  Alice overrides these role 

preferences (checking the Override role preferences box) and changes to RSS alone (RSS 

checked, but all others are unchecked).  Later, a staff member decides to change the 

AdultPatronRole role to receive overdue notices by email.  Now, Bob will receive these by 

email, because he has not overridden his role preferences.  Alice, however, will still get overdue 

notices only by RSS, because she has overridden her role preferences.  If she unchecks 

Override role preferences, she will automatically go back to the current role defaults (email). 

 

Patrons may only be subscribed to message types appropriate to their permissions set.  For 

example, patrons cannot subscribe to catalog multicast messages sent when bibliographic record 

batches are staged or committed unless they have the cataloguing.bib permission.   

 

IMPORTANT: if a patron is granted permissions, subscribed to a privileged message type, and 

then the permissions are removed, the patron will still be subscribed to that message type, even 

though it will not appear in their messaging preferences (either in the Discovery Layer or staff 

side).  This should be corrected in a future release. 

 

Most Common Types of Messages 
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From the patron’s point of view, these are the most important messages; others are more 

specialized.  Item DUE and Advance Notice are controlled by a cron job.  The advance notice 

message sends an email the specified number of days before an item is due, alerting the patron to 

renew or return the item.  The item due notice is sent on the morning something is due.  Note that 

the number of days in advance the Advance Notice is sent is controlled under the User 

Preferences section of the record; check the box and enter a value for the predue_advance_days 

option: 

 

 
 

See the discussion in the User Manual under Search Filters. 

 

Hold Filled is the message that is sent to the patron when a hold is triggered.  Item Checkout and 

Item Check-In are generated at checkout or checkin – a message saying what items were checked 

out or returned.  It could be used instead of a printed slip. 

 

The Interlibrary Loan group of messages will notify patrons about the status of those requests.  If 

your site allows patrons to make purchase suggestions, those messages may be used. 

 

Digest mode, where available, does not give details.  A regular advance notice or item due notice 

would list the titles and item details.  The digest version would only say something like “you 

have 3 items due.”  No item details are available. 

 

The most common (and strongly recommended) settings for patrons are Overdue, Hold Filled 

and Advance Notice. 

 

Other messaging options may be added by future development.  The text for these messages is 

found under Tools, Message Templates and may be modified (see that section), but should be 

kept fairly generic.  Since people can use different day-in-advance setting for advance notices, 

the notice should not specify a time period.  Use wording such as “due soon” rather than “due in 

three days” so that it applies to all users. 

 

Patron Management of Messaging Preferences 

 

Patrons can manage their own messaging preferences; see the Discovery Layer section in the 

main user manual. 
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Pruning Messages 
 

If a patron account has a lot of messages (especially messages of many types, such as popups, 

list, email), the record’s Messages tab will take a noticeable time to load in the patron dashboard 

or the staff view.  Two system preferences have been added to allow older messages to be pruned 

(deleted). MessageDeliveredExpireDays and MessagePendingExpireDays set the number of days 

before messages are deleted from the system. (Both work with the cron job that sends message 

out; the “pending” syspref takes care of messages that could not be sent for some reason, while 

the ”delivered” syspref prunes messages that were handed off for delivery.) 

 

NOTE: If the system preferences are not set, both delivered and pending messages are kept 

indefinitely. This will cause response problems on large systems. Make sure to set a value in the 

system preferences to determine when messages should be deleted from the table. 

 

If you need to retain messages for a specified period of time, you can set the values to arbitrarily 

high numbers or to 0 (zero) to disable altogether. Note that disabling the sysprefs will retain 

messages, but at the cost of slower response time. 

 

It is possible to specify different time periods for different types of messages. For example: 

 

email=0,popup=20,*=40 

 

This will keep email messages indefinitely, popups for 20 days, and prune all other types after 40 

days. 

 

NOTE: Notices for patrons who don’t have an email address go into the Print Notice tool with a 

status of “failed” but they are pruned according to the date range setting the in 

MessageDeliveredExpireDays syspref.  

 

See additional notes under the Cron Jobs section for more options. 

 

Enforcing Inactivity Timeouts (Staff and Patron) 
 

Certain sites require that either/both patron and staff logins be automatically logged out after a 

specified period of inactivity. Many sites will not want to set these at all; others may only wish to 

set them in patron Role records to affect Discovery Layer logins. There are two new user 

preferences which can be set in the individual or Role records, application_timeout and 

server_timeout. (By design, these are NOT visible to patrons in their account settings.)   

 

The server timeout calculates the timeout based on timestamps recorded on the server side, while 

the browser timeout calculates the timeout based on user interaction with the browser. The 

browser timeout is used to time out interactions based on using the browser, such as searching 

and viewing results; the server timeout is used to ensure a session is timed out based on the user 

interaction with the back end.  
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NOTE: You need to set both a server timeout value and an application timeout. The application 

timeout will reset the browser screen. The server timeout will make sure the session data can't be 

reused in the future. The server timeout should be about 10 times longer than the client one. For 

example, if the application timeout is 15 minutes, the server timeout should be about 150 

minutes. Convert those times to seconds for entry in the fields: 

 

 
 

There is no screen warning before the timeout; a general news or text message on the interface 

warning users of the timeout is advisable. 

 

 

Event Log 
 

This log interface allows more flexible display of action_logs data and, if desired, purging of old 

data. This is intended to replace the old Log Viewer tool, which is still present but now 

deprecated (see next section). Both tools can now view authority data as well as bib data. 

 

NOTE: Both this tool and the old Log Viewer read data from the action_logs table, which is 

intended to record system events. Depending on what logging is enabled, there may be some 

overlap with the statistics table, which covers things like checkouts, holds and fines.  That table 

is the definitive one for user-type statistics; this log is used to track things like who edited a 

record or loaded a file.  Make sure you’re looking in the right place for the data you want. Also 

be aware that if your action_logs table is very large (years’ worth of data), response time will be 

very slow. Use one of the limiters such as date or module to get a usable data set. 

 

With version 6.2, the Cataloguing log also includes item create, edit, and delete actions as well as 

digital object linking. 

 

If logging is enabled (see Logs system preferences) and the staff user has the Tools, 

view_system_logs permission, you can see data.  Under Tools, Event Log, the display can be 

limited by module, date range, or object (the borrowernumber or biblionumber of the record): 
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In this screenshot of a patron edit log entry, note that “User” refers to the staff person who made 

the edit, and “Object” is the borrowernumber of the record that was edited. The display is limited 

to that entry by typing the borrowernumber into the object header field. 

 

Note that if you select All Modules with no date limiter, the amount of data being returned may 

result in a browser timeout. The system will remember whatever limiters you put in place, so the 

next time you come into the tool, check to be sure you still want the same limiters. The title area 

of the Event Log will always show what limiters are in place (module, date range). 

 

Viewing Log Data 

 

By default the display shows the most recent log entries first. You can sort data by clicking the 

down area in any of the column headers: 

 

 
 

You can also hide columns with that pulldown setting or in the icon at the end of the header line: 
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Some entries are hyperlinked (like the member number in the screenshots above). In the User 

column for data edits, this is the staff person who performed the edit. Clicking the hyperlink will 

open that patron record for display, so you can track who made a change. 

 

A new field (Type) will show the type of circulation action (issue, renew, return) or catalog edit 

(bib or item). 

 

 
 

 

You can view an individual entry by doubleclicking on it. The line in the viewer turns blue, and 

the entry is displayed in a popup window: 
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Note that in this particular popup, the batch number is hyperlinked – clicking that link will open 

the Manage Staged Records entry (but will leave the popup open). Again, it’s a way to quickly 

get to data associated with the log entry. 

 

Limiting by Date 

 

You can use the “Since” button to limit by specified date ranges: 

 

 
 

Using All Entries is not recommended if your system’s log files go back any length of time – it 

will take a long time to load and display all data. If possible, set a specific time range. Note that 

this is based on the date you are viewing the data. If today is September 8, and you choose Since 

Last Month, the data will filter out events before August 8. You can also filter on a particular 

date range: 

 

 
 

Remember to change the sort order if needed. 

 

Downloading Data 

 

If you want to download a data set for further analysis, click the Download button: 
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You can download the data set currently displayed (with your limiters) either to a .csv file or 

directly into Excel. 

 

Viewing Statistics 

 

The initial view is of the individual log entries. You can also use the tool to view some statistics. 

Click the Switch to Stats button at the end of the toolbar: 

 

 
 

 

You can sort by columns as with the log display. The icon at the end lets you select columns to 

include or hide: 

 

 
 

This can give you some counts by time range for various activites such as number of edits or 

commits – whatever types of events are in the log data for your selection.  You can use the 

Download button to open that data in Excel for further analysis. 

 

Here or in the Logs view, you can also widen any column by dragging the divider, to see the full 

contents: 

 

 
 

This is especially useful in statistics view, where the column headers are usually wider than the 

data. 
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Purging Data 

 

If you have the Tools, purge_system_logs permission, you can purge old log data. Be very 

careful with this option, and make sure you want to do it – it can’t be reversed. Some sites are 

required by local law to keep all transaction history. 

 

Data can only be purged by date (older than X). This is based on the date you do the purge. For 

example, if today is September 8 and you choose Older than 3 Months, it counts backwards by 

day, hour, and minute. A three-month purge would go back to the same time of day on June 8. 

Select the date range from the menu button: 

 

 
 

You’ll get a popup warning: 

 

 
 

If you’re sure about deleting the old entries, click the Purge button. You’ll get a “Log Entries 

Purged” popup and the log display will refresh. 

 

 

Log Viewer 
 

The older log viewer tool is also available. If logging is enabled (see Logs system preferences), 

you can search for entries on particular records or by particular staff members. You will need to 

know the biblionumber of a title record or the borrowernumber of a patron record. 

 

Under Tools, Log Viewer you can search for any entry; when you are viewing a patron or bib 

record there’s a Modification Log tab which is preset to search against that particular record. 
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For example, to see changes on a patron record, select Members from the Module pull-down.  

Enter the borrowernumber in the Object field, and click Submit. The system will display any log 

entries. 

 
 

The Librarian field is a link to the patron record of the staff person who performed the work.  

The Object field is a link to the patron record you searched. 

 

The action_logs table can also be queried directly as needed. Here is an example of a SQL query 

to see who has modified a system preference: 

 

select * from action_logs where module = "SYSTEMPREFERENCE" and action = "MODIFY" 

order by timestamp desc 

 

Do some trial queries to see what the table data looks like; you should be able to design a query 

to get the data you want. 

 

Some log entries can be seen in a patron record or bib record by clicking the Modification Log 

tab. With version 6.2, the Cataloguing log also includes item create, edit, and delete actions as 

well as digital object linking. 
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DLSO Log Viewer 
 

For sites configured with the full digital archive system, there is also a log viewer for ingest of 

digital objects.  (Sites without the digital object component should ignore the function.)  When a 

digital object is loaded, the Manage Staged Records screen will give a DLSO log number: 

 

 
 

Under Tools, DLSO Log Viewer, in the popup search window, enter that log ID number: 

 

 
 

The system will show technical information about the digital object load. This is primarily 

intended for LibLime support troubleshooting: 
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Substitute User 
 

This feature allows a staff user to open a second window logged in as another user with equal or 

lesser permissions. While it is possible to set this up for general staff, in practice it will work 

better for superlibrarians.  Some possible uses are to see what the Discovery Layer will look like 

for general users, or to see and tweak permissions for a staff user or Role.  This feature can be 

useful for testing access or appearance; it’s not something you would use on a daily basis. 

 

There are three new system preferences. TemplateUsers turns on the feature. 

TemplateBranchParameters and TemplateUserParameters are JSON-formatted sysprefs that 

allow you to define particular fields for searching users to mimic. These are not likely to be 

useful for most sites; they were designed for a site which picks up additional information such as 

agency and clearance level from a third-party authentication system. In that case, staff could 

select a view of all users with a particular agency or clearance. 

 

For non-superlibrarians, the staff user must also have certain permissions. There is a new 

permission group called substitute_user with sub-permissions for changing to a specific user and 

changing to a generic or template user.  Under the Tools permissions, the user will also need the 

new tools_menu setting; this one makes the option visible on the menu screen.  Borrowers 

permissions are also required. 

 

WARNING: For all of the Substitute User options, be sure to open the proxy session in a 

new private/incognito window or tab. If you open in a regular browser window/tab, you will 

lose your session in the original window/tab (and, furthermore, you won't know it until you try to 

do something where permissions don't match or where your patron ID is relevant). If you want to 

use both your original and proxied sessions concurrently, you have to use a private window. 

 

To use the feature, go to Tools and select Substitute User. At the initial screen you have the 

choice of logging in as a specific user or as a template user: 
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Log In as Specific User 

 

 

Specific user is the default: 

 

 
 

Enter a name, cardnumber, or userid and select the entry you want from the pulldown list: 
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Switch Current Session will change your current window. You normally want to use Prepare 

New Session. The screen will warn you to open the session in a private browser window: 

 

 
 

 

Open as a private session, and you’ll get a new window with a proxy session as that user: 

 

 
 

Note that the top menu bar is yellow. The staff name area is also different; it identifies the 

session as a proxy session from your original login/ 

 

Both the color change and staff name area are visual cues that you are logged in as a different 

user. When you are in this window, you should be able to do anything that the user you are 

proxying can do.  To exit, use the pulldown and choose End Proxy Session: 
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That will leave the new window open, but with your original account logged in. If you choose 

Logout instead of End Proxy Session, it will log you out, but still keep the window open as a 

proxy session. Close the window and return to your original window. 

 

If you log in as a general patron, you’ll see a Discovery Layer window instead of a staff window, 

but the yellow bar and user name text are similar: 

 

 
 

 

Log In as Template User 

 

 

The template user doesn’t mimic a specific person but rather a category or class of users. You 

start by selecting branch code and patron category, plus a specific Role if desired: 

 

 
 

The Prepare New Session or Switch Current Session work as above, but your session opens as a 

template user rather than a specific person: 

 

 
 

Template Branch is similar, but restricts to your current branch. Note that for both you can select 

multiple Roles if needed. Hold down the control key while selecting from the pulldown. You can 

only select one branch or category, though. 
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You can remove a role if desired by clicking on it and pressing Delete in the selection box. 

 

 

 

Import/Export Factory 
 

A new option on the Tools menu can be used for custom importing and exporting data. 

 

 
 

This was designed for a specific use case and will probably not be desirable for most sites. 

Customer Support may use it on individual sites in certain circumstances.  Access is controlled 

by the admin.io_factory granular permission group – there are separate permissions for executing 

existing scripts and for creating or editing scripts. Staff will also need the top-level Tools 

permission. These permissions should not be given to most staff users. 

 

 

Cron Scripts Interface 
 

Cron jobs can now be scheduled by users for some of the standard cron jobs, instead of doing it 

at the system level. This requires the admin.cron_jobs granular permission, and should be used 

very cautiously. As a precaution, the feature has been moved to the Admin section so that only 

staff with system administrator privileges will be able to get to it. WARNING: If a script is 
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scheduled in the tool that is already scheduled at system level, it will run twice. This could 

result in duplicate notices being sent or other problems. Do NOT use this tool without 

helpdesk consultation. ALL cron jobs must be scheduled in UTC time, not local time. 

 

You can only schedule scripts that are already part of the system’s library; you cannot run any 

custom or external scripts. To create a new entry, under Tools, Cron Scripts, click the plus sign 

button: 

 

 
That opens a setup window. Use the first pulldown to select the desired script from the list of 

options: 

 

 
 

Some scripts have required or optional parameters. If needed, click the plus sign next to 

Arguments to add those. For example, to run the fines script for hourly fines requires a parameter 

of --hourly, so that would go into the Arguments field. (Note that most parameters are 

prefaced with two hyphens.) You can add multiple parameters; click the plus sign to add more as 

needed. 
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Mark it as Active if you want it to run automatically, and use the Schedule fields to specify when 

and how often it should run.  

 

 
 

Purge After will automatically delete old entries after the specified number of days. Max Run 

Time will kill a script after a specified amount of time (this is to safeguard against runaway 

scripts). 

 

You will want to check the Stdout field to see informational output from the script run. If the 

script seems to not work properly, check the Stderr as well. That will show any errors the script 

encountered. 

 

Many scripts generate warning messages which are harmless, but can be confusing. Use the Save 

Script Output pulldown to set a higher threshold for messages. Generally, anything at Error or 

above will filter out the harmless messages. 

 

 
 

Another setting, Message Threshold, will send an alert to designated staff. As above, set this at 

Error or above to filter out the harmless warning messages: 

 

 
 

 

There is a message type (sys.cron) for these messages: 
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And a message preference: 

 

 
 

Only administrators with permissions to access the cron feature will have this option visible in 

their message settings. 

 

When you save your entry, it will show on the main page with the schedule: 

 

 
 

If a script is no longer needed, you can use the red minus sign icon to remove it. 

 

You can also run a scheduled script as needed. Click the script name to open it for editing. You 

can change the timing, or turn off the Active setting so that it doesn’t run automatically. At the 

bottom you’ll see the next scheduled run and any previous runs. At the top, you can click the 

Run Now button to run it immediately. 
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You’ll get a popup when it starts: 

 

 
 

You will want to turn on the Job* (failed, finished, timed out) messaging options in the Role or 

individual staff record to be sure you see the alerts. 

 

When the script finishes, it will show at the bottom of the screen (“pending” entries are the next 

scheduled run): 

 

 
 

Click the i icon to see the output. 

 

 
 

Some errors like the one in the above screenshot are harmless and can be ignored (see above for 

threshold settings to filter these out). If a job fails, though, the error can give an indication of 

why. 

 

Running Advance and Overdue Notices for Multiple Branches 

 

The overdue notice script already had the ability to take a single branchcode as a parameter. Both 

overdue and advance notices have been modified to take multiple branchcodes. This would be 
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useful in large sites where branches are in different timezones – one cron entry could run notices 

for all branches in one timezone, then another entry could run notices for branches in a different 

timezone. 

 

For advance notices, the script parameter is -b – enter a list of branchcodes separated by commas 

(no spaces): 

 

 
 

For overdues, the parameter is --library (two hyphens). Again, enter a list of branchcodes 

separated by commas (no spaces): 

 

 
 

Holds Queue Timing 

 

If a site has entered preferred times to run the holds queue cron job in the HoldsQueueSchedule 

syspref, those times will take precedence over anything in the cron setup. However, if that 

syspref is empty, an extra -f parameter needs to be added to the holds queue cron. This forces the 

job to use the timing in the cron setup. In this example, the holds queue will run once an hour, at 

x:55: 
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Message Expiration and Pruning 

 

See the section on message pruning above. Settings in the MessageDeliveredExpireDays and 

MessagePendingExpireDays sysprefs control when messages are marked for deletion; different 

types of messages can be set at different date ranges. If there are no settings in the sysprefs, 

messages will be kept indefinitely, which can cause response time problems on larger systems. 

 

In addition, there are some extra parameters on the process_message_queue cron job that can be 

used to expire old messages. Note that “expire” in this context means that the message will be 

deleted from the table. This script’s primary function is to hand off messages to the mail server 

for delivery, but the settings in the above sysprefs allow it to also delete old messages. 

 

• If you run process_message_queue.pl with neither --expire nor --deliver, it will both 

expire and deliver. 

• If you run with --expire, it will expire but not deliver. 

• If you run with --deliver, it will deliver but not expire. 

• If you run with both flags, it will also both expire and deliver. 

 

Using neither or both flags will obey the settings in the two system preferences. Using just one 

flag may override the syspref setting. The sysprefs just specify how many days old messages 

have to be to get pruned. The flag controls whether it gets done. 

 

NOTE: While most messages are emails, these settings also will prune other types, such as 

popups or list messages. 

 

 

Automated Patron Imports 
 

University and other sites frequently get patron data updates from a local source like a registrar 

office. These can be loaded manually through Tools, Import Patrons. However, a regular import 

can now be automated using the Cron Scripts tool (above). There are several requirements. First, 

the data file must be formatted as a csv with headers using the borrower record fieldnames (as 

found in the starter csv file available on the Import Patrons screen).  ONLY use the fields you 

want to create or update – delete other fields to avoid overwriting existing data: 

 

 
 

There must be a valid unique matching field, usually cardnumber, to overlay existing records 

with updates. The person generating the file must give it a standard name and place it on an 

accessible ftp site. 

 

Create a new cron script as above. Select import_borrowers-cli.pl from the list: 
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This script requires several parameters – click the plus sign next to Arguments as many times as 

needed. First, you must enter an address and credentials for the ftp site where the updated patron 

file will be placed. This is formatted like: 

 
--infile=https://login:password@my.ftpsite.com/path/to/file.csv 

 

Your login ID, colon, your password, followed by the address and path/filename of the file. Note 

that if your ID or your password contain any special characters you must use the hex value for 

that character. For example, if your password contains an @ sign like v@R, there's no way for 

the script to figure out the first one is part of the password while the second one is the ftp site 

address. The first one will need to be escaped as its hexidecimal value of %40, like 

myID:v%40R instead of myID:v@R. If possible, avoid using special characters in the userid or 

password for this account. Stick to letters and numbers.  

 

Note: The password is visible on this screen to any staff who have the permission; do not 

use this site’s password for anything else. 

 

The other parameters most commonly used will be --overwrite (to match and update 

existing patron records) and --verbose (to have the script output details about the load). 
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Other parameters are possible, like redundant (to load the same file again) or matchpoint (to use 

something other than cardnumber), but seldom used. 

 

Make sure to check the Stdout and (if you suspect problems) Stderr boxes to see output. 

 

Save your entry and you’ll see it on the main Cron Scripts screen: 

 

 
 

The file must have the same filename every time it’s created. The system will overwrite the 

previous one and update its internal settings so that it only loads each file once by default. 

 

As the script runs, you can see the output of each day’s run under the History section. Click on 

the script name from the main Cron Scripts screen, and look at the bottom: 

 

 
 

Click the i icon to see output. 
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Control Title Subfield Display 
 

NOTE: This is managed by a system preference but is isolated here for visibility. 

 

Some sites want to display additional subfields anywhere the 245 title displays. A new syspref 

ExtendedTitleSubfields allows sites to control what subfields show, and in what order, anywhere 

a title is displayed (staff or Discovery Layer). The default subfields for title (the 245) are 

abphfgkns. 

 

 

System Preferences 
 

There are a great many system preferences.  The majority of them are on/off toggles; some allow 

for entry of text strings or choosing from a selection list.  Some are obsolete, some should not be 

modified unless directed, and some are mostly irrelevant.  The ones listed below are the most 

important system preferences for initial configuration and ongoing operations. New sysprefs in 

this version are color-coded for visibility. 

 

 
ACQUISITIONS   

GetItAcquisitions Turn on GetIt Acquisitions functionality Requires database setup; is not 

automatically installed. 

 

ADMIN   
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Itembarcodelength Number of characters in system-wide 

barcode schema (item barcodes).  

For example, if set to 14 any item 

barcode shorter than 14 would be 

padded to that length; primarily 

used with barcode prefixes in 

branch policy.  Don’t turn on if 

you already use full-length 

barcodes. 

KohaAdminEmailAddress Used as the “from” address on notices 

(fallback from email address in branch 

policies).  Also used for incoming patron 

address/details change requests from the 

Discovery layer 

required 

OPACBaseURL Specify the Base URL of the OPAC, e.g., 

opac.mylibrary.com; the http:// will be 

added automatically. 

This should be filled in so that 

links in some notices and reports 

will work properly. 

Patronbarcodelength Number of characters in system-wide 

barcode schema (patron cardnumbers) 

For example, if set to 14 any item 

barcode shorter than 14 would be 

padded to that length; primarily 

used with barcode prefixes in 

branch policy 

Sandbox If turned on, a red “Sandbox” warning 

stripe shows throughout the staff client. 

A useful visual cue when working 

with sandbox data. 

useExternalCDNs Use CDN hosted javascript and css from 

external networks. Using CDN-hosted 

media will almost always yield better 

performance. 

For systems on restricted networks, 

turn OFF. Most sites should leave 

this on. 

ValidateCodabar Force valid codabar values for barcodes. Controls patron barcodes 

(cardnumber field) – if on, valid 

codabar barcodes must be used. 

 

 

CATALOGING   

autoBarcode Used to autogenerate an item barcode: 

incremental will be of the form 1, 2, 3; 

annual of the form 2007-0001, 2007-0002; 

hbyymmincr of the form HB08010001 

where HB=Home Branch 

Optional; don’t use if you have 

pre-printed barcodes. 

DefaultClassificationSource Default classification scheme used by the 

collection.  

NOTE: This syspref is now 

obsolete; the default class scheme 

must be set through the new 

Item Fields feature. 

itemcallnumber The MARC field/subfield that is used to 

calculate the itemcallnumber (Dewey is 

082ab or 092ab; LCC is 050ab or 090ab). 

If data is present in the MARC 

field, it will be copied into a new 

item record as the default call 

number 

MarcEditorConfig JSON-encoded configuration data for 

cataloging editor. 

Allow custom indexes and local 

help file links in cataloging editor 

search screen. Site needs 

knowledge of JSON syntax and 

index names. 

MARCOrgCode Define MARC Organization Code - 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/organizations/or

gshome.html 

A code is required; if you do not 

have a code, the system will set a 

value of “local” (needed for 

authority linking) 
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PreventDeletingBibWithItems Disallow deleting a bib record if it has 

attached items. 

 

SpineLabelAutoPrint If this setting is turned on, a print dialog 

will automatically pop up for the quick 

spine label printer 

 

WarnWhenDeletingBibWithIte

ms 

Warn user when deleting a bib record if it 

has attached items. 

 

 

CIRCULATION   

AllowAllNoteDeletion Allow any Library to delete any patron 

note. Multi-Library Only. 

 

AllowCallSlipRequests Enable Call Slip requests.  

AllowDocumentDeliveryReque

sts 

Enable Document Delivery requests.  

AllowHoldPolicyOverride Allow staff to override hold policies when 

placing holds 

 

AllowHoldsOnDamagedItems Allow hold requests to be placed on 

damaged items 

 

AllowonShelfHolds Allow hold requests to be placed on items 

that are not on loan. 

 

AllowRenewalLimitOverride If ON, allows renewal limits to be 

overridden on the circulation screen. 

  

BranchGroupCircLimit Prevent all transfers, circulation, and holds 

between branch groups 

Used only with consortial or 

branch group setups; leave off 

otherwise. 

BranchGroupPolicies Enable branch group level circ policies 

and rules? 

Used only with consortial or 

branch group setups; leave off 

otherwise. 

BrowseIncrementOnCheckin Trigger browse count increment on item 

checkin 

If ON, checking in an item that is 

not checked out will automatically 

log an In House use. If OFF, in 

house use must be recorded by 

checking out to a statistical patron. 

CallslipMode Call slips can be filled in two modes: (a) 

Circulating: A Call Slip is considered 

Filled when it circulates. 

Completing/Filling a call slip places the 

item on hold for the requesting patron, and 

the request is not considered filled until 

the hold request is fulfilled and the item is 

checked out to the patron; (b) Non-

circulating: A Call Slip is considered 

Filled/Completed as soon as staff marks it 

Filled, bypassing the Circ module. 
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CheckoutKiosk, 

CheckoutKioskConfig, 

CheckoutKioskAuth 

 

(Note: see separate section Self-

Check Kiosk Configuration for 

more information on using the 

kiosk.) 

System preferences to enable and 

configure the new Kiosk selfcheck. The 

second two are JSON-formatted entries. 

The JSON entries are required for IP range 

and timeout; the name lookup, screen 

labels, and header/footer parts are optional. 

Once configured, the URL for the kiosk is 

something like 

 

https://your.site.url/app/checkout-kiosk 

 

CheckoutKioskAuth: the IP range for the 

machines which will load the kiosk (IP 

addresses within the library). This must be 

entered correctly or the path for the kiosk 

will not load. CIDR or range notation are 

accepted (e.g.: 192.168.1.0/24 or 

192.168.1.0-192.168.1.255), separate 

multiple entries by white space.  

Here are examples: 

 

{"iprange": "127.0.0.1", 

"nameLookup":"true" } 

 

{"iprange": "127.0.0.1 10.10.1.25 

10.10.100.77" } 

 

NOTE: Cloud-hosted sites probably will 

need to put in their WAN IP/WAN IP 

ranges as well. 

 

Name lookup enables a search by patron 

name instead of by cardnumber. The name 

must exactly match the patron record’s 

first and last names, and the name must be 

unique in the database. Enter the search as 

firstname lastname in the box; it is not 

case sensitive. 

 

WARNING: Self checkout is blocked if 

there are any conditions on the patron 

record (fines, blocks, expired card). You 

should use the header and footer text to 

warn users – the popup will merely say 

“Unable to log in, please see a 

librarian.” 

CheckoutKioskConfig: the client 

side only config which includes the 

kiosk activity timeout, and 

optionally a heading as well as a 

header and footer section which 

will display a minimal set of 

HTML for the kiosk views. You 

can also (if desired) change the 

placeholder text in the data fields 

and relabel the buttons. Here is an 

example: 

 

{ "timeout": "20000", "heading": 

"<h1>Library Self 

Checkout</h1>", "head": 

"<h2>Welcome to the 

kiosk</h2>","foot": 

"<br><br><br><br><h6><strong>

Please enter your cardnumber to 

start.</strong></h6>","placeholder

IdentifyPatron":"Enter Library 

Card Number", 

"placeholderIdentifyItem":"Enter 

Item Barcode", 

"enterButtonCardNumber":"Enter",

"enterButtonBarcode":"Enter" } 

 

The suggested timeout of 20000 

equals 20 seconds before the 

screen forgets the current patron 

cardnumber and goes back to the 

starting point. 

 

You can enter whatever HTML-

formatted text you want for the 

header and footer. The placeholder 

entries are for the text that shows 

in the data fields. The button 

entries are for the labels on the 

buttons. 

 

CheckoutTimout After specified period of inactivity (in 

seconds), a staff user is prompted to end 

the transaction for the current patron. The 

minimum value is twenty seconds. 

 

CircAutocompl If ON, auto-complete is enabled for the 

Circulation input; can increase response 

time in large systems. 

Required for Course Reserves, 

proxy borrowers, and for staff to 

place a hold for a patron; optional 

if none of those features is used. 
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CircPrecedence Circulation policy cascade precedence 

model 

Used only with consortial or 

branch group setups; leave off 

otherwise. 

CourseReserves Turn ON Course Reserves functionality  

FilterBeforeOverdueReport Do not run overdue report until filter 

selected 

Can filter on patron group, item 

type, etc.  This should be turned on 

for large, multi-branch systems. 

FillRequestsAtPickupLibrary, 

FillRequestsAtPickupLibraryA

ge, 

HoldsTransportationReduction

Threshold, 

NextLibraryHoldsQueueWeight

, HoldsPreferPatronHome 

 These related system preferences 

are designed to limit transportation 

costs in consortial environments. 

finesCalendar Specify whether to use the Calendar in 

calculating due dates and fines 

Options: noFinesWhenClosed, or 

ignoreCalendar; generally you will 

want noFinesWhenClosed 

globalDueDate If set, allows a global static due date for all 

checkouts 

NOTE: date must be entered as 

MM/DD/YYYY (unlike other date 

fields). 

HoldsQueueSchedule Used to schedule the build_holds_queue.pl 

script, pass it one or more 24-hour times. 

For example, setting HoldsQueueSchedule 

to 09:00,12:00,15:00 will cause the 

build_holds_queue.pl script to run at 9am, 

12pm and 3pm daily 

The cron job must be enabled; this 

setting will override default 

settings in the cron setup. 

LongOverdueSettings Use to specify the number of days before 

an overdue item should be marked LOST 

and what LOST value in authorized values 

the item should be set to. For example, 

setting LongOverdueSettings to 30, 1 will 

set the itemlost field to 1 (authorized value 

1) for items overdue by more than 30 days. 

The cron job must be enabled ; this 

setting will override default 

settings in cron job. 

OPACFineNoRenewals Fine limit above which user cannot renew 

books via OPAC 

 

printcirculationslips If ON, enable printing circulation receipts  

RandomizeHoldsQueueWeight If ON the holds queue in circulation will 

be randomized, either based on all location 

codes, or by the location codes specified in 

StaticHoldsQueueWeight 

 

RenewalPeriodBase Set whether the renewal date should be 

counted from the date_due or from the 

moment the patron asks for renewal 

Values are “date_due” and “now” 

ReservesMaxPickupDelay Define the Maximum delay to pick up an 

item on hold. 

For a triggered hold – how long 

does the patron have to pick up the 

item. 

ShowCheckoutsRange Specify a time range to limit the number of 

patron checkouts shown in the staff view, 

example: `2 week` (accepted values: an 

integer value from 1-999, a space, and then 

the interval: minute, hour, day, week, 

month, year). With no value specified (or 

incorrect syntax), show all checkouts. 

Used by sites where patrons have 

large numbers of checkouts, to 

limit the display on the Checkouts 

tab and thus speed up page loading. 

The full list of checkouts can be 

shown if desired. 
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ShowHoldsRange Specify an integer number of days to 

display a hold history in the staff and 

patron views, example: `365,0`. The first 

value is the staff view. The second value is 

the patron view. No value indicates show 

all history. A zero indicates no history. 

Note: include a comma when a value is 

left undefined, example: `,0`. This 

example has an unlimited staff range and 

turns the history off for patrons. The 

default, no value, indicates an unlimited 

staff and patron view. 

Used by sites with many years of 

historical data, to limit the display 

of hold history entries in staff and 

Discovery Layer screens. The full 

list can be shown if desired. 

SpecifyDueDate Define whether to display "Specify Due 

Date" form in Circulation 

Allows staff to specify an alternate 

due date at checkout 

StaticHoldsQueueWeight Specify a list of library location codes 

separated by commas -- the list of codes 

will be traversed and weighted with first 

values given higher weight for holds 

fulfillment -- alternatively, if 

RandomizeHoldsQueueWeight is set, the 

list will be randomly selective. 

Consortia setting only 

useDaysMode Choose the method for calculating due 

date, i.e., whether or not to ignore closed 

days when calculating date due for an item 

Governs calculation of due date 

and holds expiration date. 

Calendar—checks for holidays; 

Days—ignores the calendar; 

Datedue—calendar only affects 

due date if it is a closed date. 

Almost always Datedue is the 

proper setting. 

 

ENHANCED CONTENT   

Enhanced content preferences allow you to bring in third-party content for item displays. Most of these require a 

license with the vendor, who will provide you with the parameters needed to make the connection. The exception is 

Google Jackets; if this is ON and a jacket is available it will display. 

Sysprefs under Enhanced Content also control Tags, Tag Moderation and FRBRized editions. 

Includes: Amazon, Babeltheque, Baker & Taylor Bookstore, Ebsco, LibraryThing, Novelist, Syndetics.  Use of 

Amazon is discouraged due to changes in Amazon’s API which makes data retrieval difficult. 

CommunitySiteName, 

CommunitySiteKey, 

CommunityReviewModerate 

Setup options for community reviews and 

ratings 

Additional system-level 

configuration required; contact 

Support Center. 

EbscoConfig JSON object containing EBSCO api 

credentials 

Enter in this format: 

{"UserId": "MyID", "Password": 

"MyPassword", "Profile": 

"edsapi"} 

GoogleJackets if ON, displays jacket covers from Google 

Books API 

Link is based on ISBN. 

NoveListConfig JSON object containing NoveList api 

credentials 

Enter in this format: 

{"profile": "MyID", "password": 

"MyPassword"} 

TagsEnabled Enables or disables all tagging features. 

This is the main switch for tags. 

 

TagsInputOnDetail Allow users to input tags from the detail 

page. 

 

TagsInputOnList Allow users to input tags from the search 

results list. 
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TagsModeration Require tags from patrons to be approved 

before becoming visible. 

STRONGLY RECOMMENDED 

if tags are enabled. 

TagsShowOnDetail Number of tags to display on detail page. 0 

is off. 

Enter the number of tags that 

should display by default. 

TagsShowOnList Number of tags to display on search 

results list. 0 is off. 

Enter the number of tags that 

should display by default, 

 

LOGS   

The major logs are set by default to ON for all but cataloging, which is resource-intensive, and OpacLog, which may 

be a privacy concern. These logs may be turned off. Activity recorded can be seen online or gathered through a 

report. 

Logs exist for: borrowers, cataloging, fines, issues, letters, returns, subscriptions.  The OpacLog syspref controls 

whether or not search terms (and user IDs) are logged for staff or Discovery Layer searches; most sites will leave 

this turned off (the default setting). Most of the circ-related logs are irrelevant; that data is recorded in the main log 

file. ActionDetails is designed to capture additional user information about actions and will probably not be used by 

most sites; setup is complicated. See section 8.4.1 Statistical Data Logging in the main manual for more information. 

 

Discovery Layer   

Use these sysprefs for configuring the patron interface. 

AnonymousRole Permissions role to apply to anonymous 

(non-logged in) user. 

 

AsyncJobs Turn on/off the ability to run 

background tasks 

Required for reports and some 

other features. 

DefaultItemSort Default sort order for items in the bib 

details view holdings table. Must be a 

field name in the items table. 

Default (no value) is barcode. 

ILLRequests If ON, enables Interlibrary Loan 

Requests management 

 

hidelostitems If ON, disables display of lost items in 

the Discovery Layer. 

 

NewTitlesAge Age, in number of days, of titles to 

include in masthead 'Newest titles' link. 

Set to zero to disable. 

 

OpacAuthorities If ON, enables the search authorities 

(Browse by Authorities) link in the 

Discovery Layer. 

 

opacbookbag If ON, enables display of Cart feature  

OPACCallslipRequests Enable patron-initiated Call Slip 

requests in Discovery Layer. 

 

OPACDefaultHoldPolicy Optionally restrict OPAC holds to item-

level only or title-level only. If empty, 

users may place either item-level or 

title-level holds. This setting may be 

overridden per title. 

Used by sites wanting to control 

hold policies by individual titles. 

OPACDisplayRequestPriority Show patrons the priority level on their 

holds in the Discovery Layer. 

Most sites will not want this to 

display. 

OPACDocumentDeliveryRequest

s 

Enable patron Document Delivery 

requests in Discovery Layer. 

 

OpacHighlightedWords If set, then queried words are 

highlighted in Discovery Layer. 

 

OpacPasswordChange If ON, enables patron-initiated password 

change in Discovery Layer (disable it 

when using LDAP auth). 

 

OPACPatronDetails If OFF the patron details tab in the 

Discovery Layer is disabled. 
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opacreadinghistory If ON, enables display of My Checkout 

History tab in Discovery Layer. 

 

OpacRenewalAllowed If ON, users can renew their issues 

directly from their Discovery Layer 

account. 

 

OPACSearchForTitleIn Enter the HTML that will appear in the 

'Search for this title in' box on the detail 

page in the Discovery Layer. Enter 

TITLE, AUTHOR, or ISBN in place of 

their respective variables in the URL. 

Leave blank to disable 'More Searches' 

menu. 

Delivered defaults are for 

WorldCat, Google Scholar, and 

Bookfinder. Sites should check to 

see what is desired. 

OPACShelfBrowser Enable/disable Shelf Browser on item 

details page. WARNING: this feature is 

very resource consuming on collections 

with large numbers of items. 

The browse is based on a 

combination of shelving location 

and call number. 

RequestOnOpac If ON, globally enables patron holds in 

Discovery Layer. 

 

reviewson If ON, enables patron reviews of 

bibliographic records in the Discovery 

Layer. 

 

SearchFacets 

 

 

List of facets to display in search results, 

separated by commas. A label for the 

facet may be specified for each field. 

Valid fields include: [ on-shelf-at, 

format, author-display, topic-facet, 

pubyear, language, geo-facet, collection, 

itemtype ] 

Changed in v. 5.11.01 to use e.g. 

topic-facet index name instead of 

topic (need separate indexes for 

searching and faceting on some 

fields) – see updated list of index 

names 

Additional faceting indexes added 

in v. 5.13.01 to show facets as 

upper/lower case rather than all 

lower case: 

title-alt_ms author-full_ms 

acquisition-source_ms content-

classificiation_ms geoclassarea_ms 

geoclasssubarea_ms.  In the 

SearchFacets syspref, instead of 

e.g., title-alt:Alternate Title you 

would use title-alt_ms:Alternate 

Title 

Use a third parameter to substitute 

the description for a policy name 

(like CCODE or LOC below): 

owned-by:Owned by:branch, on-

shelf-at:Availability,  

language:Language, 

eformat:Product Type, 

format:Format, author-

display:Author, topic_facet:Topic, 

genre_facet:Genre, 

pubyear:Publication date, 

geo_facet:Region,  itemtype:Item 

type, 

location:Location:authval(LOC), 

geo_facet:Geographic Region, 

collection:Collection:authval(CCO

DE) 
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suggestion If ON, enables patron purchase 

suggestions feature in Discovery Layer. 

NOTE: This requires use of 

GetIt acquistions; do not enable 

if GetIt is not configured. 

UserRequiredDetails Fields user will be asked on login to 

supply if not already in their profile. 

These are prompts to patrons to 

add missing information when they 

log into the Discovery Layer. 

(Urelated to and can be different 

from fields in the 

BorrowerMandatoryField syspref.) 

Enter borrower table fields 

separated by comma, like this: 

email,phone,address 

virtualshelves If ON, enables Lists management.  

 

PATRONS   

AutoMemberNum If ON, patron number is auto-calculated Patron barcode; don’t use if you 

have preprinted cards or barcodes. 

BorrowerMandatoryField Choose the mandatory fields for a 

patron's account 

Unlike UserRequiredDetails, this 

syspref requires staff to enter 

values for these fields when 

creating a record. Sample usage 

might be: 

surname|cardnumber 

BorrowerRelationship Define valid relationships between a 

guarantor & a guarantee (separated by | 

or ,). Used by the family module to 

define relationships within a family 

group. Also used to set proxy 

relationships. 

For example: 

Professor|Student|Parent|Guardian|

Spouse|Other Family 

IntranetReadingHistory If ON, Reading History is enabled for all 

patrons. 

This means that staff will be able 

to see a patron’s checkout history 

in the patron record. 

MinimumIssueHistoryInterval For this many days, retain the record of 

the patron to whom an item was most 

recently checked out. 

Used in conjuction with patron 

anonymization feature and cron 

job; for sites which need to retain 

checkout data for a few days after 

the item is returned. 

minPasswordLength Specify the minimum length of a 

patron/staff password 

Default length is 3 – a longer 

length is strongly recommended. 

NotifyBorrowerDeparture Define number of days before expiry 

where circulation is warned about patron 

account expiry. 

Warning shows on patron’s 

checkout and details tabs; staff can 

renew at that point. 

PatronDetailsTimeout Period of inactivity on a patron's detail 

screen before user is redirected to home 

screen. To disable, set to 0 seconds. 

Similar to the CheckoutTimeout 

but works on the patron Details tab 

rather than the Checkout tab. 

patronimages Enable patron images for Staff Client  

 

SEARCHING   

NewTitlesAge Age, in number of days, of titles to 

include in OPAC masthead 'Newest 

titles' link. Set to zero to disable. 

30 days is default. 
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OPACSearchSuggestionsCount If greater than 0, sets the number of 

search suggestions provided. 

If someone enters an 

unrecognizable word (usually a 

misspelling), how many suggested 

alternate words are offered on the 

results screen. [NOTE: feature is 

presently not functional; will be 

fixed in a future version.] 

 

SERIALS   

Old serials sysprefs are obsolete with the new serials module and have been removed. New ones are in use now. 

SerialDeleteItem Choose whether to always delete the 

serial issue item, ask, or never delete 

To delete item records created by 

serials issue checkins 

SerialDeleteItemConstraints Comma-separated list of constraints that 

should prevent serial issue item deletion: 

is_on_hold, checked_out, lost, damaged, 

withdrawn, item_lost, course_reserve 

 

SerialIssueAdvanceDays Days in advance to create issues when 

auto-creating 

Used by the periodicals.pl cron job 

to auto-create checkin records for 

expected serials X days in advance 

of the publication date. 

SubscriptionHoldings If ON, create subscription holdings 

records 

Should a serials subscription create 

an MFHD record? Only creates a 

holdings record if the subscription 

is set to create items. 

   

STAFF CLIENT   

IntranetmainUserblock Add a block of HTML that will display 

on the intranet home page. 

This could be used for links to 

cataloging policies or other library 

resources. Use is deprecated; staff 

News items are preferred. 

IntranetUserCSS Add CSS to be included in the staff 

client in an embedded <style> tag. 

A few parts of the staff interface 

can still be customized with style 

settings here; becoming obsolete 

but still usable. 

Soundon Enable to turn on circulation sounds. 

Not available on all browsers. 

 

 

NOTE: Two sysprefs in the Searching group affect searching and search results and normally 

should be left alone unless a site has a special need for a setting. OpacDefaultSortField will by 

default be set to “score” (based on the number of times the search term occurs). If it is set to 

score, then OpacDefaultSortOrder MUST be set to “desc” (descending). Setting this to ascending 

with a sort field of score will dramatically slow searching. 

NOTE: A few sites use the ceilingDueDate syspref. If it is used, the due date will not be past the 

entered date. If the syspref date is in the past, this can result in checkouts with duedates also in 

the past. 

NOTE: The syspref holdCancelLength is obsolete and should no longer be used. In previous 

versions, it would cancel unfilled holds after the specified period. 
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Hidden System Preferences 

 

Certain system preferences are set either at installation or by the system administrator only as 

needed.  In general these should never be touched.  However, there may be times when sites are 

instructed to go to this tab and change a specific entry.  The Hidden tab must be reached by 

entering a URL constructed from your site’s base URL, like this: 

http://your.base.url/app/staff/admin/sysprefs?tab=Hidden 

 

Sites that want to use the Geospatial mapping option in the Discovery Layer can turn it on here, 

with the geospatialSearch syspref (the default is off). 

 

In general, though, DO NOT CHANGE ANY SYSPREF ON THE HIDDEN TAB UNLESS 

INSTRUCTED TO DO SO.  Making changes here could stop your system from functioning. 

 

 

Timezone Functionality 
 

As noted in the section on Library Policy above, sites with branches in multiple timezones can 

now specify each branch’s timezone in the library policy. This primarily affects screen display; 

all date and timestamps are recorded in UTC time in the tables. The system checks the library 

policy and also the user’s computer timezone setting. The effect is that duedates and hold pickup 

dates are always calculated and displayed in the time appropriate for that staff or patron. A 

duedate for a branch on the other side of the international date line will reflect the local date. 

 

NOTE: All branchcode policies must now have a timezone setting, even if the site doesn't 

have branches in different locations. The upgrade script will attempt to set the value based 

on current system settings, but sites should check their branchcode policies after the 

upgrade. 

 

For example, an hourly loan checked out by a Japan branch staff user, with computer set to 

Tokyo time, will display like: 

 
 

(Note that the above test was done in US/Eastern realtime, so the timestamp is in the middle of 

the night Japan time.) 
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For a user in US/Eastern time, the same record looks like: 

 

 
 

Regular checkouts also show different dates/times, depending on the user’s timezone. As a Japan 

patron: 

 

 
 

As US/Eastern staff: 

 

 
 

Most sites will not need this feature. However, note that all cron jobs for every site must now be 

set in UTC time, not site-local time. This may prove confusing at first for sites doing their own 

cron setup. This is one of a number of web sites that can help with time conversion: 

 

https://www.worldtimeserver.com/current_time_in_UTC.aspx 

 

 

Talking Tech Configuration 
 

Bibliovation now supports integration with i-tiva’s Talking Tech phone notification system. 

Certain messages can be included in scripted output which is sent to i-tiva and used to place 

phone calls or text messages. Message types supported are: 

 

Item Due (DUE, Talking Tech type CUSTOM) 

Outstanding Fines, (TOTAL_OWED, Talking Tech type FINES) 

Overdue up to three notices (ODUE, Talking Tech type OVERDUE) 

Advance Notice (PREDUE, Talking Tech type PREOVERDUE) 

https://www.worldtimeserver.com/current_time_in_UTC.aspx
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Item Recall (RECALL, Talking Tech type RECALL) 

Hold Filled (HOLD, Talking Tech type RESERVE) 

Hold Canceled (HOLDCANCEL, Talking Tech type RESERVECANCEL) 

Hold Expired (HOLDEXPIRED, Talking Tech type RESERVEEXPIRE) 

 

 

Configuration 

 

A site can opt to use voicemail, text message, or both. Two system preferences, TalkingTechText 

and TalkingTechVoice, enable those options. If both are turned on, two additional columns 

appear in Tools, Message Templates: 

 

 
 

Message templates are delivered for the message types where they are valid. These message 

templates have a very specific structure and must NOT be changed. For example, here is a 

second overdue text message: 

 
"T","EN","OVERDUE","2","[% borrowers.cardnumber %]","[% borrowers.title 

%]","[% borrowers.firstname %]","[% borrowers.surname %]","[% 

borrowers.smsalertnumber %]","[% borrowers.email %]","[% borrowers.branchcode 

%]","[% items.holdingbranch %]","[% items.homebranch %]","[% items.barcode 

%]","[% issues.duedate %]","[% biblio.title %]","" 

 

The first field (T or V) indicates whether the template is for voicemail or text message.  Some 

notices can include a date, such as the date a hold expires; others may not. 

 

The message templates will pull the appropriate data and create a .csv file output, which is sent 

to i-tiva. Here is sample output for a hold filled message: 
 

"V","EN","RESERVE","0","admin_2","","PTFS","ptfs","301-654-

8088","jwagner@ptfs.com","MAIN","MAIN","Main 

Library","170191003471121","06/11/2018","Code girls :","" 
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Once the message templates are in place, Talking Tech delivery must be set as a messaging 

preference either in the Role record or in individual patron records. The Role record is the 

preferred place. Look for the types of messages where Talking Tech is valid (see above list), and 

select TTvoice and/or TTtext as desired. 

 
 

The table display limitations mean that checkboxes are available on all lines. Remember that 

Talking Tech notices are ONLY available on certain types of notices (above). 

 

 

Number(s) Used 

 

The notices will use phone numbers from the patron record. For voicemails, the notice will use 

the patron’s primary phone number. For text messages, the notice will use the SMS alert number 

(NOT the cell phone field): 

 

 
 

At present, Talking Tech is the only function to use the SMS alert number field. Staff should 

only put a number in that field if the patron wants to get Talking Tech text messages. 
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Talking Tech Cron Jobs  

 

Two scripts manage the Talking Tech notices. These are normally scheduled to run overnight, 

but can be run at intervals during the day if desired.  The first script, ttech_upload, creates the 

.csv file with the notice data formatted to i-tiva’s requirements, and uses ftp to transfer that file to 

i-tiva.  

 

The second script, ttech_get_results, contacts the i-tiva server and brings back a report on the last 

file processed. Output might look like this: 

 

"29078019712345","39078039612345","RESERVE","LAK","SUCCESS" 

 

 

 

Unique Management Debt Collect Configuration 
 

Bibliovation supports integration with Unique Management’s debt collect service. Briefly, 

patrons accrue more charges than specified, a billing notice is sent, and after a specified number 

of days, if the charges are not paid down to a level under the threshold, the patron is referred to 

Unique Management for collection. Once patrons have been sent to UM, library staff will need 

to work with UM staff to clear records and confirm status. 

 

Here are the pieces needed for setup and operation. 

 

Setup and Cronjob Parameters 

 

First, set the outstanding fines messaging threshold in each patron category: 
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Once a patron in that category incurs charges that go above that level, a billing notice will be 

generated and sent by the amountdue_notices cron job. This cron job uses the BILLING message 

template; sites can change the wording as desired. The name of the message template can be 

specified in the cron setup, so consortial or multi-library sites can use different notices for 

different branches.  Site-specific options for that cron job are: 

 

• Branch: Limit to patrons belonging to this branch. 

• Clear: If a patron has paid fines below the threshold, then clear the billing flags. (If 

uncleared, the patron will not get a new billing notice but would be immediately reported 

to debt collect when the amount owed goes over the threshold.) 

• Template: Use the specified message template (the default is BILLING). 

• Ignore: Ignore fines older than this many days. (For sites with very old data – will not 

include the older charges in the calculation of whether the user has exceeded the 

threshold.) 

 

Once a billing notice has been sent, at a site-determined interval the debt_collect cron job will 

gather up new records and updated ones (payments or additional charges) and create a report to 

be emailed to Unique Management. Site-specific options on that cron job are: 

 

• Branch: Limit to patrons belonging to this branch. 

• Fee: Charge this amount to the patron as a debt collect handling fee (typically $10 but can 

be any amount). 

• Once: Only charge the handling fee once, not with each update. 

• Ignore: Do not send patrons in the specified patron category or categories to debt collect. 

• Max-wait: Ignore patrons after charges this many days old. Default is 365 days (excludes 

old data). 
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• Wait: How many days to wait, including holidays and weekends, after the billing notice 

to send the patron to UM. 

• Reset: This option is for libraries that do not want to charge collection fees or email 

reports, but that do want to maintain the collection flags, particularly the 

amount_notify_date. 

• Subject: The subject line of the email; default is “Debt Collect”. 

• To: The email address(es) to which the debt collect report should be sent. At minimum, it 

should go to the UM account manager, but some libraries also want it sent to a library 

staff person. 

 

When this script runs, it looks for any patrons who have been sent a billing notice but have not 

yet been reported, and includes them in the output. It also looks for patrons who were previously 

reported, and whose amount owed has changed since the last report (either payments made or 

new charges incurred), and includes those as changes.  

 

A new report, formatted to Unique Management’s requirements, looks something like: 

 

========   675466 

name=LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME 

adr1=1234 Main St. 

adr2= 

adr3= 

adr4= 

city_st=CITY, ST 

zip=99999 

birth=22 OCT 1962 

acct=675466 

phone=123-456-7890 

bphone= 

branch=BRANCH1 

totamt=74.73 

duedate= 

parent= 

btype=AD 

ss= 

In the above, the patron has accumulated charges of $74.73. 

 

An update looks like: 

 

========   448156 

name=LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME 

acct=448156 

totamt=35.00 

addamt=0.00 

rtnamt=0.00 

waivamt=0.00 
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paidamt=0.00 

diffamt=-0.75 

borlast=35.75 

 

In the above, the patron has paid 0.75 since the last report. The reports use the patron’s 

borrowernumber as the unique identifier. 

 

 

Clearing Patron Flags 

 

Both the billing notice and the debt collect script set flags in the patron record which are visible 

to staff on the Details tab: 

 

 
 

And on the Checkout tab: 

 

 
 

If the library wants to clear the flags and reset the patron’s status, someone with superlibrarian 

access will see the Clear Billing Flags button on the patron’s Details tab. That will clear the dates 

when the last billing notice and debt collect reports were sent, and the amount last reported to 

Unique Management. The library may also need to call UM to manually get the patron removed 

from collection. 

 

If the library wants to exclude a particular patron from being included in the debt collect report, 

and that patron does not belong to a patron category which is excluded, it can be done on an 

individual basis in the patron record: 

 

 
 

 

Useful SQL Reports 
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This report can be used to synchronize data on the system with data in Unique Management’s 

database. Run it and send it to UM. 

 
select borrowernumber, surname, firstname, branchcode, amount_notify_date, 

last_reported_date, last_reported_amount, amount from (select 

borrowers.borrowernumber, surname, firstname, borrowers.branchcode, 

amount_notify_date, last_reported_date, last_reported_amount, amount from 

fees left join fee_transactions on (fees.id=fee_id) join borrowers on ( 

borrowers.borrowernumber = fees.borrowernumber ) JOIN patron_collections on 

(borrowers.borrowernumber = patron_collections.borrowernumber and 

last_reported_amount > 0) UNION ALL select borrowers.borrowernumber, surname, 

firstname, borrowers.branchcode, amount_notify_date, last_reported_date, 

last_reported_amount , amount from payments left join fee_transactions on 

(payments.id=payment_id and fee_id is null) join borrowers on ( 

borrowers.borrowernumber=payments.borrowernumber ) JOIN patron_collections on 

(borrowers.borrowernumber  = patron_collections.borrowernumber and 

last_reported_amount > 0)  ) as alltransactions group by borrowernumber 

 

This report will check the message table for new email billing notices (showing the most recent 

first): 

 
SELECT message_endpoints.message_endpoint_type, message_types.code, 

message_templates.template_code, message_types.description, 

messages.created_time, message_endpoints.delivered_time, 

message_endpoints.delivery_status, borrowers.cardnumber, borrowers.surname, 

borrowers.firstname, message_endpoints.title, message_endpoints.content from 

message_endpoints INNER JOIN borrowers on (message_endpoints.user_id = 

borrowers.borrowernumber) INNER JOIN messages ON (messages.id = 

message_endpoints.message_id) INNER JOIN message_types on 

(messages.message_type_id = message_types.id) INNER JOIN message_templates on 

(message_endpoints.message_template_id = message_templates.id) WHERE 

message_endpoints.message_endpoint_type = 'email' and 

message_templates.template_code = "BILLING" order by messages.created_time 

desc 

 

This report will check the message table for new debt collect messages (showing the most recent 

first): 

 
SELECT messages.created_time, message_endpoints.delivered_time, 

message_endpoints.title, message_endpoints.content, 

message_endpoints.message_endpoint_type, message_endpoints.delivery_status 

from message_endpoints JOIN messages ON (messages.id = 

message_endpoints.message_id) JOIN message_types on (messages.message_type_id 

= message_types.id) left JOIN message_templates on 

(message_endpoints.message_template_id = message_templates.id) WHERE 

message_endpoints.title = 'Debt Collect' order by messages.created_time desc 

 

The template code and/or message title may need to be adjusted to local usage. 

 

This report will look for patrons who owe more than a specified amount (such as the amount in 

your billing notice threshold). In this report, the amount is $25: 
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select borrowernumber, round(sum(amount), 2) as balance, cardnumber, surname, 

firstname, branchcode, categorycode from ( select fees.borrowernumber, 

amount, cardnumber, surname, firstname, borrowers.branchcode, 

borrowers.categorycode from fees left join fee_transactions on (fees.id = 

fee_id) join borrowers on (fees.borrowernumber = borrowers.borrowernumber) 

UNION ALL select payments.borrowernumber, amount, cardnumber, surname, 

firstname, borrowers.branchcode, borrowers.categorycode from payments left 

join fee_transactions on (payments.id = payment_id) join borrowers on 

(payments.borrowernumber = borrowers.borrowernumber) where fee_id is null) as 

all_transactions group by borrowernumber having balance > 25 order by 

categorycode, branchcode 

 

This report will list patrons who have any of the flags set (billing notice or debt collect): 

 
select borrowernumber, surname, firstname, branchcode, amount_notify_date, 

last_reported_date, round(last_reported_amount, 2) AS 'last_reported_amount' 

, round(Sum(amount),2) AS 'Total Owed' from (select borrowers.borrowernumber, 

surname, firstname, borrowers.branchcode, amount_notify_date, 

last_reported_date, last_reported_amount , amount from fees left join 

fee_transactions on(fees.id=fee_id) join borrowers on ( 

borrowers.borrowernumber = fees.borrowernumber ) join patron_collections on ( 

borrowers.borrowernumber=patron_collections.borrowernumber and 

last_reported_amount > 0 ) UNION ALL select borrowers.borrowernumber, 

surname, firstname, borrowers.branchcode, amount_notify_date, 

last_reported_date, last_reported_amount , amount from payments left join 

fee_transactions on(payments.id=payment_id and fee_id is null) join borrowers 

on ( borrowers.borrowernumber=payments.borrowernumber) join 

patron_collections on (  borrowers.borrowernumber 

=patron_collections.borrowernumber and last_reported_amount > 0) ) as 

all_transactions where last_reported_date is not null or last_reported_amount 

is not null or amount_notify_date is not null group by borrowernumber 

 

This report will list patrons whose last reported amount (the figure reported to UM) is greater 

than zero: 

 
select borrowernumber, surname, firstname, branchcode, amount_notify_date, 

last_reported_date, round(last_reported_amount, 2) AS 'last_reported_amount' 

, round(Sum(amount),2) AS 'Total Owed' from (select borrowers.borrowernumber, 

surname, firstname, borrowers.branchcode, amount_notify_date, 

last_reported_date, last_reported_amount , amount from fees left join 

fee_transactions on(fees.id=fee_id) join borrowers on ( 

borrowers.borrowernumber = fees.borrowernumber ) join patron_collections on ( 

borrowers.borrowernumber=patron_collections.borrowernumber and 

last_reported_amount > 0 ) UNION ALL select borrowers.borrowernumber, 

surname, firstname, borrowers.branchcode, amount_notify_date, 

last_reported_date, last_reported_amount , amount from payments left join 

fee_transactions on(payments.id=payment_id and fee_id is null) join borrowers 

on ( borrowers.borrowernumber=payments.borrowernumber) join 

patron_collections on (  borrowers.borrowernumber 

=patron_collections.borrowernumber and last_reported_amount > 0) ) as 

all_transactions group by borrowernumber 
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Display My Items First  
 

Some sites with multiple branches may have separate URLs configured for each branch. Some of 

those systems may want to make sure the individual branch’s items show first in the list of 

holdings in that branch’s URL. This requires some configuration at the system level – contact the 

helpdesk for that setup. 

 

Once the system setup is in place, three settings are needed within the client. If your site does not 

have multiple URLs configured, leave these settings blank. 

 

First, in the branchcode policy, enter a value in the Host Regex field: 

 

 
 

The value will be the first part of the branch’s URL. In this example, the branch’s URL might be 

formed like branch-main.bibliovation.com.  Note the ^ character at the beginning; this is 

required. 

 

Second, set the DefaultItemSort syspref (in the Discovery Layer group) to homebranch: 

 

 
 

(You could also use holdingbranch if you’d rather sort by current location. Earlier documentation 

said to use _sortbranch but that has been superseded by the new item holdings display work.) 

 

Third, in the Discovery Layer Configuration Editor, check the Display Host Branch First setting: 

 

 
 

When all the configuration is in place (you may need to clear cache or refresh the browser), that 

branch’s items will automatically show at the top of the holdings table, in both public and staff 

mode. Note that you must use the dedicated URL to see this display change; the main URL for 

your site will not use it. 

 

This option can also be used for a group of libraries – get a separate URL created for the 

groupname, then create a group in Administration, Libraries & Groups. Group policies also have 

a host regex field – use the first part of the group URL. Note that if you want to use this feature 

for a group, individual branch URLs cannot also use it. The host regex setting can apply to an 

individual branch or a group, but not both. 
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Only Show My Items 
 

Consortial sites where materials are not shared between member libraries usually have separate 

URLs for each member library’s site. These can be configured so that only items belonging to 

that library are displayed in the Discovery Layer. This configuration is done at the system level; 

contact the helpdesk for more information. Unlike the Display My Items First, this does not 

affect the staff display – staff users will still see items belonging to all libraries. 

 

Sites should be aware that faceting can be problematic with this feature in place – the availability 

facet will still show all libraries. The facets use the solr index entries (which includes all data), 

but the display restrictions are implemented by other means. Sites will probably want to remove 

the availability or owned-by facets from their setup. 

 

 

Local Use Bib Record Fields 
 

Sites occasionally want to place a particular entry in a MARC record to flag it as part of a special 

project or collection. Such flags would ordinarily go into a 5xx notes field, but if the site wants 

the entry to be both searchable and facetable, the 5xx fields aren’t really useful.  

 

The first problem is that indexes used for faceting multi-word entries need to be built in a 

different way than indexes used for searching, and unless specifically designed for faceting, most 

existing indexes won’t work.  In addition, a targeted search on only that flag needs an isolated 

index so that it doesn’t return unrelated records. 

 

We have created separate indexes on the local use 930, 931, 932, 933, and 934 fields. Each field 

has an index designed for faceting, and separate indexes designed for a targeted search. 930$a, 

931$a, 932$a, 933$a, and 934$a get written into variants of local1, local2, local3, local4, local5 

indexes respectively. 

 

The exact form of the indexes is as follows: 

 

local1_exact is an exact string search – it’s designed for faceting. 

 

local1_t and local1_nostem are both text searches – the first is stemmed (a search will find 

related words – “glory” will also find “glorious”). The second is unstemmed (a search will only 

find the exact words). 

 

To use the 931, you would use local2_exact and local2_t or local2_nostem, and so forth. There is 

no relationship or overlap between the fields – each one can be used for different purposes.  Use 

only as many as you need for your particular purposes. 

 

For example, to define the 930 for use as a Global Images project flag, first enter text in the 

930$a field: 
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(Note that you can link the field to an authorized value for a controlled set of entries.)  

 

Then, in the facet setup enter the index name and label: 

 

 
 

That will add a facet for that collection: 

 

 
 

 

If desired, add either the stemmed or unstemmed index to the masthead or advanced search in the 

Discovery Layer Configuration Editor: 

 

 
 

Then you can search against just that field: 
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These indexes and fields are completely optional. Many sites will never need to use them. 

 

 

System Tracing 
 

A new option enables tracing of certain system calls, for extended troubleshooting. This is 

intended for the few sites that are installed locally (not cloud customers) and requires some 

system-level customization. Most sites will not use this. 

 

If configured, users can go under Tools, System Tracing and  click Enable to bring up a modal of 

various tracing options. They should be self explanatory; open a helpdesk ticket if you need help. 

  

 

 
 

 

The trace tool includes a Generate Test Exception dropdown button to allow you to create 

various sample exceptions. These temporarily enable tracing, you do not have to explicitly do so. 

 

The Scope button allows you to select whether you are seeing your own trace data or everyone's 
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Note that tracing is only enabled for a short period of time – the default is five minutes. Enable 

tracing and then perform the action or series of steps where you are seeing problems. Then come 

back to the Tracing tool and see if there are any entries. 

 

 
 

Doubleclick an entry to bring up a screen with more information: 

 

 
 

 

Depending on what you see, you may need to send the helpdesk a screenshot or a text copy of 

messages and data from this screen. Click the Show button next to various entries to see more 

data. If available (it’s not on all types of trace entries), the Call Stack (Filtered) entry at the 

bottom may have the most important data for troubleshooting. 

 

 
 

Stop tracing by clicking the Disable button on the trace tool or the Stop button that appears on 

the masthead when tracing. 
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Entries will be pruned after a period of time (default 5 days) so make a note of anything you 

need. 

 

 

Single Sign-on (SAML) 
 

Bibliovation now supports SSO (single sign-on) user authentication for patrons and staff by 

connecting with your SAML-2.0 IdP (identity provider). Please contact support for a price quote 

and  information on the steps involved to configure this functionality. 
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Appendix 1 – Standard Cron Jobs 
 

Sites will need to decide which cron jobs should be enabled, and with what parameters.  Here are 

the standard scripts with a suggested timing: 

 

• build_holds_queue.pl – builds the holds queue.  Run every two hours for busy sites. 

• advance_notices.pl – generates both the advance notice and the Item Due notices.  

Enhanced messaging must be turned on. 

• overdue_notices.pl – generates the overdue notice script.  Suggested fields for 

itemscontent are  duedate, itemcallnumber, author, title. By default the script will list all 

overdue items – use the parameter –nolist-all to only list newly-overdue items. 

• longoverdue.pl – marks overdue items as lost (and charges the patron the replacement 

cost) after X days; site needs to decide if it should be run, and what value for X days (30 

days? 90 days?). 

• link_bibs_to_authorities.pl – updates authority and bib record links; run nightly. 

• manage_coursereserves.pl – activates or suspends courses based on dates in the course 

setup. 

• process_message_queue.pl – sends out email notices which have been generated by other 

processes. Runs hourly or as desired. [NOTE: in cloud installations this is handled by a 

system-wide process which runs through each instance. Timing cannot be controlled.] 

• resume_suspended_reserves.pl – reactivates any suspended holds with the current day’s 

date.  Runs nightly. 

• saved_searches.pl – Performs any saved searches which have been scheduled by patrons, 

and sends the results.  Runs nightly. 

• fines.pl – Charges fines to the patron record. Runs hourly for sites using hourly fines; 

otherwise runs nightly. 

• periodicals.pl – Changes status to Late for issues later than the number of days specified 

in the serials subscription record. 

• manage_callslips.pl – Expires callslip requests that are no longer needed. 

 

Not used by most sites: 

 

• anonymise_previous_borrowers – Script to anonymize patron checkout data after items 

have been returned. A parameter on the cron job controls the number of days to keep 

data; the default is 30 days. The syspref MinimumIssueHistoryInterval controls how long 

to keep the most recent borrower information. If it is a positive number, scrubbing will 

not happen until the script is run _after_ the minimum interval has passed). 

• amountdue_notices – Sends billing notices to patrons who exceed the amount owed 

threshold in the patron category policy. 
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• debt_collect – Sends specified patrons to Unique Management debt collection agency 

(see section above). 

• ttech_upload – creates the output file for Talking Tech phone or text messages and 

transmits it to i-tiva. 

• ttech_get_results – contacts the i-tiva server and brings back a status report on the latest 

Talking Tech message file. 

• normalize_caveats – used only for sites which have a centralized login tracking security 

classification levels. Normalizes data from the 355$b field and stores in the 599 for easier 

authentication. Can run as a service or (preferably) as a nightly (or hourly) cron job. 

• marcdecomp – used for sites with the feature for breaking MARC data out into separate 

tables. Can run as a service or (preferably) as a nightly (or hourly) cron job. 

• action_details – used for sites tracking extra user data in logs. Perl script picks up 

everything since its last run; can be run at any desired interval to populate additional log 

table. 

 

There is a new process (not cron) required for asynchronous (background) processing and the 

reports module. If reports do not seem to be finishing, ask the helpdesk to make sure that process 

(called lak-jobmgr) is running. 

 

Note that new crons may be added, or some of these rendered obsolete, by ongoing development.  

The above is for current reference and planning, not a definitive list. 

 

System Cron Cleanup Script 
 

A cleanup script runs regularly on all sites to remove old files and table entries. Some of these 

are visible to users; others are strictly system-level. Examples: 

 

• Records queued for reindexing (after 14 days) 

• Finished reports (after 30 days) 

• Processed batch item edit batches (after 30 days) 
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Appendix 2 – Creating MARC Validation Rulesets 
 

 

A new feature allows sites to create custom rulesets to validate their MARC records, based on 

local cataloging practices beyond Library of Congress rules. (See the User Manual section 

Custom Validation Rules for how to apply local rules in the cataloging editor.) The setup for this 

feature is in the Superlibrarian Guide because it is complex, and because very few sites will want 

to use it. 

 

The feature is controlled by a new set of granular permissions under the mvr section of the 

editcatalogue group. 

 

editcatalogue.mvr 

get -- Retrieve Marc Validation Rulesets 

update -- Create/Update/Delete Marc Validation Rulesets 

apply -- Apply Marc Validation Rulesets to individual records in Cataloging Editor 

 

Get is the base permission needed to access rules. If you have get but not update or apply, you 

could access the tool to see what rules exist, but not really do anything with them. Cataloging 

staff will need get+apply. Administrators or others creating rulesets will need get+update or the 

upper level mvr* permission. 

 

Rules are created under Tools, MARC Validation Rulesets. You’ll see any existing rules listed. 

 

 
 

For existing rules, the pencil icon will edit the rule, and the trashcan icon will delete it. Click the 

New button at the top to begin creating a rule. This opens an edit screen: 
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Give it a short name and a general description. The name shows in the cataloging editor 

pulldown where staff select a rule to apply. Make them simple and easy for the cataloger to 

understand. You should go ahead and save at this point. 

 

Then you can start building a rule. Click the Show Instructions button for help with syntax. 

 

 
 

This opens a lengthy screen with details about the syntax and options. You can create a simple 

rule, or one with several options. Further down you’ll see a list of operators. 

 

 
 

As you can see from the instructions, a lot of complexity is possible. However, you can create 

simple rules without much experience. The feature includes a “builder” which can walk you 

through some basic setup. Click the wrench icon to open that: 

 

 
 

The first field is the screen message to be shown if the test fails. This shows in the results screen 

when a rule is run in the editor. 
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On the edit line, the first field is the logic you want to use. There are a lot of choices in the 

pulldown: 

 

 
 

The default “none of these exist” entry is designed not to check for missing fields but for fields 

that should not be in the record. Depending on what else you set, you can check for the presence 

of more than one instance of the same field, or if any of several fields exist. You can also check 

things at the subfield level, or match strings, or look for invalid characters. 

 

Note that you can also check for indicator values. You can use a period (.) to indicate a wildcard 

(any value) in that indicator, or a pound sign (#) to indicate that the indicator is blank. If you 

specify a value in one indicator, you must also specify one in the other, so you’ll probably need 

to use the wildcard. 

 

If you select the “For one of these fields” option, the builder another line to check the subfield(s): 

 

 
 

As with the first field, the pulldown has a lot of options: 
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You could check for multiple occurrences of a subfield, a missing subfield, or any of a number 

of possibilities. As above, note that the “none of these exist” entry is designed not to check for 

missing fields but for fields that should not be in the record. 

 

This example will start with “Exactly one of these subfields” in the first dropdown, which gives 

subfield options as part of the first step. 

 
 

The screen color has turned from red (meaning an invalid rule) to green (meaning that this rule 

as structured is valid). Save it, and you can either run it as its own rule, or continue adding 

conditions. When you save, you’ll see that the builder has populated the text box with code 

matching your settings. 

 

 
Click the plus sign to add another validation check to this rule. In this case, we also want to be 

sure there is only one 245. 
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Save this, and the main screen for the rule now shows both: 

 

 
 

Note that you need to click Save in the top bar to save the entire ruleset; so far you have just 

saved individual rules. The question-mark icon in orange above is a “check syntax” option. Click 

it to test the rule; if the rule is valid, the orange will turn to green. 

 

As the screenshot shows, rules created through the builder must also be edited through the 

builder.  It is possible to enter text manually to create a rule. If you do so, you can never use the 

builder to refine that rule. 

 

Use the pencil icon instead of the wrench, and type or paste your code directly in the box: 

 

 
 

Again, you can use the question-mark icon to check your syntax. In this case, the syntax was 

wrong: 
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Correct the syntax and check again; the button turns green when it’s right. 

 

 
 

In this case, the field needed to be entered as 210$a, not 210a. 

 

The examples above have been to test a single field. The builder also has tabs for “Repeat test 

with many fields” and “Repeat test with many subfields” – these are for more complex rules. The 

first allows you to run the same test (i.e., does this exist or does it match a value) against several 

MARC fields: 

 

 
 

In the screenshot, F is used as a placeholder for whatever field is being tested; the screen output 

will show the field number. Enter your MARC fields at the top; use the plus sign to add another 

field. This will check for the existence of a 245 and a 500: 
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The “many subfields” tab is similar, but works at the subfield level. This example will look for 

the existence of 260 subfields a, b, and c and 690 subfields a and b. 

 

 
 

To test a rule, set up a bib record that fails the conditions you are checking. In this example, a 

record has two empty 245s. In the cataloging editor, a new option (Validate) shows on the menu 

bar at top. Select the rule and run it: 

 

 
 

The screen will report pass or fail; use the side arrow to open each section to see the messages: 
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As noted in the cataloging section of the main User Manual, using a validation rule is 

informational only. The system will not block saving a record with a problem condition. It is up 

to the cataloger to fix the record based on the screen message(s). 

 

The above examples are simple checks. The syntax allows for extremely complex rules, and it 

may take a lot of trial and error to get a rule working the way you want. Be assured that you 

CANNOT hurt a record by running a rule that isn’t properly designed. At most, running the rule 

will simply fail. 

 

Some examples of more complex rules: 
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We may be able to help build complex rules; open a Support Center ticket to ask for a quote. 
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Appendix 3 – Version Changes 
 

The current version change page is at the beginning of this document; historical pages are 

preserved here. 

 

 

Changes between Version 5.10 and Version 5.12 
 

 

These manual sections have been added or updated since version 5.10 was released. 

 

 

Record Matching Rules (expanded in v. 5.11.1) 

 

Authority Matching Rules (new in v. 5.11.1) 

 

Editing Existing Notices (updated v. 5.11.8) 

 

Available Granular Permissions (updated v.5.12.1) 

 

Digital Object Permissions (updated v. 5.11.8) 

 

System Preferences (updated v. 5.11.12, 5.12.2) 

 

Appendix – Standard Cron Jobs (updated v. 5.11.12) 
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Changes between Version 5.12 and Version 5.14 
 

 

These manual sections have been added or updated since version 5.12 was released. 

 

 

Message Templates (updated v. 5.13.01) 

 

Showing the Name of the Person Who Has Checked Out (new v. 5.14.01) 

 

System Preferences (updated v. 5.13.01) 

 

Appendix – Standard Cron Jobs (updated v. 5.13.01) 
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Changes between Version 5.14 and Version 5.18 
 

NOTE: Version 5.16 was skipped for production. 

 

These manual sections have been added or updated since version 5.14 was released. 

 

 

Manual Links (new v.5.16.01) 

 

Limit On-Shelf Holds (new v.5.16.01) 

 

Shelving Cart Display (new v.5.16.02) 

 

Block On-Shelf Holds inside Library (new v. 5.16.04) 

 

Item Types (updated v. 5.16.05) 

 

Item Fields (new in v. 5.15, updated v. 5.18.14) 

 

Recall Configuration (updated v. 5.18) 

 

Available Granular Permissions (updated v. 5.15.02, 5.15.06) 

 

Backdating Checkouts (new v.5.16.01) 

 

Permissions for Anonymous Users (new v.5.16.04) 

 

Notice Triggers (updated v. 5.18.07) 

 

Role or Individual Patron Settings (updated v. 5.18) 

 

Event Log (new v. 5.16.02) 

 

Substitute User (new v. 5.15.2) 

 

Import/Export Factory (new v. 5.15.04) 

 

System Preferences (updated v.5.16, 5.16.02, 5.16.03, 5.16.04, 5.18.13) – see especially the 

entries for the Checkout Kiosk 
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Changes between Version 5.18 and Version 5.20 
 

These manual sections have been added or updated since version 5.18 was released. 

 

Custom Item Statuses (new in v. 5.19.05) 

 

Patron Record Access Control (new in v.5.19.13) 

 

Invoice Account Types (new in v. 5.19.14) 

 

Additional Default Policies (updated 5.19.x) 

 

Adding Item Due Date (updated 5.19.x) 

 

Adding Hold Expiration Date (new v. 5.19.16) 

 

Role Patrons and Default Permissions (updated v. 5.19.x) 

 

Available Granular Permissions (updated v. 5.19.x) 

 

Enforcing Inactivity Timeouts (Staff and Patron) (new v. 5.19.13, updated v. 5.19.20) 

 

Event Log (updated v. 5.19.08) 

 

Import/Export Factory (updated v. 5.19.11) 

 

System Preferences (updated v. 5.19.x) 

 

Talking Tech Configuration (new in v. 5.19.x) 

 

Unique Management Debt Collect Configuration (new in v. 5.19.x) 

 

Appendix – Standard Cron Jobs (updated v. 5.19.x) 
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Changes between Version 5.20 and Version 6.0 
 

These manual sections have been added or updated since version 5.20 was released. 

 

Host Regex [new v. 5.21.01] 

 

Item Fields [updated v. 5.21.09] 

 

Validate Codabar Barcodes [new in v. 5.21.01] 

 

Visibility [updated v. 5.21.10] 

 

Secondary [new v. 5.21.09] 

 

Controlling Availability Display [new in v. 5.21.02] 

 

Patron/Item/Subscription Record Access Control (not required) [updated v. 5.21.01] 

 

Restricting Circ and Hold Policies in a Multi-Library Environment [section added v. 5.21.x] 

 

Additional Default Policies [updated text v. 5.21.04] 

 

Message Templates [updated v. 5.21.06, 5.21.09, 6.00.13] 

 

Pruning Messages [new v. 6.00.18] 

 

Custom Hold Slip [new in v. 5.21.03, updated 6.00.13] 

 

Truncate Field Data [new in v. 6.00.14] 

 

Receipt Template Manager [new v. 5.21.06, 5.21.09, 5.21.12, 6.00.10] 

 

Precedence of Branch Templates [new in v. 6.00.25] 

 

Substitute User [updated v. 6.00.10[ 

 

Cron Scripts Interface [new in v.6.00.08] 

 

Automated Patron Imports [new in v.6.00.08] 

 

User Preferences [updated v. 6.x] 

 

Available Granular Permissions [updated v. 6.x] 

 

Control Title Subfield Display [new v. 5.21.07] 
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System Preferences [updated v. 5.21.x] 

 

Display My Items First [new v. 5.21.01, 5.21.09, 5.21.12] 

 

Only Show My Items [new v. 5.21.01] 

 

Local Use Bib Record Fields [new v. 5.21.05] 
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Changes between Version 6.0 and Version 6.2 
 

 

Event Log [updated v. 6.01.05] 

 

Log Viewer [updated v. 6.01.05] 

 

System Tracing [new in v. 6.01.01] 

 

Single Sign-on (SAML) [new in v. 6.01.03] 
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Changes between Version 6.2 and Version 7.0 
 

Patron Categories [updated v. 7.xx] 

 

Circulation Policies [new in v. 7.x] 

 

Circulation Policies (Consortia) [new in v. 7.x] 

 

MARC Display Templates [new in v.7.0.3] 

 

Precedence of Branch Templates [updated v. 7.x] 

 

Available Granular Permissions [updated v. 7.x] 

 

Viewing Log Data [updated v. 7.00.02] 

 

Cron Scripts Interface [updated v. 7.0.8] 

 

System Preferences [updated v. 7.xx] 

 

Appendix 2 – Creating MARC Validation Rulesets [new in v. 7.x] 

 

 
 


